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This PhD work took place in the framework of theoretical research aimed at implementa-
tion of quantum computing schemes and algorithms in solid state devices. The electron
and nuclear spins of dopant atoms implanted in silicon crystals, that already lie at the core
of commercial diodes and the photovoltaic industry, are able to store quantum informa-
tion longer than anything else in the solid state. Controlled manipulations of silicon qubits
depend on the ability to tune the nanoscopic donor electron state: we provide a complete
theoretical picture that includes, within the insightful and analytic framework of effective
mass theory, the effects of the non-trivial silicon conduction band and the different lattice
distortions caused by the implantation of the donor species. Calibration of the multi-valley
bulk theory to account for binding energies and electron-nuclear hyperfine couplings al-
lows improved estimates of the exchange splittings between two neighbouring donors,
that provide the simplest handle for tuning two-qubit operations. Further refinements to
our approach lead to exceptional agreement with experimental measurements of Stark ef-
fects, where an external electric field is used to enable local single qubit manipulations
within global driving fields: we set reliable thresholds on such gating speeds across all
group V donors. Finally, we propose a scalable scheme for silicon quantum computing
that relies on the coherent transfer of information from Si:Bi donors, that are established
as excellent memory qubits, to surface quantum dots that are easier to manipulate, within
a topological surface code which enables outstanding tolerance to errors. Analysis of the
optimal working regimes and inclusion of the leading sources of decoherence allow us to
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Outline
Chapter 1 is devoted to introducing some advantages of quantum over classical informa-
tion, the challenges posed by the implementation of quantum computers in real-world
devices, and a brief overview of the state-of-the-art in the field. Among the several solid-
state implementations of a quantum computer that have intrigued researchers all over the
world, donors in silicon stand out because they can be fabricated and interfaced using
techniques that already lie at the core of commercial microelectronics and their promise
of exceptional stability has been confirmed by recent record-breaking experiments: the
state of a silicon qubit can be maintained for 39 minutes at room temperature, longer
than anything else in the solid state. Chapter 2 details the crucial physical features that
make silicon a very attractive material even in the quantum regime, and highlights the
role played by the spin degrees of freedom of dopant electrons and nuclei. Some specific
architectures for quantum computing are briefly discussed, with particular attention paid
to what is yet to be proven in the labs or even proposed theoretically. An historical frame-
work and specific motivations for the original contributions of this thesis are outlined,
alongside references to previous and still ongoing research in the field.
Then, an effective mass theory for the donor electron state is devised to ground the pre-
dictions of this work: even though silicon qubits are most reliably implemented into spin
states, the orbital (charge) degrees of freedom represent the basic handle to control such
configurations from outside, usually via electromagnetic fields. A reliable picture of the
physics of donor electrons is key to establishing how those manipulations should be per-
formed, to test the feasibility of different proposals and to guide experimental progress
in the area. Moreover, it improves our answers to some fundamental questions that, due
to complications inherent in the system under consideration, have not found a conclusive
solution after sixty years of more or less continuous attention. In chapter 3, after a sum-
mary of the main characteristics of the effective mass theory originally proposed by Kohn
and Luttinger in 1955, we give a critical overview of when it has failed and of the most
important successive improvements. Then, we set out the multi-valley effective mass the-
ory that is originally devised here, and motivate the reasons why it should be preferred to
previous treatments.
While controlled manipulations, initialization and read-out have been demonstrated on
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single silicon qubits, the next challenge is to scale those abilities to larger structures that
could host effective quantum computing. The first step toward this goal is the design and
accurate theoretical modelling of multiqubit silicon nanodevices, which may then guide
experimental efforts towards initial demonstrations. A working two-donor quantum gate,
based on the exchange coupling between neighbouring donors, represents a key step along
the path to scalability. The realization of two-qubit gates so far has proven to be signif-
icantly impeded by the complicated structure of the silicon conduction band: in chapter
4, building on the novel theory constructed, we update the benchmark predictions of the
exchange splitting, provide extra insight into the underlining mechanisms, and find less
restrictive impediments for exact donor positioning.
A complete microscopic description of the donor electronic state is refined in chapter 5,
that is further applied to investigate the degree of flexibility and the gating speed allowed
by spin qubits tuned via external electric fields. The exceptional agreement between this
theory and the experimental work of our collaborating group at UCL, other than validat-
ing the insightful understanding of the valley physics and the Stark effects of donors in
silicon, lays the foundations for exciting further work: our donor wavefunction is reliable
enough to provide quantitative evaluations of electronic features of silicon nanodevices,
flexible enough to allow straightforward extensions to different confining environments,
and permits calculations fast enough to compete with more lenghty and demanding ab
initio methods.
Chapter 6 presents and analyses a further step along the path to solve the multi-qubit is-
sues discussed in chapter 4: a novel scalable scheme for silicon quantum computing that
relies on the coherent transfer of quantum states from Si:Bi donors, that are established
as excellent memory qubits, to surface quantum dots that are easier to manipulate. Such
surface electron spins are easily arranged within large and flexible arrays, and allow the
implementation of topological surface codes which enable outstanding tolerance to errors.
After discussing the background physics that holds great promise for such implementa-
tion, and briefly reviewing some surface code algorithms proposed before, we examine in
detail how to bridge memory and surface qubits through a robust SWAP gate. Optimal
working regimes are set, based on a generic treatment of the controlled dynamics of a
two-level system, and the effects of the main sources of decoherence are quantified. Far
from a complete proposal for a quantum computer, we address however its basic building
block.
At the end of each chapter the main conclusions are rounded up, some open questions are
listed, and we point out how the work described in this thesis could be used to address
those lines of further investigation.
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‘Quantum computation and quantum information is the study of the information process-
ing tasks that can be accomplished using quantum mechanical systems’ [MAN10]: this
neat statement from Nielsen and Chuang, at the beginning of one of the best known intro-
ductory books about quantum computing, represents a great starting point to establish the
bases of this thesis.
On one side, two key words of our contemporary world are highlighted effectively: (i)
information lies at the very core of our culture, as the astonishing progress gained in the
efficiency, the load and the spatial range of information exchange over the last thirty years
has changed humankind deeply and irreversibly; (ii) quantum mechanics is the inalienable
framework of any modern physical theory, as quantum concepts and their consequences
have long been established to describe satisfactorily the nano- and mesoscale world. The
interdisciplinarity of this field is clear from the overlapping of physics, and the theory of
information and computer science (at least). The very character of the scientific research
in the area turns out to be thereby affected, as quantum information experts must update
their knowledge in response to breakthroughs in wide-ranging fields, and collaborations
among scientists from diverse backgrounds are unavoidable to cope with such fast and
substantial advances.
On another side, recent developments in information theory have improved our under-
standing of quantum physics, and vice versa, information notions enclosed within quan-
tum schemes have been put under a different light, and new knowledge has resulted from
the different perspective. What is even more relevant to this thesis, then, is that the in-
teraction of the two enhances the interesting qualities of both: in other words, quantum
computation is powerful. More specifically, there are important computational problems
that could be solved much faster than with the current state-of-the-art classical computing.
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One bright example is found already when dealing with a conceptually simple problem,
that of searching an unstructured database of length N for a particular entry: while clas-
sical computing algorithms would require a search of an average N/2 individual checks,
Grover has proposed a quantum algorithm that would take an average
√
N queries to
answer the same question [Gro96]. Another case, where the quantum/classical compu-
tational gain is even exponential, is represented by the factorization of large numbers as
proposed by Shor [Sho95a], an issue at the core of current cryptographic protection all
over the world. On the other hand, there are goals that are tout court outside the reach
of classical computers: for example, algorithms in quantum cryptography exist that allow
to gain communication between two parties that is totally protected from eavesdropping
[BBB+92], and some have been successfully realized and commercialized [SBPC+09].
Quantum computing has then stimulated the birth of entire research areas, such as the
field of quantum simulations [JCJ14], where the goal is to predict the behaviour of quan-
tum systems with many degrees of freedom and exponentially complex dynamics, whose
physical realization is yet unattainable.
Another outstanding quality of quantum computers nowadays, that provides another strong
motivation to the numerous research paths in this field, is that it is feasible to build one in
the laboratory, or at least, there is confident promise that it will not be unfeasible for many
years yet to come. The hardest and most important capability in play here is the control
over few quantum objects: while collective properties of quantum systems made up of
‘lots’ of particles have been (and still are) addressed even before the 1970s [MAN10],
and are described by statistical physics, other features of the quantumness of our world
emerge when single objects are investigated and dealt with. Physically speaking, this
means that regimes of interest in quantum computation require nanoscale resolution and
tuning, very low operating temperatures, lack of energy dissipation and extreme isolation
from the environment – and all such requirements are not even sufficient conditions for a
full scale quantum computer. Building on such abilities, a set of qubits is chosen, that is
an ensemble of two-level systems that extrapolates to the quantum world the logical |0〉
and |1〉 states that a classical bit can take. Then, logic gates control the flow of informa-
tion, by affecting the state of the qubits, both individually and in combination with one or
more neighbours. The superiority of quantum computing relies on the Hilbert space repre-
sentation of quantum states, and the linearity of Schro¨dinger equation: the configurations
available for a quantum bit are all the complex superpositions of the kind
|ψ〉 = cos θ
2
|0〉+ eiφ sin θ
2
|1〉, (1.1)
where θ and φ are real parameters. At the same time, quantum gates are embodied by




Figure 1.1: Each point on the surface of a Bloch sphere represents one quantum state,
which is uniquely identified by the coordinates θ and φ as defined by Eq. 1.1. A reference
unitary operation that transforms |0〉 into |ψ〉 is depicted here as a rotation on the surface
of the sphere.
requirement to ensure that the result of the action of the gate on the original qubit state is
still a legitimate state, i.e. that the norm is preserved.
A useful way to visualize the states of a qubit arises if we map them, isomorphically, to the
points of the surface of a sphere, usually called the Bloch sphere, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The
parameters θ and φ in Eq. 1.1 correspond, then, to the angular coordinates of a spherical
polar reference frame, where the |0〉 and |1〉 states can be assigned to θ = 0 and θ = pi
respectively. Within such a framework, single qubit operations are tantamount to rotating
the sphere, while multiple qubit operations, that act on the larger Hilbert space made up
by the tensor product of the spaces of the single qubits, cannot be represented as simply.
1.1.1 DiVincenzo criteria
So if we are attracted by quantum computers, we need to define at least some fundamental
features of their implementations; here follows an updated list of the seminal DiVincenzo
criteria [Div00] that are commonly accepted as a thorough and robust checklist for any
physical quantum computer:
• A scalable ensemble of well defined quantum bits. This implies a finite Hilbert
space of quantum states must be provided by the system chosen as a platform, thus
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the corresponding energy levels must be discrete. The single qubit is defined by
all quantum states made up by any superposition (linear combination) of two basis
states, usually indicated as |0〉 and |1〉: |ψ〉 = α |0〉 + β |1〉. Any other energy
level that could be theoretically accessed by the qubit should be ruled out by the
computation algorithm as much as possible, in order to reduce information leakage.
• The ability to initialize the state of the qubits to a simple fiducial state. We need
to know to a high degree of fidelity the input effectively given to our architecture,
if we plan to process that input. As we discuss later in more detail, a fast qubit
initialization, which is essential to a short total computing time, is often an issue that
has even stimulated independent directions of research, such as the investigation of
spin-dependent tunneling [SPvB+11].
• Decoherence times much longer than gate operation time. The dynamics of a quan-
tum system is generally described by the unitary time evolution induced by the
Hamiltonian that defines its energy levels. Since we want to be able to act on the
qubits, or more generally to make measurements on their state, it is obvious that
they will be open systems, i.e. they will interact with some environment. Such
noise can affect significantly the nature of the information we are trying to manip-
ulate, at all processing stages, and most of the time it is not easily controlled, thus
leading to unwanted irreversible dynamics of the initial state. Broadly speaking, we
can distinguish two main timescales for the decoherence of a qubit represented by





: T1 is the time over which a
significant change in the population of the states (the diagonal elements of ρ) has
been produced by the interaction with the environment, while T2 characterizes the
phase randomisation, i.e. the incoherent evolution of the off-diagonal entries of ρ.
The requirement for a robust computation is that the coherent, controlled dynam-
ics of the qubits takes place much faster than both those mechanisms, so that the
logical state has not been taken too much off its predetermined path. The hardest
challenge in the systems we are going to consider often consists of increasing T2,
or decreasing the operation time down to some orders of magnitude less than T2,
since generally T2 < T1 (or T2  T1). Thresholds for decoherence rates are set by
error correction codes, i.e. algorithms that, within the computation itself, take care
of the illegal deviations and fix them [Sho95b, LB13]. Error correction can rely
on dynamical decoupling or decoherence-free subspaces [Kai14], but we will con-
sider an instance of topological error correction, whose general spirit is to encode
a computational qubit within a small group of physical qubits, as opposed to the
one-to-one correspondence discussed so far. The advantage is that the unavoidable
single qubit decoherence can be either reset or tracked by continuous ‘comparison’
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with its neighbours, without spoiling the information stored in the collective state.
• A universal set of quantum gates. A full quantum computer should be able to per-
form any logical gate, that is, to execute any unitary operation in the Hilbert space
of the quantum computer. Such operations ideally (that is, neglecting decoherence)
occur via the coherent time evolution of the system U(t) = e−iHt, where H is the
system Hamiltonian that describes the tunable degrees of freedom where the qubits
are implemented. Thus, the intra- and inter-qubit interactions should be able to
be controlled from the outside: the nature of such external tunings determines the
gating time mentioned in the previous point. Ref. [DiV95] shows that universal
quantum computing can be achieved, for example, via quantum gates operating on
just two qubits at a time.
• A qubit specific measurement capability. It should be possible to measure the in-
dividual output of each qubit at the end of the computation, and to do so with the
highest fidelity attainable. Measuring a qubit, broadly speaking, means coupling
it to a classical system for a finite duration of time, so that its quantum state can
collapse to one of the measurement eigenstates with the respective intrinsic prob-
abilities. Noise is very likely to affect this process, for example by disturbing the
physical record of the measurement outcome, or changing the quantum state of the
actual output of the computation during the measurement time window. Sometimes
single-qubit measurements are even impossible, thus statistical averages of mea-
surements are performed over an ensemble of qubits.
1.1.2 Some implementations
Other than the silicon devices discussed in this thesis, the zoo of materials and platforms
currently scrutinized to build a quantum computer includes:
• superconducting circuits cooled down to 0.01K, where electromagnetic pulses are
used to harness the magnetic flux, the electron charge or the Berry phase across
Josephson junctions. The most significant challenges in the field are the very low
temperatures and the large space occupied by one single qubit (≈ 1 mm for each
linear dimension) [CW08];
• the electronic states of isolated ions, that were used in the first instances of practical
quantum computing. Ions are nowadays suspended in the middle of large rooms,
so that they do not suffer too much from environmental noise, but the downsides
are that a very good vacuum must be kept during the processing, and it is hard to
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perform multiple-qubit manipulations, due to the high precision needed for their
mutual spatial positioning [HRB08];
• nitrogen vacancies in diamond, whose spins are similar to the donors that are in-
vestigated in this work, but are tuned via visible light rather than nuclear-magnetic-
resonance (NMR) fields. Some of the advantages are that very low temperatures
are not needed, and information can be coherently transferred along very long dis-
tances, but again difficulties in the implantation of the atoms pose some limitations
to the scalability of such devices [DMD+13]. Recent work, however, has demon-
strated the generation of remote entanglement between two electron spin qubits
separated by 3 m [BHP+13];
• nuclear spins of diluted molecules addressed via NMR resonant pulses: it is indeed
the ability to tailor the amplitude, phase and frequency of those pulses that sets the
limits to gate fidelity. However, inter-qubit interactions have to cope with unwanted
cross-talk that limits the coherence of the corresponding operations [VC05]. More-
over, due to the high operating temperature, the qubit states are ‘pseudopure’, and
rapidly degrade with the size of the register;
• quantum dots engineered in semiconductor hosts (particularly GaAs), controlled in
a regime of very few occupying electrons, that can be manipulated via gate voltages,
similarly to transistors [HKP+07]. The charge degrees of freedom are easily tamed
in this framework, but suffer from very fast decoherence; attention has more re-
cently switched to electron spins, with important results achieved in terms of single
qubit operations via magnetic [KBT+06], electric [NKNV07] and optical driving
[PLZY08]. Two qubit coherent oscillations between neighbouring quantum dots
are also feasible [Pet05]. Coherence times are significantly limited, at the moment,
as compared to e.g. donor spins in silicon.
Across all such trials, the degree of development so far is still at an early stage, as hardly
more than ten working qubits working in parallel can be fabricated with some success
[LM14]. In this sense, silicon quantum computing holds perhaps the most well grounded
promise, given the large degree of scalability that is at the core of commercial electronic
devices. Moreover, this field has profited from major technological breakthroughs in the
last four years, such as the storing of coherent quantum information maintained for 39
minutes at room temperature [SSS+13], the single-shot readout of an electron [MPZ+10]
and a nuclear spin [PTD+12]: this landscape provides the main motivation of the ongoing
theoretical and experimental study in the area, which is the subject of the next chapter.
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Quantum computation with donors in
silicon
2.1 Silicon quantum computing
The chemical element silicon belongs to the group IV, and it is a semiconductor with a
large band gap of 1.17 eV at 0 K [Kit86]. It is largely available in the silicate minerals
composing Earth’s crust, particularly in the shape of SiO2 [Hay11]. Below its melting
point of 1414◦C, and at ambient pressure, it occurs in the diamond cubic crystal structure,
whose bonds are covalent, and each atom is surrounded by four nearest neighbour atoms.
More precisely, a silicon lattice can be visualized as a face-centered cubic Bravais lattice
with a two-point basis [AM76], i.e. Bravais lattice vectors can start from two different
crystal locations: 0 and
aSi
4
(xˆ + yˆ + zˆ) (cf. Fig. 2.1), where the nearest neighbour spacing
aSi has been measured to high precision aSi = 0.543 071 0 nm [HOH90].
The silicon lattice shares the spatial symmetries of a tetrahedron [YC10], a property that
will provide much insight when we will classify the electronic states of an impurity elec-
tron in Sec. 3.3. Just to mention two chief applications, pure silicon is fundamental for
the fabrication of the integrated circuits that have formed the basis of industrial micro-
electronics over the last five decades, and provides the core for most substrates in the
photovoltaic industry [Piz10].
Classical computing in silicon devices now takes place at room temperatures, and fun-
damentally relies on currents of numerous charge carriers that can be manipulated with
external voltages within scalable architectures. It is most striking that, in a regime of much
lower temperatures and only few electrons, silicon substrates are still extremely interest-
ing for quantum computing, thanks to extra features that are not of paramount importance
in the classical regime. Both spin and orbital (charge) degrees of freedom of localized
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Figure 2.1: The diamond structure of the silicon lattice is shown on the right: it is invariant
under translations by any vector of the Bravais lattice, that is generated by the basis ~a1 =
aSi
2
(1, 1, 0), ~a2 = aSi2 (1, 0, 1), ~a3 =
aSi
2
(0, 1, 1). On the left we define the high symmetry
crystallographic directions [100], [110] and [111] that will be used throughout this thesis.
quantum states can provide the logical Hilbert space needed for the different computing
stages but, as we will see, spin qubits are the ones that benefit most from the features of
silicon nanostructures, that are investigated more broadly all over the world, and they will
be the main focus of this thesis.
2.1.1 Spin qubits in silicon
Let us see how the DiVincenzo criteria characterizing a good qubit-based processor, as
pointed out in Sec. 1.1.1, can be met by spin states in silicon, and to what extent they have
been effectively realized.
• Scalability and well defined quantum bits. Spins can naturally offer discrete energy
levels whose population can distinguish the computational basis |0〉 and |1〉, which
should be in non-degenerate states throughout the computation; field selection rules,
low temperatures, or other appropriate operational regimes of the computation, can
prevent the states that are not part of the logical Hilbert subspace from being pop-
ulated. In order to be well defined, that is to show some unambiguous E0 − E1
energy separation at any fixed instant, we need Hamiltonian terms that break the
spin symmetry of the silicon vacuum: examples include the Zeeman splittings in-
duced by an external applied magnetic field HZ = −µ ·B (where µ is the magnetic
moment of the spin considered), the hyperfine interaction HHyp = σe · A · σn be-
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tween an electron spin σe and a nuclear spin σn (where A is a second rank tensor
that represents the strength of the interaction, and depends on how much the elec-
tronic wavefunction is concentrated at the nuclear site). Scalability is one of the
main advantages offered by silicon quantum computing in general: not only is it in
principle conceivable to engineer wires or arrays of an enormous number of local-
ized spins within a reasonable macroscopic space, but the technical know-how can
benefit from the substantial experience of implementing classical computing within
silicon devices.
• Qubit initialization. Moderate magnetic fields (< 10 T) and liquid Helium tem-
peratures (. 4K) can polarize the electron spin to almost pure initial states with
fidelities higher than 95% [MWS+10]. But initializing a nuclear spin requires
distinct techniques than those needed to obtain a fixed initial state for an elec-
tron spin, due to their very different magnetic moments γe ≈ 4000 γn. When
the Zeeman interaction is the most important contribution to the spin energies,
which happens most of the time, the electronic excited spin level will be practi-
cally depopulated at thermal equilibrium at T = 4K, while all the nuclear spin
levels will be almost equally populated in the same conditions. Since it is very
hard to decrease the operating temperature of silicon devices much more than 4K,
other methods are used to initialize the nuclear spins: dynamic nuclear polarization,
exploiting the microwave irradiation of paramagnetic centres hyperfine-coupled to
the nuclear spins [DCR08], manipulations of the spin states via complex pulses
[MvTA+07], or fast hyperpolarization that relies on irradiation with above-band-
gap light [MvTMB09, SSS+10, MWS+10].
• Negligible decoherence during logical gates. A good environment for robust qubits
requires, broadly speaking, that interaction with the degrees of freedom that are not
involved in the logical Hilbert space is minimal. There are several general reasons
why spins in silicon, even neglecting the specific pecularities of each device, show
coherence times longer than spins in other solid-state environments.
– Natural silicon occurs in a composition of three stable isotopes: 28Si (92.23%),
29Si (4.67%), and 30Si (3.1%) [Wie06]. Within such an environment, un-
wanted magnetic interactions with the system spins are generated only by
the 29Si nuclei, whose spin is 1/2. While this fraction is not negligible at
all, methods of isotopic purification are generally expensive, and not easily
accomplished from an experimental point of view. However, very pure sili-
con, with a composition of ≈ 99.995% of 28Si [LM14], has become readily
available from the Avogadro project, whose aim is to provide an improved
definition of the kilogram as a fundamental unit within the International Sys-
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tem of Units [AAB+11]. As a consequence, coherence times of electron spins
in natural silicon have been improved, in more recent devices, by more than
three orders of magnitude [TTM+12] (more detail in Table 2.1).
– Spin-orbit coupling is forbidden in centrosymmetric crystals like bulk silicon
[TJ05], as demonstrated indirectly by measuring the small shift of the g-factor
of conduction electrons from the free-electron value g0 = 2.00232: its average
over the crystal directions amounts to 〈g〉 ≈ 1.9985 [WF61]. As a result, the
Hamiltonian
HSO ∝∇V · (σ ∧ p), (2.1)
where V is the potential felt by the electron and p its momentum, does not de-
cohere much bulk system spins. The situation changes when heterostructures
are considered, i.e. if inversion symmetry is broken by the presence of an in-
terface, localized potential wells or two-dimensional electron gases (2DEG):
such situations have been studied by Bychkov and Rashba [BR84], and spin-
orbit coupling can be indeed exploited to drive coherent tuning of the qubits.
A rich pattern of manipulation techniques and fabrication procedures have been de-
vised to reduce the influence of the ambient noise on the silicon spin qubits, and
those most relevant to the frameworks considered later in this thesis will be re-
viewed more thoroughly in the following. The longest nuclear spin coherence time
for (Si:P) now exceeds thirty-nine minutes at room temperature [SSS+13], while
electron spin coherence survives for more than one second [TTM+12].
• Universal set of quantum gates. Numerous proposals for quantum computation
based on spins in silicon nanostructures have discussed different pathways to the
implementation of a universal set of gates [Kan98, LD98, HHF+05]. All of them
rely on the fundamental result obtained by DiVincenzo [DiV95], that any quan-
tum circuit can be realized by combining one and two-qubit gates alone. Thus, the
efforts of the silicon quantum computing community so far have been directed to
proposing and implementing proof-of-principles of no more than two qubit logic
manipulations. Acting on a qubit requires the ability to modify, in a time-dependent
manner, its Hamiltonian, with the general purpose of modifying the separation be-
tween the qubit levels or exciting transitions between them. The most common
techniques for donors in silicon involve pulsing global magnetic fields to directly
(resonantly) rotate spins [MTB+08, PTD+12, PTD+13], where the need for selec-
tive local manipulation (within a scalable device) could be solved by tuning the spin
resonance frequencies to be addressed with time-pulsed electric fields: this is one
motivation for the theory developed in chapter 5. The state of the art of experiments
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in this field will be briefly reviewed in Sec. 2.2.2, but it is worth mentioning that
single qubit coherent rotations of quantum dot electron spins have also been demon-
strated via magnetic [KBT+06] or electric control [NKNV07], where respectively
oscillating magnetic and electric fields are used to drive Rabi transitions. More
recently, ultrafast optical logic operations have been implemented with quantum
dot [BMS+08] and donor spins [FCS+08], too. Two-qubit logical gates could be
performed via tunable exchange coupling between adjacent confined electrons, as
proposed by Kane [Kan98] for donor spins and by Loss and DiVincenzo [LD98]
for quantum dots. While the progress in this sector is significantly impeded for
donors, due to intrinsic features of the silicon host that are considered in chapter
4, successful coherent two-qubit gates have been demonstrated with quantum dot
spins [Pet05].
• Qubit measurement. As for the initialization stage, the read-out of an electron and a
nuclear spin poses fundamentally different challenges. Common to both has been,
for a decade or so, the difficult hurdle of controlling and measuring individually a
qubit in the middle of ≈ 106 alike objects, diffused along spatial lengthscales of
the order of 1 µm. In fact, only in 2012 did it become possible to measure and
control individually a nuclear spin with fidelity higher than 99.8% [PTD+12] (a
record across all solid-state qubits so far), thanks to its coupling to a corresponding
donor bound electron spin, which had been first measured in a single shot two years
before [MPZ+10]. The spin state of the electron localized within a metal-oxide-
semiconductor is read out exploiting the spin-dependent tunneling from the electron
site to a charge detector, namely a single-electron transistor (SET) [AFDC07], as
detailed in Sec. 2.2.2. The same technique can indirectly provide information about
nuclear spin states. Unfortunately that is not the end of the story, as the temperatures
needed for such non-demolition measurements, as low as a fraction of a Kelvin,
are not easily achieved in commercial devices, nor is the SET technology simply
extended to scalable larger qubit ensembles.
This fifth DiVincenzo criterion is maybe the strongest motivation for having the address-
able spin qubits well localized: the selective read-out of an individual electron spin essen-
tially relies on some charge-to-spin conversion mechanism, that implies the need for the
orbital identity of the electronic state to be well separated from that of other charge carri-
ers. For example, the spins of the electrons accounting for thermal conduction in silicon,
at room temperature, exhibit a continuous energy spectrum, and it would be impossible
to detect unambiguously the spin state of one particular electron. Quantum confinement
can be obtained ‘artificially’ via gate voltages or interfaces within Si heterostructures,
and ‘naturally’ by exploiting the built-in potential well offered by individual implanted
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dopants. As explained before, all such localized regions should then be engineered close
to SET devices (or the like) for read-out. Directing to Ref. [ZDM+13] for a more thor-
ough review of the different confinement techniques developed so far, we mention here
that possibilities include self-assembled quantum dots, nanowires, and two-dimensional
electron gases. Notwithstanding the enormous progress achieved by theoretical and exper-
imental research in all such different branches, we will restrict ourselves to an overview
of quantum computing with donors in silicon, which is the main subject of the following
chapters. A more succinct review of quantum dots engineered in silicon layers will be
provided in Sec. 6.3.
2.2 The role of doped silicon
For many years silicon has been doped, in a process where some Si atoms composing
the lattice of the device are substituted locally by atoms from adjacent chemical groups,
in order to provide excess electrons (the doping material is then called a donor) or holes
(acceptor doping) available for conduction. The amount of doping needed to unleash the
wonderful properties following from this basic process is relatively small, less than one
defect per million silicon atoms. This has led to the fabrication of transistors and diodes,
for example. However, the working regime of conventional microelectronics is limited
to temperatures higher than 50K. Below that threshold, in fact, the kinetic energy of the
extra charge carriers is not enough to overcome the attraction of the doping nuclei, and
conduction is frozen [LM14]. But then we are left with a set of neutral built-in atoms in a
semiconductor vacuum, as the physics of the excitations of the periodic Si lattice can be
restated in terms of ‘free’ propagating electronic states, as detailed in chapter 3. Hydro-
genic donors from the group V will be discussed in the following: these provide one extra
electron to the silicon conduction band. A dopant atom can be ionized D+, neutral D0 or
negatively charged D−.
Donors can be used for quantum information purposes if the electron wavefunction is
tuned via external gates and the spins are driven by resonant magnetic fields. In 1998
Kane was the first to suggest [Kan98] that this framework offered a potentially scal-
able architecture of qubits: he proposed to use the nuclear spin of phosphorus donors
in silicon (Si:P) as a quantum bit. The Si:P donors had been extensively studied via
electron-nuclear double-resonance (ENDOR) measurements [WF61, Feh59], that often
still provide benchmark experimental values for many features of the spin system, many
of which are referred to later in this thesis. In years of steady theoretical and experimental
progress, more schemes have been refined and many of the issues that impede the DiVin-
cenzo criteria to be thereby satisfied have been overcome. Most importantly, tremendous
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Bulk electron spin Interface electron spin
T1 ≈ 5000 s [FG59], T1 ∝ B−5 T1 ≈ 15ms [SLP+06]
T2 >10 s [TTM+12] T2 ≈ 1 ms [SLP+06]
Bulk nuclear spin Ionized nuclear spin
T1 ≈ hours [SST+12] T1 ≈ 78 mins (room T)
T2 ≈ 3 mins [SST+12] T2 ≈ 39 mins [SSS+13] (room T)
Table 2.1: State-of-the-art measurements of relaxation T1 and coherence T2 times for
electron and nuclear spins of donors in silicon, under different localization techniques.
The work in Ref. [TTM+12] is based on isotopically pure Si:P, while in Ref. [WTG+13]
natSi:Bi is used, with T2=100 ms.
improvements have occurred regarding the coherence times of the electron and nuclear
spins, whose storage capacities of coherent information have been investigated under dif-
ferent conditions of temperature, electrostatic confining environment, and charge state.
From Table 2.1 it is immediately clear that nuclear spins coherences are preserved much
more easily than those for electrons [MVTMB10], and the physical reason is that the
smaller nuclear magnetic moments couple less effectively to the surrounding paramag-
netic centres; at the same time, electron spins are thus more easily addressed by external
direct or indirect tunings. Hence the common guideline that both kinds of qubits should
be involved in a silicon quantum computer, by making good memories of the relatively
isolated nuclei and good processing bits of the malleable electrons. In the following sec-
tion we will discuss some of the most influential architectures based on donor spins in
silicon.
2.2.1 Architectures
In spite of the numerous updates in the area during the last 17 years, the seminal scalable
scheme pointed out by Bruce Kane [Kan98], other than being the first, is still the most
influential; we review it here in some detail, both because it provides a good pedagogical
overview of how the implementations of the different DiVincenzo criteria within real
systems, as discussed in the previous section, can be collected within a unique proposal,
and because it still represents the benchmark ideas that experimentalists are working on.
More specifically, the system is illustrated in Fig. 2.2: a 3D silicon layer, lightly doped
with substitutional 31P donor nuclei, just around tens of nanometers apart from each other,
adjacent to a thin SiO2 (insulating) layer. The 31P nuclei are implanted . 40 nm away
from the interface which separates the two materials.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of Kane’s device for silicon quantum computing: Si:P nuclear
spins provide Zeeman-split energy levels needed for the qubits. Single and two-qubit op-
erations are performed via Rabi oscillations induced by a resonant transverse magnetic
field BAC. A-gates apply local voltages that modify the electron-nuclear hyperfine inter-
action of the implanted donors, are used for selective detuning of the nuclear spin reso-
nance frequencies. J-gates modify the exchange coupling between neighbouring donors,
thus providing an extra handle over the electronic and nuclear spin states, that is useful
for two-qubit logical rotations. Both A and J gates are essential for readout of the bulk
nuclear spin states, as explained in the text. Taken from Ref. [Kan98]
The donor electrons provided are easily available for conduction, even at low temperatures
T . 4K, as they are only weakly bound to the nucleus: actually, the binding energy for
a donor P electron in bulk Si amounts to ≈ 45 meV, as discussed more thoroughly in
Sec. 3.3. A global a.c. magnetic field is used to drive rotations within the Bloch sphere
of the nuclear spin qubits, which happens if the applied frequency is resonant with the
nuclear spin natural frequency. The latter, in turn, is set by the combination of a fixed d.c.
magnetic field B0 (set along the zˆ spatial axis), and the hyperfine interaction, coupling the




z − gnµnB0σnz + Aσe · σn, (2.2)
where σ is the vector of the Pauli spin matrices, the superscripts e and n refer respec-
tively to electron and nuclear spins, µB is the Bohr magneton, µn the nuclear magneton,
gn the nuclear g-factor. The generally tensorial hyperfine coupling has been reduced to its
isotropic contribution in a regime where the donor electron state Ψ is mostly concentrated
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close to the nuclear site [Mat06], i.e. the hyperfine coupling is dominated by the contact
interaction A ∝ |Ψ(nucleus)|2. This coupling is able to provide a handle to indirectly de-
tect the nuclear spins, to locally control their quantum state via applied electric fields, and
in principle to harness two-qubit indirect interactions via electron-mediated spin coupling
between adjacent nuclei [Mat06]. In fact, if |0〉 = |⇑〉 and |1〉 = |⇓〉, then the resonance
energy for |0〉 → |1〉 transitions is 2gnµnB0 + 2A + 2A2µBB0 . Hence if A is electrically
shifted from its reference value A ≈ 117 MHz the nuclear spin resonance frequency can
be manipulated effectively. (From now on, thick arrows like |⇑〉 will indicate nuclear spin
states, while thin arrows like |↑〉 will represent electron spin states.)
Logical initialization, manipulations and read-out are supposed to be carried out in par-
allel on each spin in the array, but the ability to select locally which qubits should be
involved is required. The so-called A-gates, positioned above the array in correspondence
of each implantation site, allow one to set the local voltage that affects the strength of
the A-interaction in Eq. 2.2, modifying in turn the nuclear spin resonance frequency: this
adjustment enables to tune into resonance with the external global Bac selected nuclear
spins, within a scaled architecture. One of the original contributions of the work presented
in this thesis has been to quantify for the first time, within a completely consistent theory,
the frequency shifts that can be achieved this way, which in turn sets stringent constraints
over the speed of the manipulations.
The J-gates, on the other hand, control the spatial extent of the donor electrons in the hor-
izontal (i.e., parallel to the interface) directions, thus turning on and off inter-nuclear com-
munication. This capability is crucial to the development of two-qubit operations, among
which a gate that ensures universal quantum computing (if backed up by single-qubit rota-
tions) is the controlled rotation CROT [DiV95]. It amounts essentially to Bloch-rotations
of one qubit conditioned on the state of the other, thus tunable correlations between the
two nuclear spins are needed: the indirect way proposed by Kane [Kan98] relies on shift-
ing the spectrum of the two Si:P donor system
H = geµBB0σ
1e
z −gnµnB0σ1nz +geµBB0σ2ez −gnµnB0σ2nz +A1σ1e·σ1n+A2σ2e·σ2n+Jσ1e·σ2e,
(2.3)
where 4J is the exchange splitting, due to Coulomb interactions between two close elec-
tron spins, between the singlet |↑↓ − ↓↑〉 and the triplets |↑↓ + ↓↑〉 , |↑↑〉 , |↓↓〉. This is
the subject of chapter 4, where after introducing this interaction more thoroughly we will
discuss the main issues that affect its straightforward experimental implementation, and
quantitatively estimate to what extent those difficulties are detrimental. What matters here
is that J depends on the overlap between the neighbouring electronic wavefunctions, thus
is pretty sensitive to local modifications of the electrostatic environment. The ideal plan
involves external driving of the strength of J , that should allow two-qubit logical rotations
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Figure 2.3: Dependence of the two-donor spin states as a function of the inter-donor
coupling J , as governed by the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.3. Thin arrows like |↑〉 indicate
electron spin states, while |0〉 and |1〉 represent nuclear spin states, also referred to as |⇓〉
and |⇑〉 in the text. Solid lines show the crossing of the two-electron spin states |↓↓〉 and
|↑↓ − ↓↑〉 when J = µBB0/2. As J is increased adiabatically beyond such threshold,
dashed lines track how the two-nucleus spin states evolve following |↓↓〉 or |↑↓ − ↓↑〉,
depending on the spin state of the nucleus that has higher hyperfine interaction with its
electron (donor 1 in the picture). Taken from Ref. [Kan98]
by angles proportional to the time-integral of J .
The working regime is further determined by the requirement to keep both the nuclear
and electronic spins as polarized as possible, so that the quantum states involved are well
defined at any time during the processing. However, the condition kBT  2µnB0 would
set too tight restrictions over the temperatures needed (T  100 µK), thus one can set the
much more feasible kBT  2µBB0, satisfied with e.g. T . 100 mK and B0 & 2 T, then
exploiting the hyperfine coupling with the thus polarized electron spins to transfer such
alignment to the nuclear spins, e.g. via hyperpolarization [MvTMB09, SSS+10].
The procedure that is proposed by Kane to measure the nuclear spin state, or to prepare
one particular initialized state, needs both A and J gates, thus increasing their importance
within the scheme. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, detecting a nuclear spin state is as hard
as initializing it, and a way out could be again provided by intermediate electron spin
states that carry such information and are more easily read out. As shown in Fig. 2.3,
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during the computing stage a ‘small J’ regime, such that the magnetic fieldB0 is the most
effective contribution to the electronic part of Hamiltonian 2.3, ensures that the electron
singlet state has lower energy than |↓↓〉. At this point, setting an inhomogeneity A1 > A2
determines that the {|⇑⇑〉 , |⇑⇓〉} nuclear spin pair, characterised by the ‘up’ polarization
of the nuclear spin 1, has lower energy than the {|⇓⇑〉 , |⇓⇓〉} pair. When the final desired
computational state has been achieved, J is adiabatically increased, and the two-electron
spin levels |↓↓〉 and |↑↓ − ↓↑〉 will cross. At the same time, the lower energy nuclear spin
pair (corresponding to nuclear spin 1 ‘down’) is now combined to the |↑↓ − ↓↑〉 electron
spins’ state, while the higher energy nuclear spin pair (corresponding to nuclear spin 1
‘up’) follows adiabatically the initial electronic ground state |↓↓〉. In other words, the
states |⇑〉 , |⇓〉 of the nuclear spin with higher hyperfine interaction (1) have been mapped
onto two different two-electron spins configurations, that can be read out for example via
a SET device.
The main advantages of Kane’s quantum computer, compared to different silicon im-
plementations (different degrees of freedom involved for the qubit) are easily explained:
electronic charge (orbital) levels are very easily manipulated [ABW+07], which means
that initial state preparation and final readout can be achieved with high fidelity with elec-
tron spin resonance; but the resistance to decoherence in this kind of device is really
poor [ABW+07]: actually, charge coherence in Si has been estimated as ≈ 200 ns. For
this reason, it would be virtually impossible to store coherent information in the electron
charge levels over timescales long enough to allow logical operations on the qubit. On
the other hand, a donor nuclear spin two level system in silicon has complementary bene-
fits and handicaps: it is much more robust to influence from the environment (as recently
demonstrated in experiments such as [PTD+13]) and represents an excellent candidate
as a coherent memory; but, due especially to the deep implantation and the higher mass,
nuclei cannot be manipulated as easily from outside as the electrons, so that processing is
more challenging.
However, there are other sources of trouble that may affect the scheme: inability to control
the J coupling globally in parallel across the entire array of donors, incomplete initializa-
tion of the qubits, their decoherence during the processing, and errors occurring at the final
measurements. The first issue is a result of the complicated valley structure of the bottom
conduction band in silicon, that has been predicted to imply order-of-magnitude variations
in the magnitude of the exchange if the inter-donor separation varies by distances of only
1 nm or less [KHDS02b]: again, this will be the subject of more detailed speculations in
chapter 4. The other two kinds of error rely on the confidence with which one can set
accurate voltage-controlled A couplings throughout the algorithm: in other words, elec-
trostatic fluctuations coming from gate noise could have significant consequences over the
dephasing of the electron spins. The latter, moreover, being close to an oxide interface,
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could suffer from magnetic interaction with other spin impurities [dS07], and from charge
fluctuations due to the uncontrollable tunneling of a donor electron to an interface trap or
dangling-bond state, whose effects could be conveyed to the electron spin via spin-orbit
interactions.
An alternative solution is proposed by Ref. [MTB+08], that explores the possibility that
a quantum bit has different representations when different tasks are being performed.
While information is stored in memory, the two energy levels of one of the nuclear spins
are used; for processing, the electron spin qubit instead is exploited. More precisely the
degrees of freedom involved in the dynamic sequence of a typical quantum computation
(such as input of the initial state, manipulation for logical operations, and final readout)
lie in the two electron spin states. The transfer of a coherent entangled state between such
different objects is a very delicate problem, and the scheme suggested in Ref. [MTB+08]
provides a detailed procedure to test its physical realization. The bridge which allows
selective (and possibly coherent) transfer of information from one register of qubits to the
other is also provided by hyperfine interaction between the electronic and nuclear spin.
This kind of scheme immediately throws new light on the importance of the material in-
terface between the two layers: measurements of electronic spin states can much more
easily occur at the surface of materials, while the entanglement between the electronic
and the nuclear spin (induced by hyperfine interaction) takes place ideally in the bulk sil-
icon, since the strength of the Fermi contact interaction is greatest at the donor site. For
this reason, during the transfer of information from one stage to the other, the electron
has to be pulled farther from or closer to the donor (then respectively closer to and farther
from the interface), depending on the particular operation being executed. These shifts are
achieved by applying a tunable external electric field [CKDS07], produced by resistive or
capacitive settings placed on the oxide layer; the direction of the field is perpendicular
to the plane of the separation surface. Quantitative regimes that make those proposals
possible are investigated in chapter 5.
Other proposals for quantum computing based on donor spins in silicon include the work
in Ref. [VYW+00], where an electron spin in silicon/germanium heterostructures is pro-
posed as a qubit tunable by g-factor engineering; in Ref. [HHF+05] Kane’s operations
are refined in order to take better advantage of the higher mobility of the electron spin,
while Ref. [HGFW06] addresses the issue of the scalability within a 2D architecture of
tunneling electron spins; Ref. [SDK03] suggests complementing long nuclear coherence
times with easier electron tunability by considering coherent shuttling of donor electrons
on and off the nuclear site.
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2.2.2 State-of-the-art experimental demonstrations
Impressive experimental progress has been achieved over the last ten years in coherent
manipulations and measurements of single electron and nuclear spins of donors in silicon.
While an extended literature is available regarding the work performed on spin ensembles,
we do not include it in this brief survey since it is less immediately usable for quantum
computing goals.
Coherence times of donor spins have been measured under different conditions, as listed
in Table 2.1, and different methods have been employed to reduce the limitations set by
the environment (see the references in Table 2.1). Nuclear spins can be controlled condi-
tionally via a combination of global radiofrequency Rabi pulses and dc electric fields that
locally tune the spin resonance frequencies [WUT+14].
High-fidelity measurements of single donors are well advanced, too: selective control
of Si:P electron spin states is achieved in Ref. [PTD+12], where coherent Rabi oscilla-
tions induced via ESR pulses are followed by single-shot readout [MPZ+10]. The lat-
ter is performed by coupling the donor electron to a single-electron transistor (SET),
namely a charge detector built by inducing a small conducting island within a metal-
oxide-semiconductor (MOS) device, where source-to-drain conduction is enabled only
when the electron which is the target of the measurement tunnels from the donor to the
island. This tunneling becomes in turn spin-dependent in a regime where the Zeeman
splitting of the |↑〉 and |↓〉 electron states is large enough that only the excited state can
tunnel off the donor. Then, if the microwave frequency of electron spin resonance (ESR)
measurements is changed between the two resonance frequencies of a donor electron-
nuclear system, it is possible to detect unambiguously a nuclear spin state by measuring
(with the SET) the state of the electron spin.
In Ref. [PTD+13] coherent rotations on the Bloch sphere of a single Si:P nucleus are
attained with fidelities higher than 98%, while the nuclear state is detected combining
single-shot measurement of a partner (hyperfine-coupled) electron state and electron spin
resonance that allows to track the electron-nuclear correlations, with fidelities higher than
99.8%.
So far we have discussed experiments that fundamentally rely on the readout of electron
spins engineered within a MOS structure, that unavoidably reduces the very high coher-
ence times typical of bulk spins. Bulk measurements were addressed in Refs. [MVTMB10,
LWvT+13] where the state of bulk electron spins is probed via intermediate coupling to
more mobile spins like the conduction electrons, and again the hyperfine interaction al-
lows to achieve information about bulk nuclear states as well. This kind of procedure,
anyway, limits the coherent preservation of the original information about the donors: a
less invasive read-out technique was recently presented in Ref. [LUR+14], where the elec-
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tron state is transported exploiting spin-selective optical excitation.
Information transfer between electron spin qubits, more fragile but flexible, and nuclear
spin qubits, more stable but harder to initialize and read out, was demonstrated to 90%
fidelity in Ref. [MTB+08]. That framework relies on pure microwave and radiofrequency
magnetic field pulses that are applied globally to an ensemble of bulk donors, that can be
organized in composite sequences to ‘refocus’ influence from the environment.
The work in Ref. [FMM+12] shows the degree of control that can be achieved nowadays
as regarding the placement of donor atoms within silicon layers: the position of single im-




Effective mass theory of donors in Si
3.1 Introduction
Achieving quantitative knowledge of the wavefunction of donor electron states in silicon
has been drawing more and more attention in the last years, because it allows preliminary
tests of reliable schemes and suitable ranges of tunable parameters (donor implantation
depth, external electric and magnetic fields) to perform quantum information processing
in silicon based systems. A major example of the central importance of wavefunction
engineering has been provided in Sec. 2.2.1, but it has been raised as a crucial issue even
within different physical implementations of the two logical qubit levels |0〉 and |1〉, such
as the nuclear [WHP02, PTD+13] and/or electronic [MTB+08, dSDDS04] Zeeman and/or
hyperfine split spin levels, and low-energy charge (orbital) combinations of variously ion-
ized donor systems [CKDS06b, DHSB12]. However, though utterly important for the
design of a realistic silicon quantum computer and broadly studied from the time of Kohn
and Luttinger [LK55] onwards, the subject of the electronic wavefunctions of donors in
silicon has not been understood accurately enough so far. Those first attempts relied on
effective mass theory, a theoretical framework that has often been employed since to un-
derstand electronic states in semiconductors, and will be introduced in this chapter.
For several group V donors in Si hyperfine contact interactions have been known since
1959 [Feh59] and energies of the shallow levels of the electrons have been measured to
a satisfactory precision since 1965 [AR65]. The first single valley effective mass the-
oretical approach mentioned above has subsequently been corrected in different ways
[NS71, PS74a, SN76, Fri05] to account for the experimental results, with variable suc-
cess, but never thoroughly satisfactory.
On the other hand, quantitative descriptions are highly desirable, if we are to judge the ex-
perimental feasibility of a proposed algorithm and to predict the required working regimes
of a concrete setup for quantum computation. Some improvements have been achieved
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with ab initio theories [WH05, MCK04], but they are severely limited in terms of com-
puting times and preclude the possibility of exploring broad ranges of different regimes.
Though elegant and rich in physical insight, Kohn-Luttinger effective mass theory is not
enough to account for the wide range of binding energies and hyperfine couplings detected
when changing the chemical species of the dopant, as it overlooks the donor-dependent
‘central cell’ potential that couples the six degenerate valley-minima of the bottom con-
duction band of the pure Si crystal. Such degeneracy is then lifted, and the donor electron
ground states are much more localized at the impurity site. The point is that a screened
Coulomb interaction does not tell the whole story about the extra implanted nucleus: a
very short ranged (sub-nm) ‘central cell’ potential, which depends strongly on the dopant
chemical species, significantly couples the six valleys. The leftover tetrahedral symme-
try dictates the shape of the perturbed eigenstates of the orbital 1s manifold of the donor
electron: a ground singlet, much deeper in energy, then a triplet and a doublet, not too far
from the single-valley value.
Several theories have been proposed, from the 1970’s on, to account satisfactorily for
such crucial extra effects; some approaches keep part of the effective mass theory (EMT)
approximations in order to maintain physical insight, others start from ab initio princi-
ples and, though more accurate, require long computing times. We propose a multi-valley
EMT theory that includes central cell corrections, valley-orbit coupling and anisotropy of
the Si conduction band. The goal is to investigate one and two donor electron properties
with special emphasis on those commonly exploited for quantum computing schemes.
3.2 Theory of undoped silicon
The physical system represented by a group V substitutional atom implanted in a Si crystal
has been studied theoretically since 1950’s, with Kohn and Luttinger providing the first
analytical approximate description [KL55b, LK55]. To date, their EMT is still, if not
the most accurate, the easiest approach to be handled analytically and one that provides
much insight into the complicated problem of a doping impurity in the periodic crystal
potential. The many-particle Hamiltonian of the undoped silicon system, that is made up
of all the nuclei localized around the lattice nominal positions, plus 14 electrons each, can
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where the subscripts e and n refer respectively to electron and nuclear degrees of freedom,
re,n represent the spatial electronic and nuclear coordinates, p the momentum operator,
e = 1.602 × 10−19C is the elementary charge, me,n are respectively the electronic and
nuclear mass. The exact complete solution of the resulting Schro¨dinger equation applied
to the total quantum many-body state would require formidable computational resources,
when the number of Si atoms considered approaches those included in realistic devices





9.1× 10−31 ≈ 50000, thus the ions can be
assumed to freeze at the lattice positions over the timescales characterizing the electronic
evolution (Born-Oppenheimer approximation). Moreover, among the 14 electrons per Si
atom we can fundamentally distinguish between 10 core electrons, filling the 1s2, 2s2, 2p6
orbitals, that can be again considered mostly localized around the nuclei, as they are less
reactive; and 4 valence electrons, partially populating the 3s and 3p orbitals, whose states
yield in the end the only effectively dynamical contribution to the evolution of the system.
As the number of valence electrons is still enormous, we need one further approximation
[AM76], that amounts to assuming that each electron independently feels a mean potential







Φ(r) = EΦ(r), (3.2)
where now Φ(r) is the wavefunction describing every single valence electron, andE is the
corresponding eigenvalue. At this stage, theoretical difficulties arise that, in some sense,
anticipate the kind of general problems that this thesis aims to solve: (i) the one body
Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.2 needs a clear identification of the potential V (r) that, though rep-
resenting a simplified average of many-body potentials, is by no means easy to calculate
as such; (ii) once the Hamiltonian is fixed, we are still left with a Schro¨dinger equation
to be diagonalized. Mutatis mutandis, as we will discuss later on, when an extra electron
is provided for conduction by a donor dopant atom, we will still need to find an effective
description of the binding potential provided by the impurity, and then to solve for eigen-
states and eigenvalues of the electronic state.
Back to pure silicon lattices, before even starting to solve Eq. 3.2, much insight into the
problem and a significant simplification of the matter is gained by symmetry considera-
tions [YC10]: the invariance of the potential V (r) under translations by any Bravais lattice
vector R, as defined in Sec. 2.1
TRV (r) ≡ V (r + R) = V (r), (3.3)
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is at the core of Bloch’s theorem [AM76], which ensures that all eigenstates Φ of the
Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.2 can be put in the insightful functional shape
φnk(r) = eik·runk(r), (3.4)
which amounts to a plane wave, characteristic of a free-propagating electron (hence the
‘semiconductor vacuum’ anticipated in Sec. 2.2), modulated by a lattice-periodic func-
tion unk(r + R) = unk(r); k is a parametric wave vector lying within the first Brillouin
zone, while n labels the energy band. unk(r) functions vary rapidly within one cell, par-
ticularly near the nuclei where they resemble atomic eigenfunctions, and determining
them amounts to solving the pure silicon band structure (Fig. 3.2). Substitution of 3.4 in
Eq. 3.2 makes the periodicity of the crystal problem explicit, and allows the solution to be
restricted to one single primitive cell, with periodic continuation outside that. The finite
spatial extent of the new formulation of the eigenvalue problem implies the set of discrete
eigenvalues, labeled by the index n, that make up the different energy bands in silicon,
as the parametric wave vector k is varied. We distinguish valence bands, i.e. those cor-
responding to states that are populated by electrons even at zero temperature, and reside
below the Fermi level; and conduction bands, empty at T = 0, that can only be thermally
populated when the kinetic energy of the electrons is high enough to overcome the intrin-
sic silicon band gap, 1.11 eV at 302 K [Kit86].
In the following we will be dealing with donor-doped silicon at low temperatures, thus the
extra electrons brought by the doping impurities can only occupy the empty conduction
band right above the completely filled valence bands. The structure of the bottom (n = 0)
silicon conduction band, that can be computed to high precision starting from a small
number of semi-empirical form factors [YC10], shows six degenerate minima, which are
usually called ‘valleys’, placed at k0µ =
2pi
aSi
0.86(±xˆ,±yˆ,±zˆ) (Fig. 3.1): in other words,
the eigenvalue En=0(k) corresponding to the eigenstate φn=0,k has a minimum whenever
k = k0µ.










unk = En(k)unk, (3.5)
and one can obtain the eigenstates of H(k) starting from those pinned to some local
critical point k0, where En(k) shows a local minimum, by expanding them up to first
order in (k−k0)2. More specifically, evaluating the perturbed H(k) over the unperturbed
eigenstates unk0 → |nk0〉 leads to [RR81]
〈n′k0|H(k)|nk0〉 = δnn′ [En(k0) + ~
2
2me
(k− k0)2] + ~
me
(k− k0) · pnn′(1− δnn′), (3.6)
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Figure 3.1: The six degenerate minima of
the bottom conduction band of undoped
silicon within the first Brillouin zone, also
called valleys in the text, are shown: the
axes {kx, ky, kz} are oriented along the
three principal axes of the reciprocal lat-
tice. Taken from Ref. [Sve11].
Figure 3.2: Electronic band structure of a
Si crystal, as obtained from pseudopoten-
tial techniques: solid lines derive from a
nonlocal pseudopotential and are closer to
the experimental picture, dashed lines are














− ~k0 = −~k0.
Finally, since the unperturbed Bloch states relative to the lowest conduction band minima
are non-degenerate, up to first order in (k−k0)2 perturbation theory the E(k) eigenvalues
are
En=0(k) = En=0(k0) +
~2
2me
(k− k0) ·A · (k− k0), (3.7)






E0(k0)−Em(k0) is the so-called effective mass tensor. These
steps define the k · p perturbation approach, that provides a simple, if not extremely ac-
curate, way of computing the band structure of silicon. The reason it has been discussed
at this stage is that the effective mass theory, that represents the core of the theoretical
investigations of the donor electron state presented in chapters 4 and 5, relies on a sim-
ilar approach to expand the impurity electron wavefunction (an unknown state) in terms
of known eigenstates of the pure silicon crystal. As we show in the next section, while
H(k) will be enriched by the dopant potential, that effectively breaks the perfect peri-
odicity of the semiconductor lattice, such an expansion will still be forced to include
only those unperturbed basis states whose wave vector k lies close to the minimum k0.
Other ab initio approaches to compute V (r) starting only from atomic numbers and po-
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sitions include tight-binding wavefunctions [CLL71], density-functional theory [RK99],
and Green’s function methods [AM76], while pseudopotential techniques have been ap-
plied with high precision, even if they rely on semi-empirical fitting of their fundamental
parameters to experimental observations [CB66].
3.3 Kohn-Luttinger theory of donor-doped silicon
Now, if one silicon atom is locally replaced by an impurity from the group V, such as
phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, or bismuth, one extra valence electron is contributed by
the impurity, while all the core electrons belonging to completed shells will still stick to
the nuclear site. The extra electron will feel the same periodic potential V (r) exposed in
Eq. 3.2 plus a spatial perturbation U(r), not to be meant as an energetically small per-
turbation, that comes from the discrepancy between the attraction that would have been
exerted by the substituted Si atom, and that effectively resulting from the doping atom.
We can distinguish three kinds of contributions to that discrepancy: (i) the extra Coulomb
interaction due to the +e positive charge of the group V nucleus, that is neutralized, at
T = 0, by the extra electron itself - this interaction is effectively screened by the Si atoms
of the lattice surrounding the substitutional impurity; (ii) the more complicated nuclear
potential of the impurity, due to the difference between the atomic number of the latter
and that of the silicon atoms, that is only very roughly approximated by the Coulomb term
of point (i); (iii) the impurity potential is also enriched by the screening shield produced
by the extra core electrons needed to get the orbital electronic structure of As, Sb and
Bi starting from the Si (or P) one. This local non-periodic disturbance makes available
new electronic energy levels, just below the bottom conduction band of the undoped sili-
con: as it turns out, the screening is strong enough that the corresponding energy distance
amounts to less than 100 meV, thus the hydrogenic impurities discussed in this thesis are
called shallow, as opposed to deeper states that can result from other dopants or other
modifications to the pure silicon lattice. In other words, the resulting hydrogenic system
is only loosely bound, so that the donor electron is easily available for conduction follow-
ing thermal or electrical excitations.
Though it is tempting to classify the system described so far as a truly hydrogenic arrange-
ment in vacuum, the situation is much more complicated for the reasons just pointed out.
From the theoretical point of view, the impurity breaks the translational symmetry, what
makes the solution to the new problem more difficult. The Bloch functions introduced
in Sec. 3.2, anyway, do represent the closest guess to what the solution to the full donor
electron Hamiltonian should look like. Kohn and Luttinger, in two papers dating back to
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1955 [KL55b, LK55], were the first to point out that there was an elegant way to ‘factor
out’ the effect of the periodic lattice from such a solution, and provide at the same time a
good starting point to solve the rest of the problem. We report here an updated derivation
of their reasoning, both to provide a technical preparation for the approaches devised in
the following two chapters, and to enclose the importance of the improvements thereby
obtained in a hopefully useful historical frame. All the steps and the approximations are
taken into consideration, but in a discursive presentation that should highlight the spirit
of EMT; a complete parallel mathematical translation of such physical justifications is
displayed in Appendix A.
Let us start from the Hamiltonian equation for a donor electron doped inside a host silicon
crystal:
HΨ(r) = [− ~
2
2m0
∇2 + V 0(r) + U(r)]Ψ(r) = EΨ(r), (3.8)
where Ψ(r) is the wavefunction of the donor electron, m0 is its rest mass, V 0(r) is the
periodic potential of the undoped silicon crystal, U(r) accounts for the interaction with
the impurity ion, and E stands for any of the resulting energy eigenvalues. Since the
effective Bohr radius of the lowest orbital states is expected to be considerably larger than
the lattice spacing, due to the strong screening discussed before, it is desirable to describe
the lowest energy donor electronic states through an expansion in the Bloch states φnk(r),






Higher bands will be significantly involved only by excited orbital states, given the re-
markable energy separation of the n = 0 from the n > 0 eigenstates, at any fixed k.
Which k states should be included in the description of the lowest energy levels available
to the donor electron? Again, the ones corresponding to the lowest possible eigenenergies
E, as defined by Eq. 3.8: that is, the farther from any of the minima of the bottom con-
duction band k0µ, the less a wave vector k will contribute to Ψ(r). To see the matter from
a different perspective: since we expect the donor electron wavefunction to extend over
spatial dimensions much larger than a lattice spacing, as opposed to the core electrons, we
need only ‘a few’ Fourier components in the expansion in Eq. 3.9.
Let us see how such general directions are implemented in the formalism of EMT: we
start from a generic expression of the electronic state in terms of a complete orthonormal
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where the index n′ runs over all the conduction bands, andAn′(k′) is the expansion coeffi-
cient corresponding to each basis function χn′k′(r). From their functional shape it is clear
that the set of functions χnk amounts essentially to the basis of the silicon Bloch func-
tions submitted to an unitary transformation: it is just more convenient to go through the
EMT derivation with the expansion 3.10, while the final expression 3.9 will be recovered
at the end (more detail to be found in Appendix A). Most importantly, we have already
restricted the wave vectors over which the integral runs to only an envelope of k centered
around any one of the six k0µ, i.e. no sum over the six conduction band minima is in-
cluded here, following the historical Kohn-Luttinger approach: this is one of the crucial
limitations that have been overcome by later developments.
Replacing Eq. 3.10 in the Schro¨dinger equation 3.8, multiplying by χnk on the left, and
integrating over the spatial coordinate r, allows us to take full advantage of the transla-



























An′(k′) = EAn(k), (3.11)
where En is the energy corresponding to the bottom of the nth conduction band, U˜(k) ≡∫
dre−ik·rU(r) is proportional to the Fourier transform of the impurity potential, and
Bnn
′














(for the sake of simplicity, we are setting Ω, the volume of the unit crystal cell, equal
to 1) are the matrix elements of the momentum operator between the Bloch functions
pertaining to the chosen valley k0. After the single-valley approximation, another, not
completely uncorrelated, assumption is now invoked by the original treatment followed
so far [KL55b]. It regards the choice of U(r), which should theoretically account for
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all the three contributions listed at the beginning of this section. Its main long-range
contribution, made up by the Coulombic term UC(r) that is due to the extra positive charge
of the substitutional impurity, is assumed to be correct up to the spatial cell enclosing
the substitutional atom. In other words, part (ii) of the nuclear potential is completely
overlooked, and U(r) ≈ UC(r) is approximated by the attractive Coulomb potential of a
proton screened by the valence electrons of the Si host:
UC(r) = − e
2
Si|r| , (3.14)
where Si = 11.9 is the static dielectric constant for silicon, thus neglecting as well the
non-uniformity of Si throughout the spatial region of the layer where the electron wave-
function spreads. This step is crucial to further simplify Eq. 3.11: if U(r) does not os-
cillate strongly on the lengthscale of a silicon lattice constant, i.e. it is so smooth that
its Fourier components U˜(k) are negligible for k & k0, then only the term involving
the trivial reciprocal lattice vector Km = 0 contributes significantly to the second part
of the RHS in Eq. 3.11. Specifically, if aB is the Bohr radius of the donor electron
state to be described, then the ratio of an m 6= 0 term over the m = 0 one is roughly




1− (aB/aSi)2 |  1, and is thus negligible. We
anticipate that one of the goals of this thesis has been to question the validity of both the
latter simplifying claims, building on sixty years of theoretical discussions on the topic,
and to propose an extension of the original Kohn-Luttinger theory in order to give more
sensible descriptions of the donor electron wavefunction. The main flaw of the KL ap-
proach lies in the underestimation of effects of the so-called central cell potential, that is
the impurity interaction U(r) over the spatial region residing within about one lattice pa-
rameter off the nuclear position, that cannot be described by a simple Coulomb term. This
in turn invalidates the single-valley approximation, as the strong high Fourier components
of this extremely short-ranged interaction are able to couple different valleys, as will be
detailed in a later derivation of our multi-valley EMT.
If we keep following the original derivation, anyway, the inter-band n 6= n′ couplings
in Eq. 3.11 are removed via a canonical transformation on the coefficients An(k) →
Bn(k) = An(k)+O(aSi/aB), which is detailed in Appendix A: at any orderO(|k−k0|a),
the ratio of such terms to the corresponding intra-band n = n′ counterparts is inversely
proportional to the large interband separation. The basic EMT assumption, i.e. that the
important Bloch states contributing to Ψ are pinned to wave vectors close to k0, is now ad-




U˜(k− k′)Bn(k′)dk′ = EBn(k), (3.15)
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where En(k) is the ‘effective mass’ energy which gives the name to the full approach.
Hence the mass tensor encoded in En(k) still replaces the effect of the k · p perturbed
band structure, i.e. the first bracket in Eq. 3.11. The larger the orbit, the more accurate this
description is expected to be. A simpler formulation is finally obtained if, after restricting
to the n = 0 conduction band, which is the first that would be thermally populated, we
define
F0(r) ≡ F (r) ≡
∫
eik·rB0(k)dk, (3.16)
with the integration variable k ranging within the Brillouin zone. On using the inverse




∇ ·A ·∇+ U(r)]F (r) = (E − E0(k0))F (r), (3.17)
where the effective mass tensorA has been defined after Eq. 3.7.
What is the relationship between the spatial envelope F (r) and the donor electron wave-
function Ψ(r)? Recalling that An(k) in Eq. 3.10 can be effectively replaced by Bn(k),
the error in the replacement being again of order O(aSi/aB), the expansion 3.10 for an
electron populating the lowest conduction band becomes
Ψ(r) =
∫
dkB0(k)ei(k0+k)·ru0k0(r) = F (r)φ0k0(r) (3.18)
An experimental characterization of E0(k) around, for example, k = k0z yields
E0(k) ≈ E0(k0) + ~
2
2m∗‖






i.e. there are only quadratic k terms in the energy, as expected to lowest order around
a local minimum E0(k0), and the masses m∗‖ = 0.916me, m
∗
⊥ = 0.191me describe the
effective mass tensorA [Kit86]. The full power of the EMT is now unveiled after substi-


















Si|r| − (E − E0(k0))
]
F (r) = 0, (3.20)
which completely determines the new, much simpler eigenvalue problem to be solved,
together with the normalization condition,∫
all space
|F (r)|2dr = 1, (3.21)
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following from the built-in normalization of the Bloch function
∫
unit cell |φk0(r)|2dr = Ω.
Eq. 3.20 clearly reminds us of the Schro¨dinger equation describing an hydrogenic im-
purity. In fact, the new relevant lengthscale standing out is the Si Bohr radius aB =
~2
m∗(e2/)







−1), which confirms that the typical orbit extends over several
thousands crystal cells (which explains why just few vectors of the reciprocal space k are
needed to describe the states). Anyway the presence of an anisotropic kinetic energy ten-
sor makes the differential Scho¨dinger equation not separable any longer, in contrast with
the exact solution portrayed by the Bohr orbitals in the hydrogen atom. Nevertheless,
some symmetries are still valid, and allow important insight in the true eigenstates of the
system. Specifically, the projection of the angular momentum operator Li = ijkXjPk
that is parallel to the selected valley k0i still commutes with the Hamiltonian operator in
Eq. 3.20, as the potential is still spherically symmetric, and the anisotropic kinetic operator
has cylindrical symmetry; the other components Lm,m 6= i, though, are not preserved by
the time evolution. As a consequence, we can still choose hydrogen like eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian and Li. In this sense, a hydrogenic-like labeling is possible, that highlights
the energy ordering of the eigenlevels, and their angular momentum quantum numbers
l,m: l = 0 states are named ‘s’ states, l = 1 ‘p’ states, and within each subspace with
fixed l there are l + 1 multiplets, whose components are distinguished by their m projec-
tion along the direction parallel to the chosen valley. Specifically, ‘p’ states split into a
singlet p0 corresponding to m = 0, and a doublet p± with m = ±1, where the latter are
degenerate due to time-reversal invariance. Of course, all the single valley EMT functions
{F µ(r)ψ(k0µ, r)}|µ=1−6 are further valley-degenerate, irrespective of their orbital state.
3.3.1 Validity of the single valley EMT
We have seen how the existence of not only of a lowest bound state, but of a whole spec-
trum of excited bound states, can be inferred within EMT; such orbital levels have been
identified experimentally quite well, via spectroscopic analyses, across all shallow donors
in silicon [RR81]. Single-valley EMT combined with no consideration of the short-range
potential (U(r) = UC(r) everywhere) can be compared to the experimental energies in
Table 3.1, after Eq. 3.20 is solved for F (r). The first approach is again presented in
Ref. [LK55], where a variational optimization of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
provides evaluations of the ground and the excited states’ energy as defined by Eq. 3.20.
Trial envelope functions are inspired by the analytic expressions of the Bohr orbitals, but
fitted to the intrinsic anisotropy of the silicon conduction band: some examples of the
lowest orbital eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are reported in Table 3.2. The parameters
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Level P (meV) As (meV) Sb (meV) Bi (meV)
1s(A1) 45.59 53.76 42.74 70.98
1s(E) 32.58 31.26 30.47 /
1s(T2) 33.89 32.67 32.89 32.89
2p0 11.48 11.50 11.51 11.44
2s / 9.11 / 8.78
2p± 6.40 6.40 6.38 6.37
3p± 3.12 3.12 3.12 3.12
Table 3.1: Binding energies of the low energy levels of donors in silicon as collected
by [RR81], where full references to the specific experimental works and methods can be
found.









































Table 3.2: The second column shows the variational trial functions introduced in
Ref. [KL55b] to find an upper bound to the binding energies of the states listed in the
first column, with results listed in the third column.
aD and bD represent the anisotropic Bohr radii and are specific to each eigenstate, while
Ni are variational weighting factors: all such parameters are fixed by the requirement that,



















Si|r| |F (r)〉, (3.22)
and E is meant to be measured from the bottom of the conduction band. Computation-
ally speaking, a nonlinear minimization procedure in the multi-dimensional parameter
manifold is required, which should provide reasonably good guesses at the lowest upper
bounds for the energy of each state, while no a priori trust should be given to the state rep-
resentation: that is not guaranteed to be well described by variational methods [Mes65].
In fact, the accuracy of the approach was tentatively justified by taking the two opposite
limits of very high m∗‖/m
∗
⊥ →∞ and very low m∗‖/m∗⊥ → 1 mass anisotropy.
One further step in the single-valley EMT is achieved by Faulkner [Fau69], who extends
the ansatz to a variational basis rather than a single trial state, following the Rayleigh-Ritz
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method [GT60]: although more justified from a mathematical point of view and enlarged
to a larger set of shallow donor states, the relative corrections to the previous treatment
are hardly above 2%, and mostly due to an updated knowledge of the effective mass pa-
rameters coming from novel spectroscopic results.
A comparison and study of Table 3.2 with Table 3.1 can account for the very good agree-
ment of the np energy levels of the shallow electron for n ≥ 2, but it gives a pretty
inaccurate guess for the 1s level: the reason is that ‘s’ orbitals are much more localized
around the nuclear site than the ones with higher angular momentum. Thus overlooking
the short-ranged part of the impurity potential means that the reliability of single-valley
EMT in the description of those states, which include the lowest lying energy levels that
are the first to be thermally populated, is put into jeopardy. Even more striking is that the
orbital 1s state is not experimentally found to correspond to a 6-fold degenerate level, but
is split into a non-degenerate ground state, whose energy shows the largest discrepancy
with the theoretical prediction so far, then a triplet and a doublet that are significantly less
deep. It was already noted in the seminal EMT work [LK55] that such a state of things
could be explained only if one admits that the degeneracy of the valleys, supposedly exact
in the pure silicon lattice, is broken by some strong enough perturbation introduced by the
presence of the doping, which should in fact be strong enough to account for the relevant
shifts in the measured 1s binding energies. Since such lowering is strongly dependent on
the doping group V element, it is called the ‘chemical shift’, or the ‘central cell correc-
tion’ [RR81, NS71].
Another major clue to the importance of this effect is found in electron spin resonance
(ESR) measurements of bound donor electrons in Si performed by Fletcher et al. [FYPM54],





geµBgnµn|Ψ(0)|2σe · σn, (3.23)
(where µB is the Bohr magneton, µn the nuclear magneton, gn the nuclear g-factor that
depends on the dopant impurity, and σ are the Pauli spin matrices) is crucially responsible
for the resonance frequencies and the spin-lattice relaxation times. The experimental
investigations, refined and completed later by Feher using ENDOR [Feh59], led to the
panorama reported in Table 3.3. The experimental electronic density at the impurity site
thereby reported are extracted from Eq. 3.23 when the respective gn factors are taken
into account for each nuclear species; again, there are order of magnitude differences
regarding the ground state characterization across all donors, even more remarkable than
the binding energy discrepancies, since the strength of the contact hyperfine interaction
depends even more strongly on the short-ranged Ψ(r). The problem then arises of how
to find a sensible description of the nature of the central cell potential, which should be
anyway consistent with the EMT derivation, or at least with some of the approximations
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Donor A0 (MHz) [Feh59] |Ψ(0)|2exp(cm−3) [Feh59]
P31 117.53 0.43× 1024
As76 198.35 1.73× 1024
Sb121 186.80 1.18× 1024
Sb123 101.516 1.18× 1024
Bi209 1475.4 1.4× 1025
Table 3.3: Experimental values for the donor densities at the impurity site are extracted
from Eq. 3.23, following Ref. [Feh59]
encompassed there. After a historical overview of the most influential EMT treatments
through the last forty years, we will point out which EMT features are spoiled when
accounting for this experimental evidence, and which can instead be retained in order to
keep the theory of shallow donor states in silicon as analytical and insightful as possible.
3.3.2 Extension to multi-valley EMT
First of all, much can be learnt about the structure of the donor electron orbital spectrum
by symmetry considerations regarding the true Hamiltonian of the impurity state, which
is invariant under the tetrahedral group Td. A multi-valley EMT relies on expanding Ψ(r)
in terms of the Bloch functions pertaining to the lowest conduction band φ0(k, r) [Hui13]









F˜µ(qµ + k0µ)φ0(qµ + k0µ, r)dqµ, (3.24)
where F˜µ(qµ + k0µ) is the expansion coefficient for the Bloch function φ0(qµ + k0µ, r)
pinned close to the µth among the six valleys, as the integration variable qµ is always small
and centered around zero. Even without precise knowledge of the central cell potential,
group theory then dictates the linear combinations of the six minima, which are the actual
eigenfunctions, corresponding to different irreducible representations of Td: a singlet A1
(the ground state), a triplet T2 and a doublet E. Some more details about the irreducible
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(3.25)
From those formal combinations it follows immediately [LK55] that, since A1 is the only
state with ΨA1(r = R) 6= 0 (where R is the nuclear site), it will be the most discrepant
from the single-valley EMT result, thus the lowest (the ground) orbital state, while T1 and
E states have a p-character.
Since this is all we can get from symmetry considerations, we need one further step to ac-
count more quantitatively for the spectrum; we have already mentioned that single-valley
EMT is unsuitable for describing ‘s’ states alone, thus the first approximation encom-
passed in Sec. 3.3 that should be questioned is the choice of the impurity potential in
Eq. 3.14, on the basis of the following aspects:
• the true potential U(r) differs significantly from its long-range Coulomb tail UC(r)
in the central cell region, as the electrostatic environment there is not primarily set
by the silicon lattice, but by the difference V(I5+)-V(Si4+) [NS71], where V(I5+)
is the potential due to a group V ion, separable into the nuclear attraction and the
repulsion from the electronic valence shells, and V(Si4+) is the contribution relative
to the substituted Si ion. Since the discrepancy between the charge distribution of
the valence electrons of the impurity from the silicon one varies over a lengthscale
that is comparable to the silicon lattice constant aSi, the true potential U(r) will
oscillate in the central cell region, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The most remarkable
formal consequence on the Kohn-Luttinger treatment is that different valleys will
be coupled by inter-valley matrix elements 〈φk0µ|U |φk0ν 〉
∣∣
µ 6=ν , the so-called ‘valley-
orbit’ effects: thus a full multi-valley expansion as defined by Eq. 3.24 is needed;
• moreover, the discussion that led us from Eq. 3.11 to Eq. 3.15, that justified why
higher Fourier components U˜(k) could be overlooked (as better detailed in Ap-
pendix A), should not be valid any longer, since a strongly oscillatory spatial de-
pendence of a function f(r) corresponds to a far reaching Fourier spectrum f˜(k);
• anyway, even disregarding the two issues above, the intra-valley terms already taken
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into consideration by Eq. 3.20 will be quantitatively affected by an extra short-range
potential term, to be added to the Coulomb one;
• even admitting a simplified Coulomb description of the impurity potential, it is
not legitimate to encode the screening effect in a static dielectric constant Si as in
Eq. 3.14, as noted in [PS74a] and very recently demonstrated with ab initio methods
in Ref. [URS+14].
Figure 3.3: The dashed profile mimics a typical impurity potential U(r) as a function
of the electronic coordinate r: spatial oscillations are very strong close to the nuclear
site, indicated by the origin O. The continuous profile simulates roughly how the true
impurity potential would be approximated by a smooth model pseudopotential. Adapted
with minor modifications from Ref. [NS71].
The first attempt to provide an account of the true impurity potential was perfomed by
Morita and Nara [MN66], who proposed to separate the problem between the central cell
and the spatial region farther from the dopant nucleus: while EMT could still be used for
the latter, with no relevant differences from the approach in Sec. 3.3, the core potential is
calculated from first principles as a combination of the attractive Coulomb contributions
of each shell and a non-static dielectric screening. In spite of the larger expected accuracy
of their method, the binding energy of the ground Si:Sb state was predicted larger than for
the Si:As system, which contradicts the experimental data in Table 3.1.
An elegant solution that bypasses those issues was first proposed by Ning and Sah [NS71],
where a pseudopotential approach allows us to keep the correct EMT account of the donor
electron density outside the nuclear region, and replaces the true Hamiltonian landscape
in the central cell with a smooth average. Of course, at the same time the true description
of the donor wavefunction in the vicinity of the impurity, roughly within a sphere of radius
about one or two lattice constants, is lost; but we are not interested in an accurate picture
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of the physics of that region, since its effects on the binding energies are conveniently
‘summarized’ by the pseudopotential (see Fig. 3.3). One of the goals of the thesis is
to account for how the contact hyperfine interaction defined by Eq. 2.2, that depends
crucially on Ψ(r = R) with R the nuclear site, is affected by an external electric field: we
will see in chapter 5 how even in this case such modifications can be very well captured
even without accurate knowledge of the wavefunction in the central cell.
To turn the discussion just outlined into formal terms, Ref. [NS71] proposes to shift from
the starting donor electron Schro¨dinger equation 3.8 to a simpler pseudo-equation
(H0 + Ups) |Φ〉 = E |Φ〉 , (3.26)
where H0 is still the Hamiltonian of the undoped silicon crystal, but Ups has replaced the
true impurity potential U in Eq. 3.8, and |Φ〉 is a function that coincides with the true
donor state |Ψ〉 only in the region outside the central cell. |Φ〉 is defined implicitly as
|Ψ〉 = |Φ〉 −
∑
c
(E − Ec)〈φc|Φ〉 |φc〉 , (3.27)
where the sum runs over the Bloch functions of the core states of the pure crystal |φc〉 (i.e.
those describing the core electrons of the Si atoms that never participate in conduction,
and are tightly localized around the lattice sites), and Ec represents the corresponding
eigenvalues. This approach allows us to factor out the effects of the action of the true
Hamiltonian H0 + U on the core states (more detail in Appendix C). In fact, substituting
Eq. 3.27 into Eq. 3.8 we get
[H0 + U + VR] |Φ〉 = E |Φ〉 , (3.28)




(E − Ec)〈φc|Φ〉 |φc〉 . (3.29)
|Φ〉 is a function that differs from the true electron state |Ψ〉 only in the impurity region, as
proved in Appendix C, and VR projects this far-reaching wavefunction on pure core states,
thus is an highly non-local potential, and shows positive eigenvalues, since E − Ec > 0
∀c. If we call Ups ≡ U + VR, we can rely on an educated hope that the oscillatory true
attractive potential U can be ‘smoothed out’ by VR, thus we can think to model Ups with
an analytic shape that, while still keeping high Fourier components U˜ps(k & 1/aB) not
too large, in order to retain the effective mass treatment, gives an average account of the
effect of the true central cell potential on the wavefunction outside the central cell.
Different forms of pseudopotentials have been provided through the years, and have
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proved to be unsatisfactory or even clashing with EMT basic assumptions. While a com-
plete overview of the ‘pseudopotential zoo’ is not useful here, some examples may clarify
the kind of issues that have made the topic so hard to deal with theoretically, and are now
listed.






[V (impurity)− V (host)](k)
(k)
eik·r,
which suffers from a spatial discontinuity that makes higher Fourier components
U˜ps(k) not negligible;
• Ref. [PS74b] suggests an impurity potential that takes into account the non-static















free parameters A,α, β, γ are fitted phenomenologically. Four parameters would
need to be fixed here, while the interaction would still remain spherically symmet-
ric; a variational theory could hardly deal with such a large parameter space, and in
fact this proposal relies on an exact solution of the Hamiltonian thus fixed;
• Ref. [DBF06] calculates Ups from atomic density functional theory, for Si:P: the
heavy computational requirements of this method somehow weaken the EMT ad-
vantages of analytic clarity and flexibility. In fact, a similar treatment would be even
more demanding for describing deeper donors, whose valley-orbit effects are more
complicated;
• Ref. [Res77b] introduces an ‘averaged’ screened dielectric constant
¯(r) =
Si qR
sinh[q(R− r)] + qr,
where q is a numeric constant and R is a radius that determines the lengthscale
where ¯(r) → Si. This shape comes directly from a linearized solution of the
Thomas-Fermi self-consistent equation for the semiconductor screening. Though
no apparent contrast with the EMT approximations emerges here, the complicated
functional dependence ¯(r) would prevent the analytic calculation of the Hamilto-
nian matrix elements that we have used in the following. Instead simpler envelopes
are needed that, as discussed later on, allow a spatial dependence rich enough to
account for the different short and long ranged behaviours and the anisotropy.
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In this thesis we will make use of the pseudopotential form suggested by Ning and Sah
[NS71],
Ups(r) = − e
2
Sir
(1− e−br +Bre−br), (3.30)
which is not impeded by any of the problems listed above. A similar functional shape
was actually proposed even in [KL55b] as a possible alternative of a donor short-range
potential. Let us underline that the values of b and B should be such that Ups resembles
the screened hydrogenic Coulomb interaction at large distances, since that is known to be
the right picture far enough from the central cell. It is important to highlight that such a
pseudopotential is by no means derived from first principles, thus it should be fixed some
other way: in Ref. [NS71] it is suggested that the parameters b and B are fit phenomeno-
logically such that the optimized 1s eigenvalues EA1 and ET2 derived from a variational
solution of Eq. 3.28 match the experimental values reported in Table 3.1. This is the
general direction that our theory will follow, thus we will determine our pseudopotential
at the same time as solving the Schro¨dinger equation 3.28 for the eigenvalues E and the
eigenstates Φ. The next step is to introduce the updated multi-valley EMT that is at the
core of the results presented in the next two chapters.
3.3.3 Our multi-valley effective mass theory (MV EMT)
We want to solve the donor Hamiltonian problem Eq. 3.8 starting from the multi-valley
EMT ansatz in Eq. 3.24. It will be understood, once and for all, that in fact we aim for a
pseudo wavefunction Φ to be expanded as in Eq. 3.24, that solves the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion Eq. 3.8 where the potential is replaced with the model pseudopotential in Eq. 3.30.
However, for the sake of simple formalism, we rename Φ→ Ψ and Ups → U .














dqµF˜ (k0µ + qµ)〈φ0(k0ν + qν , r)|H0 + U(r)|φ0(k0µ + qµ, r)〉. (3.31)
The action of the undoped Hamiltonian H0 is
〈φ0(k0ν , r)|H0|Ψ(r)〉 =
∫
dqνEk0ν+qνανF˜ν(qν + k0ν), (3.32)
where Ek0ν+qν is the eigenvalue corresponding to the k0ν + qν point within the bottom
conduction band. Since the spirit of EMT is to restrict the kν Bloch states involved in the
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donor description to lie really close to the k0ν minimum (that is, within a scale comparable
to the inverse radius of the donor electron density, about few nm), let the corresponding
energy minimum E0(k0) (cf. Eq. 3.19) be the zero of all the energy values from now on.
Of course, to derive Eq. 3.32, we made use of the orthogonality of the Bloch eigenstates∫
dr φ∗0(k, r)φ0(q, r) = δ(k− q). (3.33)
Here we assume one of the original EMT approximations: according to Eq. 3.19 we
expand Ek0ν+qν to second order in the small qν distance from the minimum (the integral











where m∗⊥ = 0.191me and m
∗
‖ = 0.916me are the anisotropic electron effective masses
of the deepest silicon conduction band. This approximation is better satisfied the smaller
is the largest wave vector q involved in the expansion 3.24; thus the best case is provided
by P donors, while deeper donors like Bi could lead to worse agreement.
When treating the impurity potential term in Eq. 3.31, the approximation of cutting the
higher Fourier components U˜(k), typical of the single-valley EMT, can survive to some
extent. In the first instance [Hui13], the complete matrix elements of the impurity potential
can be written as







dru∗(k0ν + qν , r)u(k0µ + qµ, r)e
−iKh·r
)
U˜(k0ν + qν − k0µ − qµ −Kh),
where the sum runs over the reciprocal-lattice vectors Kh. But the following lemma com-






where G runs over the vectors of the silicon reciprocal lattice. Here we assume that
we can neglect the G 6= 0 (Umklapp) components of the expansion in Eq. 3.36: this
approximation does not rely directly on the nature of U(r), as only the Bloch states of the
pure silicon crystal are involved, but G 6= 0 terms will be multiplied by potential terms
U˜(k) in Eq. 3.35 that include Kh 6= 0 in their argument. It has been noted for example in
[Res77a] and [WH05] that there may be some Fourier components U(q) on the scale of
q = k − k′ − Kh with Kh 6= 0 which are actually more important than the Kh = 0 ones
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with the same k and k′: this happens when
|k− k′ −Kh| < |k− k′| (3.37)
However, some partial counter-arguments can be provided:
• the neglected contributions are intrinsically depressed by CG(k0q,k0p) with G 6= 0
that, as predicted by band calculations [RRS82, SN76], should be smaller than the
respective quantities with G = 0;
• as pointed out in [Res77a], neglecting the Umklapp components of the pseudopo-
tential can only result in an underestimation of some inter-valley matrix elements,
i.e. k 6= k′, which are considerably smaller than the intra-valley ones (k = k′), as
will be verified at the end of the calculations;
• the statistical weight of the wavevectors satisfying Eq. 3.37 over which the en-
velopes Fµ are significant is small, and the relative matrix element comes from an
integration over the whole kµ space, as clear from Eq. 3.31.
Of course, the assumption that higher Fourier components of the potential U are, if not
negligible per se, however smaller than the lower U˜(k) contributions, is crucially made
possible by the pseudopotential treatment described in the previous section, entailed by
the analytic form we adopt, Eq. 3.30. It is still possible to get significant valley-orbit
interactions if we neglect the Umklapp terms: the spatial extent of the donor electron
wavefunction will shrink significantly from the Kohn and Luttinger theory, where the
Bohr radii of the 1s state were aD = 2.365 nm, bD = 1.36 nm. This features broadens the
spread in reciprocal space of Fµ(k), and overall enhances the importance of the G = 0
terms.
After dropping Kh 6= 0 terms, Eq. 3.35 becomes





Unlike many previous treatments [NS71, PS74a], we do not assume the coefficients C0 to
be identically 1. Instead, first we assume the simplification
C0(k0ν + qν ,k0µ + qµ) ≈ C0(k0ν ,k0µ), (3.39)
that is justified if the donor states extend significantly in the lattice, i.e. if the integration
interval
∫
dqν in Eq. 3.24 includes significant contributions up to qν . 1/l with l  aSi.
We take the coefficients in Eq. 3.39 from a calculation with the pseudo-potential form
factors of the periodic undoped silicon crystal [CB66], performed by Shindo and Nara in
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[SN76] to account for its band-structure, resulting in
C0(k0q,k0q) = 1, C0(k0q,−k0q) = −0.1728, C0(k0q,k0±p) = 0.4081, p 6= q.
(3.40)
Finally, putting together Eqs. 3.31, 3.34, 3.35, and 3.38, if we take the expectation value of
Eq. 3.8 over the state in Eq. 3.24, we get a momentum-space multi-valley EMT equation

















3.3.4 Fitting of the pseudopotential
Eq. 3.41 provides the skeleton of the calculations developed in the next two chapters, but
it still represents an eigenvalue problem that needs a solution. A variational method, that
has been traditionally used for simpler single-valley [LK55] or isotropic multi-valley ap-
proaches [NS71, SN76, Hui13], is retained: educated guesses of the trial envelopes Fν(r)
are needed, and at the same time a way to fix the phenomenological parameters b and B
of the potential in Eq. 3.30 is required. In the works discussed in the next two chapters,
different trial functions have been used to fit some features of the donor electron state, as
































which were already proposed in the original EMT paper [LK55] as a clever response to
the non-separable differential equation problem posed by Eq. 3.20. This choice was mo-
tivated by the simplicity of their functional form, and particularly by the relatively less
demanding question which is at the core of chapter 4, which only deals with Si:P donors
and not the deeper group V dopants. In fact, as apparent from Table 3.1, the spectrum
of the binding energies of the Si:P system is the one which differs the least from the
single-valley EMT predictions in Table 3.2: in this sense, we are confident that even with
a less accurate account of the valley-orbit splitting we can still capture the key features
of the Si:P 1s wavefunctions. Moreover, the goal of the work in chapter 4 is to evaluate
the exchange splitting between two neighbouring Si:P donor electrons, a quantity that, as
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detailed in the following, depends much more strongly on the tail of the donor wavefunc-
tion, rather than on the shape of the latter in the vicinity of the impurity nucleus. Thus
we would not expect qualitative modifications of the results presented in chapter 4 if the
improved Si:P donor wavefunction developed in chapter 5 were used.
More ambitious purposes inspired the research presented in chapter 5, where a consis-
tent theory of all the group V donors was needed, careful enough to portray an accurate
illustration not only of the tail, but also of the short and middle-ranged wavefunction Ψ
(though always outside the central cell). We will see how the choice of more complicated
envelopes than those in Eq. 3.42 allows a complete theory of shallow donors in silicon,
and of course will set different values for the phenomenological pseudopotential Ups.
3.3.5 What is new
Let us underline the aspects that, beyond the choice of the pseudopotential, make Eq. 3.41
different from previous ones:








−i(k0p−k0q)·rU(r)Fp(r) = 0, (3.44)
which has been shown not to be self-consistent, for two different reasons [SN76,
PM88]: it over-estimates the kinetic energy, as it is allowed to induce inter-valley
coupling that should only physically arise from the impurity potential; and it over-
estimates the potential energy because it neglects the contribution of the u0(kµ, r)
functions, whose rapid oscillations reduce the strength of the pseudopotential used;
• Ref. [NS71] assumed a rough approximation for the Bloch functions in the expan-
sion in Eq. 3.9, where the lattice periodic parts u are just replaced by 1 everywhere.
Moreover, no fitting of the hyperfine coupling is suggested as a further restriction
on the choice of the parameters of the model pseudopotential;
• none of the multi-valley EMT treatments to our knowledge, including Refs. [PS74a,
PS74b] that devise a pseudo-impurity theory, takes into account anisotropy. This
property was long desired [SN76], and it is particularly important when aiming
at reliable evaluations of exchange between donors, a system where obviously the
spherical symmetry has been broken by the preferred direction set by the donor
separation (more details in chapter 4).
Previous multi-valley EMT studies [FRI62, NS71, SN76, Hui13] have also employed a
variational approach, but with hydrogenic Bohr functions as trial effective mass envelopes
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Fq(r), to compute the same energy levels. While the variational method is expected to give
reliable predictions of the binding energies, care must be taken when using it to probe the
exact nature of the wavefunction: this is the reason why many different pseudopotentials
and EMT approximations used in the past have led to satisfactory binding energies, but
poor wavefunctions.
3.4 Further developments in EMT and beyond
The published work of this thesis has contributed to a renewed interest in improving ef-
fective mass theories. New improvements in EMT have been proposed to increase the
accuracy of the description of the donor state. More specifically, Ref. [KJN+14] criti-
cize the use of the form-factors C0 (cf. Eq. 3.39) as too crude an approximation to the
expansion of the periodic part u of the Bloch states φk0(r) = uk0(r)eik0·r. The alter-
native solution proposed is a full atomistic evaluation of the Bloch functions involved,
based on density functional theory, which on the other hand requires very large compu-
tational power, somewhat weakening the EMT approach that is light on computational
requirements. Moreover, the central cell potential U(r) is extended to a richer analytic
shape, that relies on five fitting parameters: this is the response to an issue pointed out in
previous first principles theoretical work [Cas09, GWW13], that a spherically symmetric
impurity potential is not good enough to account for the central cell correction. Instead,
tetrahedral corrections to the spherical pseudopotential used in this thesis should prove to
be not negligible, at least in the determination of the donor binding energies. While the
suggested improvements are in principle well justified, it is not clear to what extent those
different effects are decisive within an evaluation of those donor features that have been
addressed in this thesis, since for example the agreement with experimental Stark shifts
of the spin resonance frequencies has proved to be strikingly satisfactory. Further work
in this direction would encompass a reasonable trade-off between accuracy of the approx-
imations and simplicity of the treatment, which has been at the core of EMT treatments
since the seminal proposal [LK55]. Other than insight into the underlying physics and
speed of the computations, some yet improved effective mass theory would provide that
analytic flexibility that is very desirable nowadays, given the many different electrostatic
environments where donors in silicon are implanted and the difficulty of treating the donor
accurately as an open quantum system, as is required for decoherence rate calculations.
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3.4.1 Beyond EMT
The limitations of our approach have been thoroughly discussed, and the only improve-
ment may come from an exact knowledge of the Si Bloch eigenfunctions and the short-
range potential characteristic of each donor: while the former is only possible within ab
initio frameworks, the latter has not been solved yet even by first principles.
Numeric simulations show that the true potential oscillates a lot in the central-cell re-
gion (see Fig. 3.3), which makes U able to couple significantly different valleys with its
nonzero high Fourier components. This is the reason why several different approaches
have been employed to describe the donor wavefunction as an alternative to EMT, which
relies on the smallness of the kµ vectors involved in the expansion described before. Al-
ternative methods include tight binding (TB) [MCK04] and band minima basis (BMB)
[WH05]: in the first case, an adjustable perturbation potential is used to describe the cen-
tral cell effects, then the locally confined electronic states are solved exactly within an
expansion of atomic orbitals, where nearest-neighbour interactions are considered. Lat-
tices including up to 104 atoms can be modelled, with no restrictions on the validity
of the wavefunction thus obtained outside the limitations of the numerical convergence
and the simplicity of the impurity potential. BMB relies on a discretization of the exact
Schro¨dinger equation in momentum space, that is then solved within a truncated basis
of Bloch states: the accuracy is here limited by the density of the k sampling and some
problems arising from the singularity of the Coulomb interaction in reciprocal space.
Such approaches, anyway, still fail to get a reliable description of the region close to the
donor nucleus, though being severely limited by long computing times. What is more, the
numerical character of these solutions unavoidably reduces the physical understanding




Exchange coupling between donors in
silicon
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 2 we have briefly reviewed how donors in silicon are now demonstrated as one
of the leading candidates for implementing qubits and quantum information processing.
Even though single qubit operations, measurements and long coherence times are firmly
established, progress on controlling two qubit interactions has been slower: still lacking
is a way of controllably coupling multiple donors together to generate the kinds of corre-
lated quantum states required for universal quantum information processing. Perhaps the
most conceptually straightforward way of coupling two donors together is exactly as Kane
proposed: to place two donors closely enough that their electronic wavefunctions overlap.
This results in an interaction between donors that is Coulombic in nature, and depends
strongly on the electronic density of both donors involved. The spatial region which gives
the largest contribution to the interaction is concentrated around the inter-donor separation
axis, midway between the nuclei; varying the potential of a surface electrostatic gate may
then modulate this overlap [CKDS07], enabling a controllable switching of the donors’
coupling. A critical question then is how large the coupling can be, and how accurately
the donors must be placed for gates to be robust to variations in the coupling strength.
Complications arise since the inter donor exchange coupling is predicted to oscillate with
the separation between the dopants, making it hard to estimate in device designs. This
issue was theoretically raised in 2002 [KHDS02a] and has been widely discussed since: it
implies that, if all donors are to be manipulated within a scaled quantum computer, substi-
tutional impurities should be implanted with sub-nanometer precision within the silicon
lattice, so that the coupling strengths do not differ too much from one pair to another
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across the device. Even though major experimental progress has been achieved recently
[FMM+12], donors can still be placed with an uncertainty of only two lattice sites within
epitaxial silicon. Measuring the dependence of the exchange interaction as a function of
donor separation or other parameters is quite difficult, in fact only recently it has been pos-
sible to obtain an indirect experimental estimate of coupling variation in Ref. [GZSC+14].
Thus theoretical calculations alone, at the moment, set the thresholds for the feasibility
and the regimes that should be addressed by proof-of-principle demonstrations.
The exchange coupling is also the key quantity whose value is at the root of the hy-
brid donor/dot scheme which we propose in chapter 6, where it is shown to represent a
very natural handle not only for realizing quantum gates, but also for moving information
between different kinds of qubits, an ability that is increasingly been advocated as a fun-
damental requirement for fault-tolerant scaled quantum computers.
In this chapter we estimate the exchange coupling between two Si:P donor electrons and
update the state of the art predictions in the field: specifically, we find an overall smooth-
ing of the expected variations discussed above, and predict a monotonic dependence of
the exchange coupling on separation if two donors are spaced precisely along the [100] di-
rection. After comparing our results with previous descriptions, we are able to explain the
physical reasons behind the observed discrepancies. In particular, we find that our donor
wavefunction, optimized within our novel multi-valley EMT presented in Sec. 3.3.3, is
more localized than in former EMT or ab initio treatments. The interplay of this feature
with our account of the anisotropy of the silicon conduction band leads to predictions
previously unexpected: the range of spread of exchange values as the separation varies is
much smaller, i.e. oscillations are less effective.
After a more detailed presentation of the exchange coupling in Sec. 4.2, that includes a
discussion of the approximations exploited in our original theoretical calculations, we re-
view briefly how the subject has been treated in the last 15 years in Sec. 4.3. Then, we
apply our multi-valley EMT to the Si:P case in Sec. 4.4, where we highlight the extra
properties of the donor electron wavefunction that were overlooked by less refined ap-
proaches, and why they are relevant to the final goal of exchange evaluation. Finally, we
present our evaluations of the exchange interaction between two donors separated along
the [100] and the [110] crystallographic directions in Sec. 4.5, then draw our conclusions
and point to several future directions of improvement in Sec. 4.6.
4.2 Donor-donor exchange splitting
The first application of our theory, devised in the previous chapter, is calculating exchange
splitting between the singlet and triplet spin states of a system of two neutral Si:P donors.
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It is a consequence of Coulombic interaction between the charge densities, and depends
crucially on their relative overlap: as such, reliable calculations depend fundamentally on
an accurate knowledge of the electron wavefunction, particularly in the region that sepa-
rates the two dopant centres. The resulting Heisenberg interaction between the electronic
spins has been proposed and successfully tested in experiments as a convenient handle to
act on two-qubit states: as reviewed in section 2.2.2, it is possible to induce controlled
entanglement between two neighbouring spin states by tuning their overlap via pulsing
the confinement gates.
4.2.1 Exchange coupling between two electron spins
The exchange interaction between two electrons spins is a purely quantum effect, a con-
sequence of the Pauli exclusion principle [Mat06]. It provides the basic mechanism that
explains ferromagnetic behaviour, something that would not be possible in a classical
world. Roughly speaking, electrons with parallel spins are prevented from overlapping
their respective wavefunctions, since the Pauli principle dictates that the two-body quan-
tum state needed to describe their behaviour must be antisymmetric under exchange of
the two indistinguishable fermionic particles:
Ψ(1, 2) = Ψ(r1, ξ1, r2, ξ2) = −Ψ(2, 1). (4.1)
where ri represent the spatial coordinates, and ξi the spin variable of electron i. Then, if
the spin part of the total wavefunction is symmetric under such exchange, as in the case of
parallel spins, it follows that the orbital part must behave antisymmetrically. This implies
that the electronic density in the spatial region separating the two sites where the spins
are more localized cannot be large; in other words, electrons are more likely to be found
well apart. In energy terms, this situation reduces the effectiveness of their Coulomb re-
pulsion, thus the nature of this interaction is purely Coulombic, even though it affects the
magnetic (spin) spectrum of the electrons. The striking consequence is that the strength
of the exchange is calculated starting from orbital wavefunctions, more precisely it is a
measure of the overlap of the electrons involved. It is now clear how the multi-valley
EMT theory developed in the previous chapter is crucial for a correct description of the
exchange coupling between two donor electron spins in silicon.
Let us start from a situation where, as a first approximation, we neglect the interaction
between two neighbouring donors: both electrons lie in their single-electron ground state
Ψa(r1), Ψb(r2), and the corresponding impurity nuclei are localized at Ra and Rb (and
assumed to stay fixed, according to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation described in
Sec. 3.2). Then the system is completely determined by the sum of two one-body Hamil-
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tonians H1 and H2 as described by Eq. 3.8. If now we consider smaller corrections to
those leading terms, we should account for the Coulomb inter-nuclear and inter-electronic
repulsion, and the attraction between each electron and the nucleus that is further away
from it - i.e. the nucleus to which it is not bound when interactions are ignored. This more
complicated problem, if we restrict ourselves to the electronic coordinates, is described as
[Mat06]
Htot(r1, r2) Ξ(r1, r2) = E Ξ(r1, r2), Htot = H1 +H2 +H12, (4.2)
H12 ≡ + e
2
Si|r1 − r2| −
e2
Si|r1 − Rb| −
e2
Si|r2 − Ra| ,
where Ξ is a wavefunction that corresponds to an eigenstate of the complete system of
the two electrons, and E is the relative eigenvalue. A solution was found by Heitler and
London [HL27] starting from a variational guess Ξ = cIΨ1(r1)Ψ2(r2)+cIIΨ1(r2)Ψ2(r1),




leads to the normalized eigenvectors
|±〉 = 1√
2(1± S2) [Ψa(r1)Ψb(r2)±Ψa(r2)Ψb(r1)], (4.4)
where S = 〈Ψa|Ψb〉 is the overlap integral. The respective eigenvalues are [KHDS02b]
E± = 2E1e +
C0 ± C1










Since |+〉(|−〉) is orbitally (anti-)symmetric, when the spin degrees of freedom are in-
cluded in the eigenstates, the Pauli principle states that a spin antisymmetric (symmetric)
singlet (triplet) state will multiply the orbital part
|S〉 = 1√
2
(|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉) (singlet), (4.7)
|T0,+,−〉 = { 1√
2
(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉), |↑↑〉 , |↓↓〉} (triplet).
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Thus the difference between the orbital energy values J ≡ E− − E+ > 0, which is
nothing more than the exchange splitting discussed earlier, is responsible for an effective
Heisenberg term in the spin Hamiltonian of the two electrons [ABG+81]:
Hspin = JS1 · S2 + γeB0 · S1 + γeB0 · S2, (4.8)
where B0 is a fixed external magnetic field, and γe is the electron magnetic moment. It
should be noted that, if in general B0 6= 0, the Lieb-Mattis theorem that guarantees J > 0
[Mat06] does not hold.
If the single electron states Ψ were simply the ground orbitals of a hydrogen atom in vac-
uum, then the problem described by Eq. 4.2 would be that of the hydrogen molecule
H2. From the Heitler-London (HL) paper [HL27] in 1927 until the 1960s, it was a
formidable challenge to obtain analytic estimates of the exchange coupling even in this
‘simple’ system: as it turned out, the HL approximation failed at short interatomic dis-
tances (R ≡ |Ra − Rb|/a0 ∼ 1, with a0 = 5.29× 10−11m [Kit86] the Bohr radius of the
hydrogen atom), and it could not be trusted completely even at intermediate separations.
A more rigorous asymptotic treatment was formulated by Herring and Flicker [HF64],
who managed to extract the exact J dependence for very large R
J = 1.641R5/2e−2R +O(R2e−2R). (4.9)
This theory was based on a series of mathematical manipulations of the six-dimensional
integral in Eq. 4.6. A more recent approach has in fact updated Eq. 4.9 to J = O(R3e−2R)
[BDC12] in the same limit of very large R, an evaluation that has increased the range of
validity of the former HL result in the same regime, JR = O(R3 ln(R)e−2R) [HF64].
Those results are cited here because the regime of J that is most interesting in quantum
computing is one of small J , that corresponds to large spin separations. If the electrons,
both localized in donors or quantum dots, are too close, then the chances of inter-site
tunneling are higher, leading to unwanted inter-state transitions; moreover, it has been
experimentally verified that the gate noise that inevitably affects the size of an exchange
coupling as it is tuned by applying an electric fields increases, more or less linearly, with
the magnitude of J [DSH+13].
The discussion so far should have clarified some of the difficulties in evaluating a quan-
tity, the exchange splitting, that looks so basic in a textbook system like the hydrogen
molecule. Let us see what the extra difficulties are when the pair of spins are tied to
hydrogenic dopants in silicon.
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4.2.2 Valley effects
At this stage we are ready to follow the Heitler-London (HL) approach [HL27] to evaluate
the exchange splitting between two adjacent P donor electrons in a Si layer, described re-
spectively by the states Ψ(r1−Ra) and Ψ(r2−Rb), where ri define electronic coordinates,
Rj are the fixed positions of the nuclear pair, with Ra − Rb ≡ d, and Ψ(r) is the donor
wavefunction in Eq. 3.24. Even before we determine the variationally optimized single-
donor wavefunctions for the Si:P system, it is convenient to point out the valley structure
that is typical of the quantities involved when we evaluate J = E− − E+ as given by
Eq. 4.4, Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.6. This valley structure follows because Bloch functions per-
taining to different conduction band minima contribute to the ground electronic state, and
does not qualitatively depend on the spatial extent of the envelopes Fµ in Eq. 3.24.
After plugging the Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.2 in the expressions in Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6, it is




2(W + CD)− CI + ST ], (4.10)
where the single-particle feature W is
W = −2〈Ψa| e
2
Si|r− Rb| |Ψa〉 = −2〈Ψb|
e2
Si|r− Ra| |Ψb〉, (4.11)
the two-particle Coulombic integrals are
CD = 〈Ψa(r1)Ψb(r2)| e
2
Si|r1 − r2| |Ψa(r1)Ψb(r2)〉,
CI = 〈Ψa(r1)Ψb(r2)| e
2
Si|r1 − r2| |Ψa(r2)Ψb(r1)〉, (4.12)
and
T = −2〈Ψa| e
2
Si|r− Ra| |Ψb〉 = −2〈Ψa|
e2
Si|r− Rb| |Ψb〉. (4.13)
The valley structure of each of the quantities in Eq. 4.10 determines predominantly their
behaviour as a function of the inter-donor separation. We discuss each in turn:
• the overlap S = 〈Ψa|Ψb〉, after replacing the donor ground state in Eq. 3.24, can be
written as1
S(d) = ∑µν Sµν(d) ≈∑µ Sµµ(d) ≡ 16 ∑µ=±x,±y,±z e−ikµ·dSµ,
Sµ =
∫
drFµ(r− Ra)Fµ(r− Rb) = e−dµ(1 + dµ + d2µ/3), (4.14)
1From now on, the valley wave vectors are labeled as kµ, not any longer as k0µ.
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where dµ is the separation vector d appropriately rescaled with the anisotropic
Bohr radii [KHDS02b] as defined in Eq. 3.42: bD along µˆ direction, aD for the
others. For example dz = (dx/aD, dy/aD, dz/bD). The mixed terms Sµν with
µ 6= ν can be neglected as they are suppressed by large oscillations, such as∫
drFµ(r− Ra) cos[kµ · (r− Ra)]× Fν(r− Rb) cos[kν · (r− Rb)]. From Eq. 4.14
it is apparent how, when the donor separation is large enough compared to the ex-
tent of each donor wavefunction, the mainly exponential decay with increasing d is
overlapped by strong oscillations, with
2pi
k0
periodicity in the case d ‖ [100], due to
the factors e−ikµ·d: S can even take negative values.
• W does not oscillate significantly with the inter-donor separation: as a single-
particle one-site integral, the interfering valley terms containing Fµ(r−Ra)Fν(r−
Ra) with µ 6= ν are much less important than the µ = ν ones, which decrease
monotonically with increasing d.
• CD represents the so-called direct exchange integral [CKDS06a], which weights
the electron-electron repulsion with the on-site donor densities: as such, it mono-
tonically decreases as the electronic clouds overlap less. Unlike the valley structure
pointed out in Eq. 4.14 for S, the lack of inter-donor integrals prevents the appear-







µ=x,y,z u(kµ, r− Ra)Fµ(r− Ra) cos[kµ · (r− Ra)]
)2
×(∑














ν (r− Rb)), (4.15)
where the cosines have been averaged over the integration region, as the length-
scales over which the envelopes vary significantly are much larger than 1/k0.
• CI is the indirect exchange integral [CKDS06a], which is fundamentally an inter-
donor feature, and as such it reproduces the kind of valley pattern underlining
the overlap S , but ‘squared’ for each of the electronic coordinates. More pre-
cisely, after expanding the lattice-periodic parts of the Bloch functions as uk(r) =∑
G Ak(G)e




dr1dr2Fµ(r1 − Ra)Fν(r2 − Rb)Fλ(r2 − Ra)Fξ(r1 − Rb) e
2
|r1 − r2|×
× ei(kµ+kξ−kν−kλ)·d/2ei(kξ−kµ)·r1ei(kλ−kν)·r2A∗kµ,GiA∗kν ,GjAkλ,GlAkξ,Gmei(Gi−Gm)·r1ei(Gj−Gl)·r2 ,
(4.16)
where sums over all indices are implied: the Greek indices label the valley minima
kµ, while the Latin ones identify the reciprocal lattice vectors. The only exponential
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terms that do not oscillate strongly over the integration regions are the ones whose
phase is fixed, i.e. those that include d and where, at the same time, µ = ξ, ν = λ,
i = m and j = l. In fact, all the other phases vary on the lengthscale of an
inverse lattice constant, where on the contrary all the envelope functions Fµ(r) and
the Coulomb repulsion potential
e2
|r1 − r2| are approximately constant. There is
practically no chance of hybrid cancellation between ‘Greek’ and ‘Latin’ phases,
as the wave vectors involved are not commensurate, since |k0| = 0.85 2pi
aSi
while
|G| = n 2pi
aSi




dr1dr2Fµ(r1 − Ra)Fν(r2 − Rb)Fν(r2 − Ra)Fµ(r1 − Rb) e
2
|r1 − r2| ×
×ei(kµ−kν)·dA∗kµ,GiA∗kν ,GjAkµ,GjAkξ,Gi . (4.17)













Since time-reversal symmetry guarantees that Fµ = F−µ, we can restate the result
in Eq. 4.18 as
CI ≈ 1
36
CµνI (d) cos(kµ − kν) · d, with (4.19)
CµνI (d) ≡
∫
dr1dr2Fµ(r1 − Ra)Fν(r2 − Rb)Fν(r2 − Ra)Fµ(r1 − Rb) e
2
|r1 − r2| .
• The inter-donor matrix element T displays essentially the same valley structure as
S, as the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential is not able to couple signifi-
cantly different valleys µ 6= ν.
From this discussion one can immediately conclude something that was first predicted by
Andres et al. [ABG+81]: the exchange between neighbouring donors, unlike the mono-
tonic decay of J(R) characteristic of the H2 molecule in vacuum, is expected to show
oscillations as a function of the donor separation d. More specifically, from Eq. 4.10 it is
now clear that the period of the resulting oscillations of J(d) is the one peculiar to S2(d),
which is the same as the period of CI(d) and S(d)T (d), namely pi
k0
for d ‖ [100].
The physical reason is provided by the nontrivial position of the k0µ minima in Si, which
are placed at 85% of the Brilluoin zone and not at the centre: the corresponding Bloch
functions participating in the donor electron wavefunction, then, oscillate on a lengthscale
not commensurate with the Si lattice constant. As further pointed out in [KHDS02b] and
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[KHDS02a], this would lead to serious trouble when trying to harness exchange coupling
for quantum computation goals: the resolution of the donor positioning during implan-
tation process, at the moment, is not refined enough to ensure that all donors within a
Si layer would be experiencing even the same order of magnitude of J . In fact, those
J oscillations take place on the scale of few A˚, and can only reach periods of approxi-
mately 1 nm depending on the spectroscopic direction ([100], [110], [111]) the donors are
separated along. Since uncertainty on donor positioning cannot be smaller than ≈ 1nm
[FMM+12], it would be really hard to act simultaneously on multiple donors with the
same kind of gates, as requested in scaled architectures and correcting algorithms.
4.3 Previous predictions of donor-donor exchange cou-
pling
Previous work employing an effective mass theory of Si:P [ABG+81, KHDS02b, KHDS02a]
predicts that the oscillations in the dependence of the coupling on distance, that have just
been shown to derive from valley-mixing in the multi-valley silicon conduction band, are
so strong as to limit the hope of implementing two-qubit gates that depend precisely on
the magnitude of J . The first attempt at an estimate of inter-donor J was devised al-
most 25 years ago [ABG+81], within the apparently different context of the analysis of
the magnetic susceptibility of the Si:P system. This seminal approach relied on Kohn-
Luttinger-type donor wavefunctions, based on the EMT discussed in section 3.3, which
does not include any account of the central cell effects or the valley-orbit coupling; further
simplification came from assuming isotropic electronic clouds. Finally, in their analysis
the exchange, J , is approximated by the two-particle integral CI in Eq. 4.6. The resulting
predictions of very large J(d) oscillations (where d is the inter-donor separation) were
averaged statistically over the different phase mismatches due to even very small differ-
ences in the nominal donor implantation positions, as evident for example from Eq. 4.19.
Andres et al. conclude that the overall strength of the J coupling is reduced by a factor of
1
6
as compared to the case of lack of valley degeneracy.
This theory is refined in Ref. [KHDS02a], where a full Heitler-London calculation and
anisotropic envelopes are employed to estimate the inter-donor exchange couplings as a
function of their separations along different high symmetry crystallographic directions.
While the first improvement does not lead to qualitative discrepancies as compared to
the simpler J → C1 calculation, as the valley structure of the two terms is essentially
the same (as discussed in the previous section), the inclusion of anisotropy leads to the
important distinction that oscillations in J(d) are significantly reduced if d ‖ [100]. It
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is also shown how donors within a semiconductor with lower valley degeneracy, namely
germanium, would experience interactions that oscillate less violently, with even mono-
tonic J(d) trends in the case of d ‖ [100].
The same framework is then extended to include the effects of external strain on the silicon
layer: applying large tensions or compressions on the bulk structure, or implanting donors
in heterostructures like epitaxial Si/Si1−xGex, will shift some of the valleys with respect
to their energy in relaxed silicon, more or less uniformly across the device. This is due to
the lower symmetry that the strain induces on the bulk system discussed so far, whose ef-
fects can be treated with the theory of deformation potentials introduced in Ref. [HV56].
The main consequence is that the ground donor state is not any longer an equal superpo-
sition of the Bloch functions of all the six valleys, but the valleys shifted to lower energies
contribute more to its wavefunction. As a result, the oscillations in J(d) can be strongly
suppressed, if the lower valleys are transverse to the direction defined by a line connecting
the donor pair, since their contribution to the exchange will not vary strongly with small
displacements along the d direction (cf. for example Eq. 4.19). Such suppression is more
efficient if the strain is stronger. Nonetheless, scattered J values will still be present if
the donors are displaced along the plane perpendicular to d, in other words if they are not
exactly aligned along one crystallographic direction. A richer electrostatic environment
is investigated in Ref. [WHP+03], where externally applied biases on the donor pair al-
low, in principle, the tuning of the exchange interaction. It is shown, moreover, that a full
evaluation of the lattice-periodic u component of the Bloch function is not necessary for
calculations of J , presenting the argument that takes Eq. 4.16 to Eq. 4.18.
In all the works cited so far multi-valley effects are only taken into account in some ad
hoc manner: the donor wavefunction does include a multi-valley structure, but one which
is dictated only by the symmetry arguments based on the tetrahedral point group (see Ap-
pendix B). No treatment is given of the physical source of the removal of the valley de-
generacy, which indeed will also affect the weight of each valley within the ground state,
represented by the envelopes Fµ(r). A more recent numerical calculation [WH05] going
beyond effective mass theory, in fact, found that such oscillations were overestimated.
Wellard and Hollenberg propose a numerical solution of the full Hamiltonian describing
the donor electrons, performed though exact diagonalization in the basis of the undoped
crystal Bloch functions (their technique is called BMB: Band Minima Basis). Thus, they
are not limited by any of the EMT approximations, but only by the convergence and ac-
curacy properties of their calculations and by the validity of the pseudopotential they use,
taken from Ref. [PS74a]. As compared to previous benchmark J predictions, such de-
tailed and numerically intensive microscopic calculations predict that the strength of the
coupling is reduced, and its oscillations have their amplitude decreased. Going beyond
EMT is traded, however, with exponentially increased computing times: in fact only donor
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separations as large as 15 nm can be explored within reasonable timescales. Moreover,
physical insight is inevitably lost: the authors find that a six-parameter pseudopotential is
needed to fit the ground state energy, while the binding of the excited 1s levels is signifi-
cantly underestimated.
Not only will the multi-valley EMT presented in this chapter allow the entire 1s man-
ifold of the binding energies of the isolated donor electron to be accurately described,
but crucially it also provides a correct description of the hyperfine coupling to the donor
nucleus, as measured in experiments. The most important consequence is our finding
that the spread of the electronic wavefunction was significantly overestimated by previ-
ous treatments, which only relied on fitting of orbital energies. Building on this result,
we will show how the anisotropy of the donor wavefunction leads to a suppression in the
oscillatory nature of the exchange coupling, especially for certain geometries. In addition,
our theory is much less numerically intensive and easily adaptable to more complicated
electromagnetic environments and different donor species.
4.4 Our method
Our method proceeds as follows: first of all we solve our multi-valley EMT equation,
Eq. 3.41 variationally to find the donor state Ψ(r) as defined by Eq. 3.24. For each trial
calculation, we first fix b and B in the pseudopotential 3.30, then we use the following































We now minimize the expectation values of the energies of the three split 1s levels ac-
cording to Eq. 3.41 by varying aD and bD separately for each of the singlet A1, triplet
T2 and doublet E eigenstates. We then find the best values of b and B by finding a good
match between our predictions and measured ground state donor energy (Table 3.1) and
hyperfine coupling (Table 3.3) for Si:P. Each valley-orbit state is separately minimized,
but the pair of model parameters is the same for all the states of one given donor.
Fitting the contact Fermi interaction is a novel requirement of our multi-valley EMT solu-
tion of the donor Schro¨dinger equation, that had been previously overlooked by all EMT
[LK55, NS71, SN76, ABG+81, KHDS02b, KR14] and ab initio [WH05] approaches.
It was suggested first by Ref. [Hui13], but the envelopes used there were spherically
isotropic, i.e. simpler than those in Eq. 4.20. We will see how the two effects, anisotropy
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inherent in the silicon conduction band and the central cell correction, the latter imple-
mented by accounting for the hyperfine coupling A, conspire to modify significantly the
state-of-the-art predictions of the exchange splitting J . In fact, it is clear that the sys-
tem has a broken symmetry along the vector connecting the two donors, thus it can be
anticipated that isotropic envelopes provide predictions of exchange coupling that can be
even qualitatively different to those we present here. Moreover, for the sake of evaluation
of inter-donor exchange, it is obviously important to have a correct picture of the ‘far’
wavefunctions, that is the spatial region of electronic density with radius larger than a
few nm from the nuclear position. This is both ensured by the EMT treatment, originally
designed exactly for such a goal, and by the successful description of the binding energy
of the ground electronic state. But it is also essential to capture a correct average of the
short-range behaviour, which will clearly affect the weight of the tail of the wavefunction
that contributes to the overlap between two neighbouring electronic densities.
The integrals involved in the computation have been reduced to quasi-analytical shape,
which ensures really fast computing times and numerical precision up to 0.5%. Every nu-
merical integration in this stage has been performed with Wolfram Mathematica software.
With b = 19.96 nm−1 andB = 246.1 nm−1 the optimized Bohr radii aD = 1.15 nm, bD =
0.61 nm lead to EA1 = −45.5 meV, ET2 = −36.0 meV, EE = −33.0 meV, which must
be compared with the experimental [RR81] EA1 = −45.59 meV, ET2 = −33.89 meV,
and EE = −32.58 meV: the agreement is excellent for the singlet, very good for the dou-
blet, more modest but not unacceptable for the triplet.
In addition, we can fit the value of the squared electron wavefunction at the donor nu-
cleus |ψ(0)|2, which is proportional to the hyperfine coupling between the impurity nu-
cleus and the donor electron, by expressing it as |ψ(0)|2 ≈ 6 η |F (0)|2: here, following
Ref. [KL55a],
η = |u0(k0, 0)|2/〈|u0(k0, r)|2〉unit cell = 186± 18.
We set this to match the |ΨA1(0)|2 = 4.4 × 1029m−3 [FYPM54] extracted from exper-
imental measurements of the hyperfine constant. EMT is in fact unreliable for the uk
part of the total wavefunction Ψ(r), since near the nucleus the assumptions of smooth
potential fail completely, as discussed in the previous chapter. However, we are only in-
terested here in the specific value |ψ(0)2| at the nuclear site, which has been estimated
through several different methods: in Ref. [KL55a] Kohn provides an approximate value
of η = |ψ(0)|2/|ψ(r)|2Av ≈ 186, where |ψ(r)|2Av is the mean value of the squared modulus
of the electron wavefunction over one primitive cell of the Si lattice (usually normalized
to 1). We adopt this value of η here. This result is based on a rough estimate of the value
of the conduction band Bloch functions at the doping nuclear position, as dictated from
an Hartree-Fock theory of undoped silicon, combined with a piecewise crude description
of the donor wavefunction both close and far from the impurity cell.
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That work however does not rely on any assumption about the nature of the binding poten-
tial. Nonetheless, different η values proposed by more recent Density Functional Theory
[APC+11], that are further corroborated by old experiments [Wil64], are only shifted to
η = 159.4±4.5. With reference to our calculations, such an update would lead to slightly
different Bohr radii aD and bD of the ground donor state (about 5%), but would not change
any of the conclusions presented later: thus we assume η = 186.
A density plot of the resulting electronic cloud corresponding to the donor ground state is
presented in Fig. 4.1, where the two cases are considered of a donor pair displaced along
a [100] and a [110] crystallographic direction. The pictures thus obtained are directly
compared to analog calculations based on the much simpler Kohn-Luttinger envelopes:
the large discrepancies between the spatial extent of the two wavefunctions are evident.
Figure 4.1: Plots of the spatial electronic densities around two adjacent implanted donor
nuclei, in a plane containing the separation vector d. The two panels above refer to d along
[100], those below to [110]. Left panels are calculated with the wavefunctions used in the
MV EMT theory, and show stronger concentration of the density around nuclei (hence
larger hyperfine coupling) than the right panels which use KL wavefunctions [KL55b].
Red dots highlight the positions of the Si nuclei of the underlying lattice. The mismatch
between their locations and the extrema of the density is a result of the nontrivial structure
of the Si conduction band.
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Figure 4.2: The exchange splitting between electrons pertaining to adjacent Si:P donors
is shown as a function of their separation d along the crystallographic [100] axis. The
solid lines are guides for the eye that join the calculated points. Comparison between the
data obtained with a simple donor wavefunction with KL envelopes [KHDS02b] (blue
crosses) and our multi-valley EMT equation (red stars) is provided. The range of different
d refers to the realistic uncertainty in the resolution of the placement of donors in the Si
layer during the implantation process. Two kinds of discrepancy are evident: 1) the KL J
is always larger than the equivalent MV EMT point by more than one order of magnitude,
and 2) oscillations are washed out completely in the MV EMT case.
4.5 Results
The single electron states just determined are ready to be applied to the Heitler-London
calculations discussed in Sec. 4.2.2. The two-particle integrals were computed with a fast
Monte-Carlo algorithm for adaptive multidimensional integration (cubature) [Joh10], and
each data point took only a few minutes to compute. Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show our evaluation
of J for donor separation d in the [110] and [100] spectroscopic directions, compared with
corresponding values we determined using KL envelopes [KL55b].
The biggest difference between the two theories lies in the magnitude of the exchange
splittings: the extra localization in real space provided by the strong short range potential
of the impurity for MV EMT leads to a shrinking of the effective Bohr radii of the ground
state envelopes (aD = 1.15 nm, bD = 0.61 nm), when compared to KL (aD = 2.509 nm,
bD = 1.443 nm [KHDS02a]). This is illustrated by the electron density plots shown in
Fig. 4.1. Another striking discrepancy arises between the amplitude of the oscillations of
J(d) as predicted by the two theories: let us delay a justification of this effect until after
the presentation of a comparison of the same quantity with the more recent BMB results




Figure 4.3: The exchange splitting between electrons pertaining to adjacent Si:P donors is
shown as a function of their separation d along the crystallographic [110] axis. The solid
lines are guides for the eye that join the calculated points. As compared to Fig. 4.2, the
ratio of the KL over MV EMT data is even larger, and the oscillations are now still visible
in the MV EMT calculations, even though they are still significantly reduced.
For the [110] direction, the same qualitative behaviour predicted in [WH05] is apparent,
but we find that the overall strength of the interaction was still overestimated by more
than one order of magnitude. More importantly, we find again shallower oscillations: to
explain this, consider again the form of the indirect exchange CI (introduced in Eq. 4.19),
that has the same valley structure as the complete exchange splitting, but has the ad-
vantage of clear analytical structure. The longitudinal CµνI , where either kµ or kν has
some component along d, give oscillating contributions to J(d) and are responsible for
the large oscillations apparent in the KL (and BMB) cases. The transverse CµνI where
kµ · d = kν · d = 0 decrease monotonically with d.
Owing to the large difference between longitudinal and transverse effective masses in Si
used in MV EMT, our envelopes are very anisotropic: we get aD/bD ≈ 1.90, compared
to KL’s 1.74. To explain why anisotropy gives a great suppression of the oscillating terms
in MV EMT, let us simplify further and consider the overlap integral S(d), since it has
been shown that the valley structure of S2 follows closely that of CI and thus J . More-
over, both the envelope overlap parts of the r1 and r2 integrands in Eq. 4.19 are peaked
in the region between the two donors - i.e. for the same values of r1 and r2. The de-
nominator of the integrand has its largest value when r1 − r2 is small; it can therefore be
shown that the d dependence of the indirect exchange integral CI , is dominated by that of
S2(d)[KHDS02b]. This is true so long as {aD, bD}/d are small enough, which they are
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Figure 4.4: The exchange coupling between electrons pertaining to adjacent Si:P donors is
shown as a function of their separation d along the crystallographic [110] axis. The solid
lines are guides for the eye that join the calculated points. Comparison of the data obtained
in [WH05] using the BMB exact solution of the donor Hamiltonian and our multi-valley
EMT equation is provided. The range of different d refers to the realistic uncertainty in
the resolution of the placement of donors in the Si layer during the implantation process.
for all results presented here.
Thus, if we take e.g. d parallel to [110],∣∣∣∣ ∂∂d log(S lµµ)










where the superscripts l and t label respectively longitudinal and transverse terms, as de-
fined before. Hence the oscillating longitudinal terms decay more quickly with d than the
transverse ones; as d increases, oscillations are smoothed out. Anisotropy plays a key role
in this effect, and this is far more evident within MV EMT, where our fitting of hyperfine
coupling results in a spread of the donor wavefunctions that is much smaller than those in
KL or BMB. With d directed along the [110] direction, even though 32 of the 36 terms
in Eq. 4.19 are transverse, these are heavily suppressed and the oscillations then appear
shallower in MV EMT than in the other theories.
Even more striking is the form of J(d) when the separation lies precisely along the [100]
direction, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Thanks to the higher symmetry in this case, only four of
the 36 CµνI (d) are associated with oscillations, and these are suppressed to such an extent
that the exchange is now monotonically decreasing.
Even though a formal justification is not available in the literature, our calculations con-
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firm something that has been shown in Ref. [KHDS02b]: the relative discrepancy between
the total Heitler-London exchange splitting J and the integral CI , over the entire range
of intermediate inter-donor separations investigated here, is smaller than 20%. In fact,
assuming J ≈ CI is the most usual approximation for J that occurs in earlier treatments
[ABG+81, KHDS02a].
4.6 Conclusions
We have presented a theoretical analysis of the P-donor electron wavefunction in Si. Our
consistency with the measured hyperfine interaction strength improves the description of
the electronic density in the region between neighbouring donor nuclei, which determines
their exchange coupling. Ours is a relatively simple and numerically light framework,
which nonetheless is able to reliably predict properties of shallow electronic states in sili-
con.
With reference to existing treatments of the same problem, we would like to stress, first of
all, the importance of anisotropy in the effect described above: central cell corrections ap-
plied to some isotropic EMT envelope would only reduce the average of the oscillations in
J(d), while the full local amplitudes J(d) ∈ [0, Jmax] would be retained. In fact, the ratio
of the longitudinal to transverse decays in Eq. 4.21 would be exactly 1, thus ‘turning off’
any washing-out mechanism. Then, while the KL description looks absolutely unable to
provide reliable estimates for the J coupling, there are important quantitative differences
even with the more refined BMB calculations in Ref. [WH05]: large differences arise
both in the size of the exchange splitting and the amplitude of the J(d) oscillations, that
are significantly reduced within our picture. Some extra advantages include the fact that
we can explore a much wider range of separations, up to the realistic ones proposed for
experiments, since the BMB method is limited by the finite number of points in reciprocal
space that is involved in the diagonalization. The real space wavefunction of the donor
electron could not be described up to radii larger than 15 nm or so from the impurity nu-
cleus; we overcame this difficulty with the analyticity of our integrals. The same reason
enlarges greatly the computing time required by BMB, which amounts to hours [WH05].
The limitations and approximations of our theory are clearly understood, and possible im-
provements may come from an exact knowledge of the Si Bloch eigenfunctions and the
short-range potential characteristic of each donor: both still are inaccessible even with ab
initio approaches. Moreover, the mechanism that led to the ’washing-out’ of the oscilla-
tions in J(d) was not apparent from the ab initio character of the BMB solution.
Precisely along the [100] direction, we predict that there will be no oscillations at all in the
dependence of J on separation. The reasoning outlined at the end of the previous section
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allows us to anticipate that oscillations will be smoothed even more efficiently at smaller
distances the more localized the impurity electron. Thus at fixed donor-separation, the
predicted effect will be more pronounced for As, Sb and Bi-implanted silicon, as the dif-
ference between the decays of the transverse and the longitudinal Sµµ terms with d (see
Eq. 4.21) will be more significant. Even though oscillatory variations of J are still ex-
pected as a function of misplacements orthogonal to a nominal [100] separation (those
trends would resemble qualitatively the J dependence on inter-donor separations along
[110] and [111] directions), the range of interaction strengths induced by uncertainty in
donor implantation position will be less than previously thought.
During the time this work was completed, other results were published [KR14] about the
similar problem of two interacting donor atoms sharing a single electron, where another
multi-valley EMT was presented, that however does not take into account the fitting of
the hyperfine coupling, thus leading to a strong overestimation of the electronic density.
The focus of those authors is, anyway, shifted to smaller inter-donor separations, where
they point out non-trivial effects in the spectrum of the single electron result from the
interference among valley Bloch functions belonging to different donors.
A complete (two electron) Si:As donor molecule is investigated, both theoretically and
experimentally, in Ref. [GZSC+14], where the donors are as close as ≈ 3 nm. This work
represents, to date, the only demonstration of fabrication and electric activation of a donor
pair, which represents the building block for the J gate in the Kane architecture [Kan98].
Following the publication of our work [PLBL14], a more intense numerical analysis of
the Si:P donor pair system was presented in Ref. [KJN+14]. Our multi-valley EMT is
improved in several respects, as detailed in Sec. 3.4; while such updated results confirm
our prediction that the valley-interference effects are less efficient in scattering the inter-
donor J values with small displacements in their separation than previously thought, such
confirmation is only indirect, as the high computational power needed does not allow, to
date, to calculate two-electron properties, as e.g. the exchange coupling.
In the next chapter we present a strong improvement of our MV EMT to include the ef-
fects of external electric or magnetic fields, and other dopants than Si:P, namely all the
remaining group V donors that are commonly used for quantum computing goals.
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Chapter 5
Electric and magnetic field
manipulations of donors
5.1 Introduction
In any large scale information processing architecture that relies on spin qubits, the ap-
plication of external fields is likely to be a vital enabling tool for addressing individual
qubits [ZDM+13]. Whatever the specific setting used, manipulation of quantum infor-
mation in these systems requires a thorough understanding of how the energy levels of
the spin qubits are modified by external magnetic or electric fields. These could either be
deliberately applied to execute a particular gate operation, or exist anyway in an inhomo-
geneous electromagnetic environment. Electric fields in particular can strongly affect two
main properties of the donor via the Stark effect [Sta14]: the hyperfine coupling between
the nuclear and the electron spin, proportional to the electronic density at the nuclear site,
and the electron g-factor, i.e. the Zeeman splitting induced by a magnetic field between
the spin up and the spin down electronic levels.
Knowledge of such effects is ever more critical when an electric field is used to directly en-
gineer the electronic wavefunction for storage or manipulation of quantum states [Kan98,
MTB+08, GLR08, VTR13]. The first and most famous proposal of this kind was pro-
vided by Kane [Kan98], as seen in Sec. 2.2.1: it was suggested that a single qubit state,
encoded in the impurity nuclear spin, be manipulated by using a Stark shift to bring it into
resonance with an oscillating magnetic field, that is able to drive rotations on the Bloch
sphere. More recently, scalable architectures have been proposed to extend single qubit
control techniques to larger structures [HB13, KLHM14].
For these reasons, the Stark effect in doped silicon has been broadly studied in the lit-
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erature, both theoretically [MCK04, Fri05, WHP02, DPF09, DBF06, PHSP13, RLP+09,
RWB+07, SRCK04] and experimentally [BTS+06, LSLN+14, WH70, WF61, LFKV00].
More generally, the ability to theoretically describe the donor electron wavefunction accu-
rately in a wide range of electrostatic environments is beneficial for determining the values
of control parameters which provide best performance, and in the best case for estimating
a priori the feasibility of quantum algorithms and error correction codes [RLP+09].
Adding a uniaxial field breaks the bulk-symmetric electrostatic environment of a donor
electron, and allows its charge density to be pulled on and off the nuclear site. The hy-
perfine coupling is reduced as the field draws the electron away: the interesting regime is
one of small fields, well below ionization. The most important effect on the donor ESR
spectrum arises via a relative shift of the hyperfine coupling A from the zero-field value,
which is quadratic in the magnitude of the field, as expected from perturbation theory
and pointed out in Ref. [LFKV00]. Subsequent refinements have focused on improving
the consideration of the electrostatic environment as modified by Stark gates [WHP02],
and developing a more reliable picture of the donor state through tight binding methods
[MCK04]. Previous EMT theories led to an overestimation of the effect by one order of
magnitude. In this chapter I will present a complete theoretical treatment of Stark effects
in bulk doped silicon, whose predictions are supported by experimental measurements.
The multi-valley effective mass theory presented in section 3.3.3 is solved more accurately
than in the previous chapter, in order to describe reliably a wider range of shallow donors
than Si:P alone. With no extra ad hoc parameters, variational minimization of the com-
plete donor ground energy allows a quantitative description of the field-induced reduction
of electronic density at each impurity nucleus. Detailed comparisons with experimental
values for the shifts of the contact hyperfine coupling reveal very close agreement for all
the donors measured (P, As, Sb and Bi). Finally, we estimate field ionization thresholds
for the donor ground states, thus setting lower limits to the gate manipulation times for
single qubit operations in Kane-like architectures: the Si:Bi system is shown to allow for
A gates as fast as ≈ 10 MHz.
After discussing more precisely how an external electric field affects donor electrons in
Sec. 5.2, we briefly overview previous theoretical treatments of the same problem in
Sec. 5.3. Then in Sec. 5.4 we extend our theory to a more generic wavefunction for each of
the group V donors considered in silicon quantum computing, which validates a unifying
framework for all the impurities. In Sec. 5.5 the method is further refined in order to de-
scribe distortions to the bulk donor electrostatic environment and the resulting predictions
are outlined: experimental measurements have been performed, at the same time, by col-
laborators at UCL, as reported in Ref. [PWU+14]. Building on the exceptional agreement
between theory and experiment, in Sec. 5.6 our theory is taken forward to determine ex-
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pected field ionization thresholds for each implanted donor species, setting i) upper limits
to the achievable speeds for single-qubit operations relying on resonant excitation of se-
lected donor electron spin transitions (like the Kane architecture [Kan98]); and ii) gate
voltages which should be applied to read out the state of bulk qubits [PTD+12, PTD+13],
possibly following transfer of quantum information to the electron spin from other de-
grees of freedom [MTB+08]. Finally, in Sec. 5.7 we analyse the more generic situation
arising when the externally applied electric field is combined with a magnetic field, and
to what extent it allows for further manipulation of the qubit state. We are able to describe
the spin-orbit Stark effect analytically, in the light of straightforward physical proper-
ties of the donor electron and estimate bulk g-factor shifts to be one order of magnitude
smaller than previous predictions. The sign of the shifts predicted by tight binding (TB)
calculations [RPB+09] is confirmed and explained in the context of our intuitive model.
5.2 Stark physics
Whenever a radiating atom, an ion, or a molecule is placed in a spatial region under the
influence of an external electric field, its spectral lines are observed to split [Sta14]. While
the Zeeman effect distinguishes different spin eigenstates because of a magnetic field, the
Stark effect splits orbital energy levels that couple in a different way to the electrostatic
perturbation.
The solution of the problem of a hydrogen atom in vacuum within a uniform and static
external electric field E has long been provided by quantum mechanics [Fri90]: the Hamil-
tonian is simply modified by an extra potential term −eE · r, where r is the coordinate of
the electron.
Textbook level time-independent perturbation theory correctly predicts, for small fields,





E1 − Em , (5.1)
where {|ψn〉} and {En} are respectively the orbital unperturbed eigenstates and eigenval-
ues, and the spin degree of freedom is neglected. Linear perturbative terms in |E| ≡ E
are prevented by the parity symmetry of the Bohr eigenstates. The energy shifts thus pre-
dicted, if opportunely extended to more complicated atoms and molecules, account for
their dipole polarizabilities: the perturbed ground eigenstate




E1 − Em |ψm〉 (5.2)
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is no longer a parity eigenstate: on the contrary, it shows an induced dipole moment
aligned with the E direction.
The exact curvature ∆E(2)/E2 in Eq. 5.1 can only be calculated precisely, though, after an
infinite sum over all excited orbital states is admixed into the perturbed 1s state in Eq. 5.2.
This problem is a reflection of the fact that the Stark potential is not bounded from below
(i.e. −eE · r→∞ for very large electronic coordinates): the previously bound hydrogen
eigenfunctions become states with a finite lifetime that is in fact large enough, for small
enough principal quantum number n, to make them still bound states for experimental
purposes.
An alternative treatment is supplied by variational theory: the ansatz for the ground state
under a uniform electric field [PHSP13] is inspired by the first order perturbative correc-
tion to the wavefunction:
ψ(r) = [1 + (q1 + q2r)z]e−r/aB , (5.3)
with aB the Bohr radius, r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2, while the variational coefficients q1 and
q2 represent the weight of higher orbital states coupled to the fundamental one, and are
determined via the principle of minimization of the binding energy of the state in Eq. 5.3.
The Stark effect in vacuum is complicated, in the framework of shallow donor states
in silicon, by two factors: i) as shown in chapter 3, the zero-field potential felt by the
donor electron has a short-ranged impurity potential component on top of the (screened)
Coulomb interaction. This modifies the ‘hydrogenic’ response to the field that would be
typical of each separate valley as treated within a single-valley approach: there are intra-
valley corrections; ii) the non-trivial structure of the silicon conduction band introduces
the extra valley degree of freedom, hence it becomes important to account for the overall
rearranging of the inter-valley interactions under E 6= 0. Our multi-valley EMT provides
one of the most straightforward schemes that can capture the interplay between those two
features, and also leads to physical insight.
For the purposes of donor electron quantum computing, ESR spin resonance frequencies
are related to the energy distance between the logical |0〉 and |1〉, as explained in chapter
2: coherent modifications of such frequencies allow, in principle, for single qubit oper-
ations. The ESR spectrum of a group V donor electron in silicon is determined by the
Hamiltonian
H = γeB0 · S− γnB0 · I + AS · I, (5.4)




= 27.997 GHz/T is the magnetic moment of the electron, leading to Zeeman
splitting of the states |↑〉 , |↓〉 in the microwave frequency range, in magnetic fields of or-
der 1 T; γn = 0.007 GHz/T is the nuclear magnetic moment, yielding Zeeman splittings
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in the radiofrequency range under the same conditions.
The hyperfine interaction between the electron spin S and the nuclear spin I is more gen-
erally described though a coupling tensor A
HHF = I · A · S, (5.5)
but the most relevant part of HHF, which is usually exploited in quantum computing
schemes, is the Fermi contact scalar termA I·S [Kan98], whose values we list in Table 5.2
for all four group V donors. ESR and NMR donor spectra are determined primarily by the
interplay between hyperfine and Zeeman splittings, which can result in non-trivial depen-
dence of spin transition frequencies on the background magnetic field B0, with interest-
ing applications in single qubit control [WTG+13]. In particular, the ability to tune these
resonant frequencies with external electrostatic gates has been exploited in numerous pro-
posals [MTB+08, GLR08], with successful experimental realizations already achieved in
some cases [MMM10, WUT+14, MWS+10]. In the presence of a modified electrostatic
environment, the electronic density can be pulled off the impurity site, and thus the hyper-
fine coupling can be altered. The pertinent regime for quantum computing schemes, and
which has also been explored by the measurements reported in Ref. [PWU+14], is one
of weak fields – of order a few tenths of a V/µm, which is well below ionization thresh-
old, as will be demonstrated in Sec. 5.6. As stated previously, in this regime we expect a
quadratic dependence on E :
∆A
A0
≡ |Ψ(E 6= 0, r = 0)|
2
|Ψ(E = 0, r = 0)|2 − 1 ≡ ηaE
2. (5.6)
Modification of magnetic properties caused by an electric field is not only due to a chang-
ing hyperfine coupling: there can also be a spin-orbit Stark effect. The spin-orbit interac-
tion can weakly couple the donor ground state to the valley-orbit 1s E doublet; its strength
depends on the angular momentum of the donor wavefunction, which is sensitive to (ap-
plied gate voltages or strain) perturbations that break the tetrahedral symmetry inherent
to the substitutional impurity within the silicon lattice [WF61]. The g tensor, that defines
the response of the donor electron spin S to some external magnetic field B,
Hmag = S · g · B, (5.7)
is affected as the weight of different conduction band minima (valleys) in the ground state
is reorganized: even this variation is quadratic with the applied electric field. Before this
work, the physical mechanisms underlying the Stark effect for donors in silicon were not
yet fully understood: let us review the state of the existing knowledge before my new
contributions.
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5.3 Previous treatments of Stark effects
A first analysis of the tunability of the donor nuclear spin resonance frequency, as modi-
fied by hyperfine coupling constant A biased by an external electric field, was attempted
in Ref. [LFKV00]: a rough perturbative treatment, based on purely isotropic hydrogenic
states opportunely rescaled to account for the binding energies and expected Bohr radii,
that leaves out all the rich behaviour we have highlighted at the end of the previous sec-
tion. Ref. [WHP02] has modelled more precisely the distortion to the electrostatic envi-
ronment via TCAD software, including the presence of an interface with an oxide where
the A gates are engineered; the resulting Hamiltonian is diagonalized numerically, but the
trivial basis of states is scarcely improved. The band structure of silicon is first taken into
account by Ref. [SRCK04], but only in a qualitative manner that predicts the scaling of
energy level shifts with very small electric fields from symmetry arguments.
The best attempt so far within a multi-valley effective mass theory was proposed by
Friesen [Fri05]: for Si:P he correctly predicted a quadratic hyperfine shift, but one which
was found one order of magnitude larger than the measurement performed one year later,
in the similar Si:Sb system [BTS+06]. We will discuss in Sec. 5.5 the different funda-
mental differences between this work and our theory, but another prediction of Friesen
that was contradicted by later first principles calculations deals with the behaviour of the
1s Si:P orbital spectrum as a function of the electric field: Friesen concluded that the
donor electron is less bound as the perturbing voltage is increased. We will show that
the opposite is true. This latter feature was already derived in one further refinement of
EMT presented in Ref. [DBF06], where even though no adjustable parameter is assumed
to describe the impurity potential, the numerical analysis is based on the expansion of the
donor state in a large Gaussian set, whereby any straightforward extension to other donors
than Si:P is limited by computational power restrictions.
More recently, other theories such as tight binding (TB) [MCK04, RLP+09] and Band
Minima Basis (BMB) [RWB+07] have been applied to the same Si:P problem, leading to
closer agreement with experiment. More specifically, Ref. [RWB+07] allowed one first
reasonable comparison of the predicted hyperfine Stark shift with the experimental Si:Sb
benchmark value [BTS+06]. TB and BMB, though, are computationally demanding nu-
merical approaches, which eclipse full physical understanding. Moreover, all previous
theoretical predictions of hyperfine shifts were limited to Si:P alone, while other group V
donors such as Bi are now established as promising alternative donor qubits and are being
widely researched [GWR+10, WTG+13, MMM10, WLL+12, MWS+10].
Finally, a very recent EMT approach, that basically reproduces the framework proposed
by Friesen, investigated Stark effects of Li donor spins in Si [PHSP13].
As regarding the spin-orbit Stark effect introduced in Sec. 5.2, the seminal statements
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pointed out in the fundamental characterization work by Wilson and Feher [WF61] have
attracted less interest than the corresponding hyperfine shifts, as the influence on the spin
resonance frequencies is expected to be smaller at ordinary Zeeman fieldsB ≈ 1 T. How-
ever, it has been recently pointed out [STL14] that, if the presence of a nearby interface
and strain increase the breaking of the bulk symmetry, then the spin-orbit shift can even
cancel the hyperfine one, which is intriguing in terms of suppressing the unavoidable gate
noise in the manipulation of the spins. Tight binding evaluations in Ref. [RPB+09] of g-
factors in Si:P and Ge:P under uniform electric field show high sensitivity to the relative
orientation of the electric and magnetic fields vectors, a feature that we are able to justify
physically. We will comment directly on the comparison between such predictions and
our results, while experimental characterization of this effect is still limited. The sign and
magnitude of such curvature under different experimental conditions, in particular, are
still debated [BTS+06, RPB+09], but we provide a consistent treatment in Sec. 5.7.
5.4 A theory for all bulk donor states
The general framework that has allowed us to establish a theory for the Si:P donor state
in chapter 4, namely the solution of the multi-valley EMT developed in Sec. 3.3.3, is now
applied to the more ambitious purposes of i) extending the treatment to all other group V
donors and ii) allowing for an electrostatic field to break the bulk symmetry of the impu-
rity electron. We plan to deal non-perturbatively with valley-orbit interactions induced by
a donor-dependent central cell potential, then variationally optimize 1s donor binding en-
ergies with a different trial wavefunction than that presented in Sec. 4.4: the motivation for
such an update is that we found that the previous ansatz did not allow an accurate match
of the experimentally determined donor energy levels and the measured contact hyperfine
coupling across all donors. In fact, while the central cell corrections play a relatively less
important role in the Si:P system, given that the singlet ground state is found to be a rel-
atively small 12 meV deeper than the single-valley case, such discrepancies can become
much more significant for more strongly non-isocoric donors, i.e. those impurities that
differ more from the hosting silicon atoms [PS74a]. For example, the A1 level is as deep
as ≈ 71 meV for Si:Bi. Another manifestation of the same mechanisms is reflected by
the larger contact hyperfine couplings displayed by deeper donors, as apparent from Ta-
ble 3.3. The situation is not as simple as that, however: it was already noted sixty years
ago [KL55a] that, while the magnitude of the A coupling and the orbital binding increase
with the atomic number of the substitutional impurity, Si:Sb represents an exception to
both these trends (see Table 3.1 and Table 3.3).
It should be clear, by now, that the single-valley limit is a trustworthy solution for the
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P 8.55 37.06 -45.59 -45.75
As 17.74 136.84 -53.76 -53.54
Sb 33.58 386.44 -42.74 -42.92
Bi 48.46 1055.7 -70.98 -71.08
Table 5.1: Pseudopotential parameters b and B as defined in Eq. 3.30 for various group V
donors leading to best agreement of the theoretical ground energy thA1 with its experimen-
tal counterpart expA1 .
donor state far enough from the nucleus [KL55b], where the screened Coulomb interac-
tion represents a good approximation to the potential felt by the effective mass electron.
However, the results in the previous chapter have shown that taking into account the hy-
perfine matching can lead to an improved average knowledge close to the impurity cell. If
the extension of this method does not work for other donors, then, we are led to conclude
that the anisotropic Kohn-Luttinger envelopes used before are too simple to provide a re-
liable description of the electronic state both near the central cell and far from it.
With the external electric field turned off, we arbitrarily fix the two donor-dependent pa-
rameters of the pseudopotential in Eq. 3.30, b and B, then (as usual) variationally mini-
mize the 1s-manifold energies
1s = inf
Ψ1s
{〈Ψ1s(r)|H|Ψ1s(r)〉 : 〈Ψ1s(r)|Ψ1s(r)〉 = 1}, (5.8)
thus setting the corresponding optimal wavefunctions Ψ¯1s. The procedure is repeated with
different values for b and B, until the experimental ionization energies of the singlet A1
(the ground state), the triplet T2 and the doublet E eigenstates are reproduced.
Thus, more accurate pictures of the electronic spatial density, both close to and far from
the nuclear region, can be achieved if envelopes with more structure are used to describe
the donor wavefunction. Two different pairs of anisotropic Bohr radii that distinguish the
short (as, bs) from the long (al, bl) range hydrogen-like decay; these and a relative weight
β of the two parts define our trial envelopes:











































where N0 is a normalization factor. When looking for the optimal solutions in Eq. 5.8,
as, bs are essentially fixed by the central cell potential (i.e. they depend strongly on b
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and B), while β, al, bl set the resultant long-distance tail, which depends on the screened
Coulomb potential surviving further from the nucleus. This approach is inspired by the
observation that, even with only one valley [e.g. setting α1 = 1, αq = 0 if q 6= 1 in
Eq. 3.41], the Hamiltonian to be solved is that of a screened hydrogen atom with an ex-
tra short range potential, hence the principal quantum number n which labels the radial
eigenfunctions of the hydrogen atom is not an exact quantum number for the s states.
Anisotropic exponentially decaying shapes are known to provide reliable solutions for a
Coulomb-bound electron with two different effective masses along orthogonal spatial di-
rections (captured by parameters al, bl above) [KL55b], and the nature of the central cell
potential in Eq. 3.30 suggests the same ansatz for the (as, bs) part [NS71].
The pseudopotential values that fit 1s energies and hyperfine coupling for each donor are
reported in Table 5.1, alongside the relative ground state energies; expected electronic
densities at the nuclear site are listed in Table 5.2, together with the corresponding values
deducible from measurements [Feh59]. The optimal parameters which characterize all
ground wavefunctions, and are used to calculate theoretical values in Tables 5.1 and 5.2,
are listed in Table 5.3. Thus we are able, for the first time, to present a unifying EMT
solution for the ground state of Si:P, Si:As, Si:Sb and Si:Bi. Even though such wave-
function is fixed by a model pseudopotential adjusted to experimental properties, it is
absolutely non-trivial that our theory allows for such a universal agreement across group
V, as demonstrated by the lack of such an unifying framework so far. The different donor
densities are plotted, in the plane y = 0, in Fig. 5.1.
Some comments can be already made about the different variational solutions thus ob-
tained: all long- (a¯l, b¯l) and short-range radii (a¯s, b¯s) are significantly smaller than the
Kohn-Luttinger values aKL = 2.365 nm, bKL = 1.36 nm [KL55b], due to central-cell
corrections. This makes absolutely clear the spirit of all the improvements we have sug-
gested to the multi-valley EMT: even though the pseudopotential in Eq. 3.30 becomes a
pure screened Coulomb attraction for r outside the central cell, this does not imply that the
donor state should resemble a Kohn-Luttinger wavefunction in the same region: however
locally concentrated around the nucleus, the central cell corrections unavoidably affect
Ψ(r) even for large |r|.
Also, while Si:Sb is more non-isocoric than Si:P, their wavefunctions look similar in the
region far from the nucleus, as the respective al, bl from Table 5.3 are comparable: this
solves the paradox of the closeness of their ground binding energies in spite of the very
different Ψ(0), which is more strongly determined by as, bs. In other words, more com-
plicated envelopes allow us to account for the richer behaviour that is clear from exper-
imental data: we will see how this more careful analysis can describe the Stark physics
with no extra fitting parameters in Sec. 5.5.
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Si:P Si:As
Si:Sb Si:Bi
Figure 5.1: Density plots of all the donor electron densities in the y = 0 plane, with the
origin set at the impurity site: the spatial dependence of density is scaled logarithmically,
in order to clarify the differences among different donors. The top left picture corresponds
to Si:P, which shows the widest electronic cloud; top right displays Si:As, bottom left
Si:Sb, bottom right Si:Bi, which is the most localized.
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Donor A0 (MHz) [Feh59] |Ψ(0)|2exp(cm−3) [Feh59] |Ψ(0)|2th(cm−3)
P 117.53 0.43× 1024 0.46× 1024
As 198.35 1.73× 1024 1.78× 1024
Sb 186.80 1.18× 1024 1.15× 1024
Bi 1475.4 1.4× 1025 1.4× 1025
Table 5.2: Theoretical values are calculated as |Ψ(0)|2th = 6η|F 0(0)|2, where η =
|u0(k0, 0)|2/〈|u0(k0, r)|2〉unit cell = 159.4 is taken from Ref. [APC+11], and F 0 is either
envelope in Eq. 5.9.
Donor a¯s (nm) b¯s (nm) β¯ a¯l (nm) b¯l (nm)
P 0.303 0.181 0.92285 1.71 0.912
As 0.192 0.114 0.47403 1.45 0.737
Sb 0.146 0.0852 0.47289 1.67 0.889
Bi 0.0968 0.0572 0.27153 0.967 0.472
Table 5.3: Wavefunction parameters for the donor ground state as defined in Eq. 5.9, found
by variational minimization as shown in Eq. 5.8. All the optimised long-range radii a¯l, b¯l
are significantly smaller than the Kohn-Luttinger values aKL = 2.365 nm, bKL = 1.36 nm
[KL55b], due to central-cell corrections. Though Si:Sb is more non-isocoric than Si:P,
their wavefunctions look similar in the region far from the nucleus, in line with their
similar ground binding energies.
5.5 Theory of the Stark effect on a donor state
We assume in the following, within EMT approximations, that the field dependence of the
wavefunction is entirely ascribed to the envelope part of Ψ(r), i.e. we do not include the
adjustment of the periodic part of the Bloch functions. When including an external field,
we expect that the most important modifications to the unperturbed state will occur to
the ‘far’ wavefunction: indeed our non-perturbative variational optimization of a suitably
modified ground state explains how such adjustments affect central-cell terms, which are
the most important quantities in determining the contact hyperfine interaction.
Inspired by the ansatz for the hydrogenic Stark effect in Eq. 5.3, our trial zero-field en-












































with qx, qz, al,x, bl,x, al,z, bl,z being variational parameters, as we justify later on. This
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procedure is expected to give an appropriate account of the adjustment of each valley
to the altered electrostatic environment. Another novelty of our theory is that, for each
fixed E value, we choose to minimize the complete singlet A1 ground energy, noting that
at E = 0 this is a symmetric superposition of all valleys (αµ = 1/
√
6 ∀µ in Eq. 3.24).
Earlier works [Fri05, PHSP13] have optimized the binding energy relative to each valley
alone. This is a crucial difference that allows us to treat valley-orbit effects in a non-
perturbative way, and to depict consistently how they are modified by inhomogeneous
potentials.
Let us write the donor Hamiltonian with an extra−eE ·r term in matrix form, in the valley
basis {ξµ}. If we assume that E ‖ zˆ [Fri05], we have:
H =

Λx ∆1x ∆2xy ∆2xy ∆2xz ∆2xz
∆1x Λx ∆2xy ∆2xy ∆2xz ∆2xz
∆2xy ∆2xy Λx ∆1x ∆2xz ∆2xz
∆2xy ∆2xy ∆1x Λx ∆2xz ∆2xz
∆2xz ∆2xz ∆2xz ∆2xz Λz ∆1z




Diagonal entries Λµ correspond to intra-valley energies, while ∆1µ,∆2µν terms represent
couplings between (ξµ, ξ−µ) and (ξµ, ξν) respectively. After diagonalization, the ground





Λx + Λz + ∆1x + ∆1z + 2∆2xy+ (5.12)√












−(Λx − Λz + ∆1x −∆1z + 2∆2xy)+√
32∆22xz + (Λx − Λz + ∆1x −∆1z + 2∆2xy)2
]
. (5.14)
It will be appreciated that our matrix is different from that appearing in Friesen’s theory
of the Stark effect [Fri05] for at least four reasons: we consider the whole Bloch func-
tions including the lattice-periodic part, rather than the plane-wave part alone; central
cell corrections are implemented in a self-consistent way, fit to experimental electronic
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properties and crafted to coincide with expected limiting behaviours of the wavefunction;
Eq. 3.41 does not involve spurious inter-valley coupling induced by the kinetic portion of
the Hamiltonian, in contrast with Twose’s equation [FRI62]; and, finally, our envelopes
are not approximated by their amplitude at the impurity site (a constant), since our Ucc(r)
in Eq. 3.30 is not a contact potential.
As the effective local electric field due to Ucc(r) is always much larger in the region close
to the nucleus than the external one due to the field (for the parameter regime considered
here), the variational parameters of the donor envelopes in Eq. 5.10 that pertain to that
region are not affected significantly by the field. On the contrary, the long range radii
al, bl and the coefficients qx, qz, representing the ‘squeezing’ of the wavefunction in the
z direction, encode all the Stark sensitivity of the ground state Ψ1s. Distinct al, bl are
allowed for the envelopes F±z in the direction of the field, and for the transverse ones
F±x, F±y, as they are expected to adjust differently to the E ‖ zˆ perturbation. For each
fixed F , the optimal values q¯x, q¯z and a¯l,x, b¯l,x, a¯l,z, b¯l,z, that minimize g, fix all matrix
elements in Eq. 5.11, whence γ and {αµ}g are determined.
Deviations of Λx,z from the zero-field values Λ0x,z are seen to be respectively one and two
orders of magnitude larger than those of the off-diagonal ∆2µν and ∆1µ in 5.11. These lat-
ter inter-valley terms get negligible alterations from the field directly, since higher Fourier
components of a linear Hamiltonian potential ∝ Ez are not able to couple significantly
different valleys: they only change due to the weak squeezing of the envelopes of each
separate valley in the z direction. Hence, after expansion of Eq. 5.12 up to second order
in the field, it is possible to approximate
g − 0g ≈
1
3
(Λx − Λz), (5.15)





If we consider the differential equations that lead to the optimal solution in more detail,
we can distinguish different trends within the parameter space, as a function of the field.
Since qxal (qzbl)  1 (i.e. the amount of the squeezing of the envelopes in the z direc-
tion 〈Fx(z)(r)|z|Fx(z)(r)〉 is very small compared to their zero-field spatial extent), to an
excellent degree of approximation
Λx ≡ Λ0x + ∆Λx
≈ Λ0x + q2x〈F 0xz|(−Λ0x + T + U(r))|zF 0x 〉+ eE qx〈F 0x |z2|F 0x 〉. (5.17)
(The same expressions and discussions presented for the x valleys hold for the z ones,
changing x → z in the subscripts.) Since clearly Λ0x does not depend on qx, the equation
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ss s
Figure 5.2: Spatial electronic density of a Si:P bulk donor electron around the implanted
nucleus it is bound to (depicted as a central black dot), in the plane (010), up to 5 nm
away from the donor nucleus along the vertical and the horizontal axes. The three panels
show how the density changes under different electrostatic environments: the left panel
refers to the symmetric situation for the isotropic E = 0 case, the centre and the right
panel display how the density is driven off the central nucleus in the direction opposite
to the vector E , under an intermediate and a strong electric field, respectively. Red dots
represent the positions of the silicon nuclei of the underlying lattice: their positions do
not coincide with the local maxima and minima of the density because of the interference
of different valleys contributing to the ground state wavefunction.
0 = ∂g/∂qx ∝ ∂Λx/∂qx, which determines q¯x, decouples from all others and gives
2q¯x = − eE〈F
0
x |z2|F 0x 〉
〈F 0xz|(−Λ0x + T + U(r))|zF 0x 〉
. (5.18)
As the denominator is positive, it must be that q¯x, q¯z are negative, and their magnitude
increases linearly with the field. The wavefunction extends further along the z axis, in the
opposite direction to the vector field E (Fig. 5.2). This accounts for admixture into the
fundamental wavefunction of p and higher angular momentum orbitals, with the correct
singlet A1 valley-structure 1.
We find, on the other hand, that the radii al, bl undergo a slight shift from their zero-
field values, only to adjust to the new energy terms ∆Λx,z in Eq. 5.17. Specifically, the
differential equations determining the optimized radii a¯l,x, b¯l,x, a¯l,z, b¯l,z have the form
0g[a
0
l → {al,x, al,z}, a0l → {bl,x, bl,z}]− 0g + ∆g[a0l → {al,x, al,z}, a0l → {bl,x, bl,z}] = 0,
(5.19)
where a0l → {al,x, al,z} is a shorthand for variations a0l → al,x(al,z) within each envelope
Fx(Fz). The first row is only second order in δal, δbl (the unperturbed energy is stationary
against small changes of the wavefunction), while the second line includes linear terms in
1The field cannot couple the ground state to other s-like orbitals, due to parity symmetry; nor can they
couple to high angular momentum states which have orthogonal valley structures T2 and E.
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δal, δbl. Thus, the total shift of the intra-valley energies Λµ [and consequently of the total
g, via Eq. 5.15] is due to the parameters q¯x, q¯z alone:
∆Λx,z ≈ eE〈Fx,z(r)|z|Fx,z(r)〉/2 ∼ q¯x,zE ∼ E2, (5.20)
leading immediately, considering Eqs. 5.15 and 5.16, to g−0g ∝ E2, (γ−1) ∝ E2. It then
follows that {δal, δbl} ∝ {q¯x, q¯z}E ∝ E2: these small variations of radii play a decisive
role in determining the relative fraction of electronic density left over at the impurity site,
which allows the correct estimates of the Stark shifts presented here.
Let us highlight that, due to the silicon transverse effective mass m∗⊥ being smaller than
the longitudinalm∗‖, Fx extends more broadly in the z direction than Fz, hence in Eq. 5.20
|∆Λx| > |∆Λz|: the valleys transverse to the applied perturbation react more effectively
than the parallel ones, and this observation will have important consequences in determin-
ing whether the donor electron is more or less bound with increasing field, as discussed
in Sec. 5.6.
5.5.1 Hyperfine Stark shifts
Unlike g, the coefficient ηa is significantly influenced by the precise value of the long











where F 0(0) is the value of any zero-field envelope evaluated at the nuclear site. γ de-
pends on E2, but much more weakly, hence it can be effectively considered equal to 1 for
the evaluations of ∆A below: it will have a fundamental role in the spin-orbit Stark shifts,
as discussed in Sec. 5.7.
The optimal parameters enter Eq. 5.21 essentially through the normalizations N2x =
〈Fx|Fx〉, N2z = 〈Fz|Fz〉, since Fx(z)(0) = Nx(z)(1 + β) [see Eq. 5.10]. Let us highlight















z ) ∝ q2x(q2z) ∝ E2 (for parity symmetry reasons, N2x and N2z cannot com-
prise linear terms in q¯x, q¯z, being expectation values of the identity, an even operator); ii)
to lowest order, (N2x(z)/N
2









, then from the discus-
sion at the end of the previous section we know {δal, δbl} ∝ E2.
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Donor ηa(µm2/V 2) (th) ηa(µm2/V 2) (exp)
P −3.0× 10−3 −(2.5± 0.5)× 10−3
As −1.2× 10−3 −(1.2± 0.1)× 10−3
Sb −3.7× 10−3 −(3.5± 0.05)× 10−3
Bi −0.16× 10−3 −(0.26± 0.05)× 10−3
Table 5.4: Quadratic Stark shift coefficients ηa(th) of the hyperfine couplings of four group
V donors in silicon, as calculated from Eq. 5.21, and compared to respective experimental
values ηa(exp) as shown in Fig. 5.5.
Hyperfine frequency shifts for each donor are displayed as a function of applied field in
Fig. 5.3. From least-squares fitting of those graphs, we obtain values for the quadratic
Stark shift coefficient ηa of hyperfine couplings of all donors considered here; these are
shown in Table 5.4, alongside their respective experimental values, which have been mea-
sured in collaboration with this study, as better detailed in Ref. [PWU+14].
Figure 5.3: Absolute hyperfine frequency shifts ∆A as calculated from Eq. 5.21, as a
function of the applied uniform field E , for all donors considered here. The field range
shown is typical of those required for executing quantum gates and corresponds to the
range investigated experimentally in Ref. [PWU+14], but is well below the ionization
thresholds discussed in Sec. 5.6.
The agreement is excellent for P, As and Sb, and good for Bi; the latter is very non-
isocoric [PS74a], thus an effective mass treatment is expected not to work as well. More
specifically, the Umklapp valley-orbit terms neglected in Eq. 3.41 are more important,
and the EMT approximations are less justified. Nonetheless, the Stark shift of Bi is still
correctly found to be the lowest of the group V donors.
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Let us stress that the ordering of the magnitudes of ηa coefficients across different donors,
i.e. the trend in the tendency of the corresponding electron to be pulled off the nucleus, fol-
lows the pattern suggested by the donors’ binding energies, rather than being dictated by
the respective hyperfine couplings as one might naively expect. This is shown in Fig. 5.4,
where both theoretical and experimental ηa coefficients are reported, for all donors, along-
side their respective ground binding energies. Specifically, Si:Sb shows the largest ηa
since it is the shallowest of all donors, and in spite of the fact that it has a stronger A0 than
Si:P (see Table 3.3). In other words, it does not only matter how concentrated the electron
is at the nuclear site – more important is how much the ground state is spread further from
the impurity. This can be deduced from Eq. 5.18 (and a similar expression for q¯z), where
all the quantities involved are expectation values on the state |F 0z〉, which has vanishing
amplitude around z ≈ 0.
Figure 5.4: Donor ηa coefficients as a function of the zero-field ground binding energy
0g: both theoretical points (red) and experimental values with absolute errors (blue) are
reported. The monotonic dependence displayed here is qualitatively explained in the text.
The measurements performed by our collaborators in support of the theoretical treatment
outlined in the previous sections are described in Ref. [PWU+14], while their results are
shown in Fig. 5.5. It should be noted that, while the successful agreement with Si:P,
Si:As and Si:Sb was a confirmation of the validity of our theory, our estimate of the
Stark coefficients of Si:Bi provided a prediction for the experimental side. We forecast
the range of external electric fields that should be investigated in order to achieve sensible
ESR frequency shifts to our collaborators, and this was crucial for their final success since
the regime required is, in fact, one order of magnitude larger than for all other donors.
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Figure 5.5: Stark shift for P, As, Sb and Bi measured by our collaborators in UCL, as
listed among the authors of Ref. [PWU+14], for each possible ESR transition. Points
represent measured data, while the joining lines are the result of best fitting of those data.
Figure taken from Ref. [PWU+14]
5.6 Donor binding energy
We now turn to considering the effects of the electric field on the donor ground binding
energy. This has raised opposing opinions [Fri05, DBF06] as to which of two competing
effects plays a dominant role in determining its magnitude: the lowering of single-valley
energies due to admixing higher orbital states in the ground level, versus the narrowing
of the valley-orbit 1s spectrum, which is a consequence of the reduced effect of the short-
range impurity potential on the energy levels when the electron moves away from the
nucleus. We clarify how the interplay of both results in an overall energy decrease of the
ground donor state under the external field.
Using our previous analysis, captured by Eq. 5.15, and keeping in mind that Λx < Λz <
0, we find that the absolute magnitude of the donor binding energy |g| increases with
increasing field. This is non-trivial behaviour that arises from the combination of effects
discussed in the previous section, where we saw how the lowering of intra-valley energies
produced by the field, see Eq. 5.20, is the only important factor in determining the change
in the total donor binding energy with E . The impact on the shape of the wavefunction
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in the central-cell region modifies g negligibly, hence the inter-valley interactions are not
affected significantly, and the spectral narrowing of the 1s manifold is not strong enough
to produce an overall energy increase of the ground state. Our conclusion contrasts with
Ref. [Fri05], where the electron was predicted to be less bound in increasing field, but it
confirms the conclusions in the ab initio treatments presented in Refs. [DBF06, RLP+09].
We find the dependence of the ground state energy on the field is rather weak, as shown
in the 1s A1 energy plots of Fig. 5.6: this is compatible with studies performed within
different approaches [RLP+09].
So far we have dealt with electric fields of magnitudes that would be required for the
execution of quantum gate operations. As E increases by one order of magnitude above
those considered so far, qualitatively new dynamics takes place [DBF06]: the 2p-like
orbital levels of the donor electron (with the singlet A1 valley structure) anti-cross with
the slowly changing ground 1s-like state, so that the electron can effectively tunnel off the
bulk of the silicon layer. In fact, as stated in Sec. 5.2, the Stark-perturbed excited orbital
electronic states have a finite lifetime, thus any electron that occupies such a state will
finally decay to the Stark-perturbed ground state. For electric fields stronger than the anti-
crossing point just mentioned, the 1s-like state would not be the ground state any longer,
thus no stable electronic state, that is fundamental for a reliable qubit, would survive:
ionization would be enabled.
Using our model we can predict, for each of the donor chemical species, the field where
the hyperfine coupling is lost. The size of this field is important, since spin dependent
tunnelling is a leading proposed read-out technique for solid state spins [MVTMB10,
MTB+08]. Such read-out often occurs at the interface with an oxide layer, or close to
an SET device [PTD+12, PTD+13], which is rather far from the dopant nucleus and thus
requires ionization of the donor electron.
We compute the Stark shifted binding energy of the bulk A1 ‘2p0’ state as a function of
the field (see Fig. 5.6), by variational optimization of Hamiltonian 3.8 on the following
trial wavefunction:







b2p (1 + qpzz), (5.23)
which is suggested by the zero-field form in Ref. [LK55], modified to include the admix-
ing with higher energy states induced by the applied external field. Let us remark that
valley-orbit effects play practically no role in determining the energy and the wavefunc-
tion of this state (and more generally, of all non-s states), since the corresponding orbital is
concentrated far from the impurity nucleus and is thus not sensitive to the non-Coulombic
potential Ucc(r). For the same reason, its features do not depend on the specific chemical
donor species.
We stress that the energy levels shown in Fig. 5.6 refer to the diagonal Hamiltonian terms
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Figure 5.6: Donor energies of the ground states of Si:P, Si:Sb, Si:As, and Si:Bi decrease
very weakly as a function of the field, as detailed in the text. For each species, values
are reported only up to the point Ec where they become degenerate with the ‘2p’ energy
level, which is common to all donors, as it is not influenced by central cell corrections.
Each crossing point corresponds, for each donor, to the field where the hyperfine coupling
becomes negligible.
〈Ψ2p|H|Ψ2p〉 and 〈Ψ1s|H|Ψ1s〉, i.e. we do not take into account the off-diagonal cou-
plings 〈Ψ2p|H|Ψ1s〉. The latter would lead to the expected anti-crossing of the levels as
hybridization between Ψ1s and Ψ2p occurs. However, the field at which 〈Ψ2p|H|Ψ2p〉 =
〈Ψ1s|H|Ψ1s〉 provides a good estimate of the field Ec [CKDS07] where the hyperfine cou-
pling becomes negligible.
The dependence of the A1 2p binding energy on field qualitatively confirms the behaviour
calculated in Refs. [MCK04, DBF06] and [RLP+09] for a donor electron state closer than
25 nm to the interface with a dioxide. Our results are specific to impurities implanted
deep in the bulk of a Si layer, though, and hence there are quantitative differences of a
few tenths of V/µm between our results and the threshold for Si:P and Si:As predicted in
those references. We report in Table 5.5, for the first time, the expected fields Ec for all
bulk donors.
While specific measurements of these thresholds are still lacking, very recent experimen-
tal work [LSLN+14] reports that Si:As donor electrons are ionized at E ∼ 2 V/µm, in full
agreement with our prediction.
Other than identifying precise field regimes that are relevant for bulk donor spin read-out,
our study allows us to extract another piece of information valuable to any silicon quan-
tum computing scheme. Single qubit operations in this system are performed via selective
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microwave (ESR) magnetic pulses addressing the hyperfine- and Zeeman-split transitions
of the donor electron spin levels (in the high magnetic field limit, electron-spin levels are
only weakly hyperfine-mixed with the nuclear spin ones, i.e. the electron spin projection
mS is a good quantum number). In order to manipulate individual spins within a large
ensemble of implanted donors it is easiest [MMEL11] to apply a global alternating mag-
netic fieldBac, bringing only selected qubits in resonance with it, by locally Stark-shifting
their spin-resonance frequency [Kan98]. The selected ESR transitions can be shifted by
at most ∆f(E) = ηaE2A0mI with mI , the nuclear spin projection, equal to the nuclear
spin quantum number I [WUT+14].
This maximum shift sets the limit on how quickly spins can be manipulated: if the
timescale τ of Bac pulses is shorter than (∆f)−1, then the resonance frequencies of the
non-selected qubits will lie within the pulse bandwidth. It follows that faster gates can be
performed with larger ∆f , and this is in turn limited by the ionization threshold presented
here. We estimate the maximum hyperfine frequency shifts that donor ESR transitions can
undergo in silicon while still being safe from ionization: results are reported in Table 5.5.
Si:Bi supports gate times as short as ∆f−1max ∼ 100 ns, yielding the fastest manipulation
obtainable with Kane-like A gates [Kan98] within donor spin systems in silicon.
5.7 Spin-orbit Stark effect
Turning on a field also changes the donor electron g-factor, that describes the response of
the electron spin to an external magnetic field. Though the relative shift is weaker than
Donor Ionization Maximum Maximum ESR
field hyperfine shift frequency shift
Ec (V/µm) ∆Amax (MHz) ∆fmax (MHz)
P 1.55 0.8 0.4
As 1.84 0.8 1.2
Sb 1.45 1.4 3.5
Bi 2.45 1.4 (2.1) 6.3 (9.5)
Table 5.5: Predictions of the size of the electric field Ec required to ionize each donor
species, and the corresponding maximum absolute hyperfine shift ∆Amax that can be
achieved before the electron tunnels away from the nucleus. Each ESR frequency shift
∆fmax = ∆AmaxmI in the last column is for a nuclear magnetic moment mI = I (i.e.
the maximum possible value of mI) and represents the largest transition frequency shift
that can be induced by the applied field E with each donor. The first ∆Amax,∆fmax for
Bi are calculated using the theoretical value for ηa given in Table 5.4, while the bracketed
value refers to the experimental ηa available in Table 5.4. No such distinction is necessary
for the other donors, given the excellent agreement between theory and experiment.
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the hyperfine one, it is still expected to play a non-negligible role during computing steps.
We clarify how this spin-orbit Stark effect depends on the anisotropy induced by the field:
it is proportional to the energy difference between parallel and perpendicular valleys to
the field axis, compared with the Fourier weight of the central-cell potential on the scale
of the wave vector pertaining to the conduction band minima, k0.
Due to anisotropy of the Si conduction band, each valley axis µˆ displays two distinct (but
very close) g-tensor components depending on whether B is parallel (g‖) or perpendic-
ular (g⊥) to it. The overall g-factors in bulk donors exactly coincide with those, since
the ground state is an equal superposition of all six valleys. These have been measured
[WH70, WF61] to be g⊥ = 1.9984 ± 0.0001, g‖ = 1.9994 ± 0.0001, independent of the
implanted donor species. An old orthogonalized plane wave calculation [Liu61], relying
on the known energy-band parameters, led to excellent agreement with those experimental
values.
For a general B-orientation angle θ with respect to the valley-axis µˆ, the measured single-
valley g-factor is [WF61]
g2 = g2‖ cos
2 θ + g2⊥ sin
2 θ. (5.24)
Single-valley g-values can be shifted by an applied electric field, but only if that field is
not along any 〈100〉 crystallographic direction – this was pointed out by Roth [WF61] and
experimentally verified in the same work. If E ∦ 〈100〉, a shift can result due to the field
coupling higher conduction bands to the lowest one.
However, in a multi-valley theory the g-factor is also affected by fields E ‖ 〈100〉. In this
case the shift is physically due only to valley repopulation [WF61], a mechanism which
was not yet fully understood but which we will consider here. Assuming E ‖ 〈100〉 allows
us to completely neglect the single-valley contribution to the total spin-orbit shift.
The asymmetric valley repopulation within the ground state wavefunction induced by the
perturbation is due to the breaking of tetrahedral symmetry when the field introduces a
preferential axis. This generates some (very small) mixing between the singlet and the





is weighted by the valley coefficient αµ to give the average g-tensor appearing in Eq. 5.7
and which is measured in ground state. Since (g‖ − g⊥)/g0 ≈ 10−3, after plugging in the
Stark shifted valley population described in Eq. 5.13, we can write the Stark-shifted donor
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electron g-factor g(E) as [WF61]











where g(0) is the donor electron g-factor with E = 0, and θ now represents the angle
between the applied magnetic B and electric E fields. We note that (α2z− 16) ≈ 29(γ−1)+
O[(γ − 1)2] (see Eq. 5.13), and from Eq. 5.16 we find











hence from Eq. 5.20 the spin-orbit Stark shift of bulk donors is seen to depend quadrati-
cally on E (recalling that ∆2xz is practically unaffected by the fields considered here).
g(E) − g(0) is plotted as a function of E in Fig. 5.7 for θ = 0 (i.e. E ‖ B), again for




− 1 = ηgE2, (5.28)
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Figure 5.7: Relative g-factor shifts, for all bulk donors considered here, as a function
of the applied field E , in the case of a uniaxial electric field directed along one 〈100〉
crystallographic axis and parallel to the magnetic field B.
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θ = 0 and using Eq. 5.15, Eq. 5.27 can be rewritten as





whence it is straightforward to see that ηg is smaller for more non-isocoric donors since
these have higher inter-valley coupling ∆2xz induced by stronger central cell corrections.
Sb represents an exception: its shallower binding energy g changes more strongly with
E , and because of this dependence its ηg is larger than for As in spite of its larger ∆2xz.
Incidentally, the (ξx, ξz) inter-valley coupling physically determines the splitting between
the singlet A1 and the doublet E, and the weak mixing of such states is responsible for
the valley repopulation under an external field or strain.
A three-dimensional plot of the g-factor relative shift as a function of both applied electric
field E ‖ 〈100〉 and relative direction cos θ = E · BE|B| is shown in Fig. 5.8, for the specific
case of Si:P and E ‖ 〈100〉.
Conclusive measurements are still lacking, and are currently under investigation. The-
oretical values reported here, though, are one order of magnitude smaller than previous
measurements [BTS+06] of Si:Sb, more recent experiments in Ref. [STL14] and calcu-
lations [RPB+09] for Si:P. We cannot conclude that such discrepancy is a failure of our
theory, since in Eq. 5.29 the insightfulness of our approach has highlighted the link be-
tween ηg and well established physical quantities, i.e. the experimentally known g‖ and
g⊥, the Stark shift of the binding energy which matches first principles calculations, and
the valley coupling ∆2xz that has been shown to be linked to the splitting EE −EA1 . The
most probable explanation for the discrepancy is that experiments do not correspond to a
perfect bulk situation, but the ESR broadenings are much affected by random strain and
the presence of the oxide interface. Both of these will enhance the valley-repopulation
effect, and thus the magnitude of the observed spin-orbit Stark shifts.
We also note that previous works include contradictory reports regarding the dependence
of the sign of the g-factor shift on the angle θ: for the case θ = pi/2, a negative shift
comes from experiments in Ref. [BTS+06], but the ab initio theoretical approach in
Ref. [RPB+09] predicts that the g-factor will increase with E if E ⊥ B, while decreasing
if E ‖ B. Our theory shows that there is a sign reversal of the g-factor shift when switch-
ing from θ = 0 to θ = pi/2, with a positive shift for the case E ⊥ B . This can be easily
verified by looking at Eq. 5.27, keeping in mind that g‖ > g⊥, Λx − Λz < 0 as seen at the
end of Sec. 5.5, and ∆2xz < 0.
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Table 5.6: Quadratic spin-orbit Stark shift coefficients ηg(th) of the g-factors of four group
V donors in silicon as calculated from Eqs. 5.27, 5.28.
Let us highlight that such behaviour also indirectly corroborates (and explains) the bind-
ing energy predictions reported in the previous section and in Ref. [RPB+09]: starting
from Eq. 5.16, since ∆2xz < 0, g − 0g and γ − 1 must have the same sign, hence if for
E ‖ B [θ = 0 in Eq. 5.26] the g-factor decreases with increasing field, then so should g.
Si:P, E ‖ [100]
×10−8
Figure 5.8: Three dimensional plot of the relative g-factor shifts of Si:P as a function of
both the magnitude of the applied electric field E , directed along 〈100〉, and the angle
between the orientations of E and the magnetic field B. The strongest relative variations
are observed for E ‖ B, and large fields.
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5.8 Conclusions
The theory outlined in this section provides the first comprehensive treatment of Stark
effects for donors in silicon. The inherent physical mechanisms behind them are unveiled
by the analytic and insightful multi-valley EMT framework. After appropriate calibration
using bulk donor properties, we obtain an excellent match with experimental hyperfine
shifts of all group V donors under a non-zero applied electric field.
We establish that the donor electron in the bulk is slightly more bound to the nucleus with
an increasing field, for small fields, and calculate field thresholds at which ionization is
expected to occur, for each donor. This leads us to estimating the maximum frequency
shifts of ESR transitions that can be achieved by A gates in a Kane-like architecture. Very
short operation times, as fast as ∼ 100 ns, are allowed if the qubit is implemented in the
Si:Bi electron spin. Our theoretical framework would need modification to model a de-
vice where a nearby interface or another kind of confinement affects the bulk properties
considered here, yet the fundamental physical mechanisms will be the same.
Even though no conclusive agreement with experiments can be claimed for the spin-orbit
Stark coefficients, this is due to the still debated discrepancies among different measure-
ments, and the strong differences between the bulk symmetric problems considered here
and the real-world devices. Anyway we are able to link the g-factor shifts to the Stark-
modified binding energies of the donor ground states, and this allows an explanation of
the dependence of ηg on the relative orientation between the electric and the magnetic
field applied.
Building on these results, our reliable wavefunctions are ready to be used for calculation of
other single and two donor electron properties, especially those relevant for implementing
quantum information processing protocols. They represent a fast and flexible scheme rich
in physical insight, easily extendable to include more complicated electromagnetic envi-
ronments, such as interfaces, non-uniform electric fields, and hybrid donor-dot schemes.
Possible directions of improvement include a more careful consideration of the random
strain and the interface effects that make the difference between the ideal bulk situation
studied here and real devices: such features will depend strongly, anyway, on the fab-
rication characteristics of each specific device, and should not change qualitatively the





In Sec. 2.1 and Chap. 4 we have discussed how scalability seems to represent the most
fundamental obstacle for the current state of silicon quantum computing: while coherence
times and manipulation skills have undergone impressive advance in the last few years,
extending the amazing properties of single qubits to practical, large registers is without
doubt the subject of an increasing and necessary amount of experimental and theoretical
efforts in the field. A working two-donor quantum gate represents a key step along the
path to scalability, and our calculations in Sec. 4.5, though relaxing the predicted impedi-
ments posed by the complicated structure of the silicon conduction band on the realization
of two-qubit gates, substantially confirm the difficulties of driving those operations glob-
ally across a large number of donor qubits.
As we will discuss in Sec. 6.3, semiconductor quantum dots offer complementary advan-
tages and hurdles: while valley interference effects can be significantly reduced thanks
to the higher flexibility in the engineering of their confining potential, the best memory
storing capabilities are not yet even close to the donor-based records: the same gates that
allow such enhanced malleability are responsible for unavoidable larger disturbances of
the qubit state by the environment. Thus an effective combination of quantum dots with
the exceptional coherence based on nuclear degrees of freedom would be highly desirable.
A naive proposal to exploit the exchange coupling between two electron spin qubits, im-
plemented respectively in a donor and in a neighbouring dot, to perform the basic two-
qubit operations proposed by Loss and DiVincenzo [LD98] or Kane [Kan98] would still
retain the drawbacks of both the entities:
• the strong decoherence of the dot qubit would still be entirely effective;
• as we will explain in Sec. 6.5, two-qubit entangling gates relying on the J splitting
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between a bulk donor and a MOS quantum dot would still suffer from the very large
variations in J-magnitude from one pair to the other, if only the donor depths differ
by tenths of a nanometer, however the crystallographic direction of the separation
between the centres is chosen.
The first such hurdle could be overcome by increasing the fault tolerance of the quantum
algorithms that perform the computations: in fact, it is possible to deal with shorter T2
if the corresponding physical qubits are involved in large scale structures that host ‘col-
lective’ logical qubits whose errors can be effectively corrected. In this spirit, the tight
thresholds set by Preskill for error correction [Pre98], i.e. T2 larger by 4 or 5 orders of
magnitude than the operation time of an individual quantum gate, could be significantly
relaxed. One option that has attracted wide interest recently is provided by surface code
architectures [FMMC12], that are briefly outlined in Sec. 6.2.
Other than automatically scalable quantum computing with high fault tolerance, imple-
menting a surface code within parallel planar arrays of Si:Bi donors and quantum dots in
a silicon host provides a natural solution to the second obstacle: the large uncertainty in
the magnitude of the parallel inter-qubit couplings becomes a minor issue if the exchange
splitting is not used for two-qubit entanglement, but for controlled transfer of information
from ‘data’ (dot) to ‘measurement’ (donor) qubits. Such transfer is the ultimate mecha-
nism that allows the definition of logical qubits relying on highly entangled local collec-
tions of states of physical qubits, with the crucial advantage that the corresponding logical
manipulations can tolerate higher physical-qubit decoherence, about 1% error rate per op-
eration. Single qubit operations on the physical donor qubits can be processed within
the rich Hilbert space provided by the complex manifold of mixed electronic and nuclear
spin levels of the Si:Bi system (with 9/2 nuclear spin), relying on well established EN-
DOR manipulations that can be performed with very high fidelity in a regime of so-called
‘clock transitions’. Thus, the exchange interaction between a dot and a donor electron
spin is only exploited to SWAP the spin states in either direction. Adiabaticity of the op-
erations allowing the SWAP, as seen in Sec. 6.7.2, implies the crucial insensitivity of the
transfer to the magnitude of the donor/dot coupling, while selective addressing of subsets
of pairs during the surface code is simply achieved via local control of the electrostatic
confinement of the dot electrons. Well established global microwave Rabi transitions and
shuttling of the interface electrons over small distances between neighbouring quantum
dot wells complete the proposed implementation of a full surface code, but are not inves-
tigated here: after an overview of the full scheme in Sec. 6.6, in Sec. 6.7.2 we propose a
way to realize an high-fidelity CNOT between the donor and the dot degrees of freedom,
across a large range of J couplings (about two orders of magnitude), that represents the
basic conceptually missing tile in the full scheme. Sec. 6.4.1 shows why Si:Bi donors offer
working regimes with the best combination of well established very long coherence times
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[WTG+13], and fast coherent donor/dot SWAP operations. Finally, in Sec. 6.8 we deal
with the most important decoherence processes involved, and quantify their consequences
for the fidelity of the SWAP transfer.
6.2 Surface code
In this section we outline succinctly the main properties of a surface code architecture that
could be implemented within the quantum computer which is the subject of this chapter.
We focus on the key aspects of its physical realizations and the advantages it could pro-
vide in terms of improved fault tolerance in the computation. More extended descriptions
can be found, for example, in Refs. [DKLP02, FMMC12]. Remarkably, a small size in-
stance of a surface code, based on fewer than nine qubits, has been realized very recently
[KBF+15].
The underlying principle of surface codes, which have been first studied in the some-
what separate context of topological order [Kit03], consists of separating the notions of
the physical qubit, i.e. a two level system addressable in a controlled manner, from the
logical qubit, which is the true repository of the quantum information to be stored and
processed. Namely, if the logical qubit is cleverly encoded within some combination
of states of physical qubits, the logical manipulations can be intertwined with efficient
error correction algorithms involving a large number of physical qubits, thus enhancing
the threshold decoherence that can be tolerated by the full computation. In fact, surface
codes have been evaluated theoretically to tolerate per-operation error rates of the order of
∼ 1%, larger than any other error correction algorithm developed so far. Broadly speak-
ing, the other major advantage of this kind of algorithm is the automatic scalability of the
scheme.
More specifically, Ref. [FMMC12] proposes a planar array of physical qubits, as shown
in Fig. 6.1, where solid circles represent so-called measurement qubits, and open circles
are the data qubits. A further distinction has to be made within the measurement qubits,
in that half are intended to perform σz-kind of local measurements, with the other half
doing σx, following the procedure schematized in the lower panels of Fig. 6.1 and that
we will describe in some detail later on. While single qubit initialization and driving are
required, the only two-qubit manipulation needed is a CNOT gate between nearest neigh-
bours: how to realize the latter within the donor/dot quantum computer discussed in this
chapter will in fact be investigated in Sec. 6.7. The surface code is based on the cre-
ation of entangled collective states that result from sequences of such CNOT operations,
which are performed between neighbouring physical qubits: such states host the actual
logical qubits. CNOT operations are intermingled with non-demolition measurements of
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Figure 6.1: Figure taken from Ref. [FMMC12], showing a schematic planar surface code.
The architecture relies on alternating data qubits, drawn as open circles, and measurement
qubits corresponding to solid circles. The logical circuits in the lower panels describe the
sequence of ordered operations that should be performed in order to stabilize the array.
The basic ingredients are addressable CNOT gates between a data qubit and its four neigh-
bouring measurement qubits, which can be devised either to measure the ZˆaZˆbZˆcZˆd or the
XˆaXˆbXˆcXˆd stabilizers, the latter with two extra Hadamard gatesH . Final non-demolition
measurements I of the data qubits complete the recipe, which should be realized in paral-
lel across the whole array.
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the logical states, that allow one to track eventual errors occurring during the processing.
Crucially, it is possible to gain information about the logical qubits without destroying
(i.e., projecting) their quantum states because the latter are hosted by a collection (that is,
more than one) of physical qubits.
Let us examine how errors can be dealt with: we consider two basic kinds of error, that can
be represented by the action of Xˆ bit-flip and Zˆ phase-flip operators acting locally, and
stochastically, on the physical qubits. If there is a way to detect where such errors have
taken place, at each stage of the surface code, then extra single-qubit gates may be applied
externally, in a controlled manner, to compensate their outcomes. In fact, for example an
Xˆ-error could be corrected simply by an extra, intentional Xˆ operation. Moreover, not
all the errors occurring at the physical qubits should be taken into account, but only those
that affect the measurements involved in the construction and preservation of the collec-
tive logical states: this feature provides, in fact, a much more efficient way of dealing with
errors than the naive application of extra gates. Ref. [FMMC12] suggests that this way
can rely entirely on classical computing, as it encompasses only the ability to take into
account the detections of errors when extracting the final information from the measure-
ments of the logical qubits, rather than to correct them within the computation (something
that would require quantum computing abilities).
Let us specify more carefully the working principles of a surface code: the placement
of the two planar arrays of measurement (MQ) and data qubits (DQ) is structured so
that each DQ, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6.1, is coupled to two MQ for X-like
measurements, and two MQ for Z-like measurements, while each MQ adjoins four DQ.
Collective operators acting simultaneously on four physical qubits, that are called stabiliz-
ers, are defined: ZˆaZˆbZˆcZˆd and XˆaXˆbXˆcXˆd, where the labels identify MQ as in the lower
panel of Fig. 6.1. Hence the Z(X)-like measurements can now be better described as the
projection of the state of a DQ onto an eigenstate of a collective Z(X) stabilizer, where
the projection is accomplished by subsequent CNOT operations between the DQ and its
four neighbouring MQ, plus a final projective measurement (with two extra Hadamard
gates for the X stabilizer). Thus the benefit produced by the MQ is now easily pointed
out in that they allow the formation and preservation of a quiescent state, i.e. a simultane-
ous eigenstate of both kinds of stabilizers. If the sequence of such operations is carefully
chosen (see Appendix B of Ref. [FMMC12]), the state of all the data qubits in the array
is eventually an eigenstate of all the plaquette stabilizers defined throughout the array.
A quiescent state is stable because it is easily built up after one run of the code just
described, irrespective of the initial states of the local physical qubits, and is then pre-
served, assuming that no decoherence takes place, in all subsequent runs: this remarkable
property is a consequence of the commutation of the two kinds of stabilizers introduced
before, that is in turn made possible since those operators ‘live’ on multiple sites, so that
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even though [Xˆa, Zˆa] 6= 0, those stabilizers that have qubits in common still commute. A
quiescent state, more importantly, is useful because it allows the detection of errors. It can
be shown, in fact, that the occurrence of a phase-flip error on a data qubit at some stage
of the surface code is either cancelled by a subsequent run, that projects the ‘wrong’ state
back to the quiescent one, or signalled by the simultaneous sign change of the measure-
ment results of the two X-measurement qubits adjacent to that particular data qubit. This
latter property is essentially explained by the anticommutation relation {Xa, Za} = 0, and
the crucial feature that each data qubit is flanked both by X- and Z-measurement qubits.
Thus, even classical software can record the location of that error on a data qubit, which is
then easily erased by ‘manually’ flipping the sign of the measurement outcomes of its two
adjacent X-measurement qubits. Of course, mutatis mutandis, the same procedure can
be applied for bit-flip errors. The panorama of errors that may affect the qubits is surely
larger, including the possibility of errors in the measurements themselves, or correlated
errors between adjacent plaquettes, but their treatment is beyond the scope of this brief
review.
So far we have discussed how unwanted deviations of an initial quiescent state can be
either disabled or diagnosed by the surface code, but of course a full quantum computer
needs to deal with (robust) manipulation of an initialized quantum state. As it turns out,
the presence of boundaries to the array, or ‘local cuts’ realized e.g. by shutting off one
or more measurement qubits, gives the chance to enlarge the stabilized logical degrees of
freedom, i.e. to define logical operators whose results are still protected by the continuous
run of surface code cycles. We present briefly the second way of creating extra logical
qubits, as it is more easily implemented in the donor/dot architecture presently investi-
gated.
Fig 6.2 displays an hole in the array, that follows after shutting off a Z-measurement
qubit, which can be done simply by not performing the corresponding CNOTs with its
neighbouring data qubits. This way, the stabilizer relative to the hole is not measured any
longer, and the resulting extra degrees of freedom can be encoded in a Hilbert space avail-
able for the action of logical operators. The latter can be defined as the tensor product of
chains of local measurement operators that either link the hole with a boundary, or enclose
the hole in a loop.
As regarding a quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of a surface code, an insight-
ful figure of merit is provided by the dependence of PL, the number of errors occurring
on the logical qubits per each surface code cycle, versus p, the rate of errors affecting
the physical qubits at each step, which is obviously correlated to the coherence times T2.
Ref. [FMMC12] points out that such dependence is strongly determined by the so-called
distance d of the array, i.e. the minimum number of physical qubit operators compos-
ing a logical operator. Simulations therein show that the approximate scaling relationship
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Figure 6.2: Figure taken from Ref. [FMMC12] that shows how a hole in the array can be
exploited to define a logical qubit. The hole is a consequence of the local disabling of a
Z-measurement qubit, that is thus prevented from participating in the sequence of CNOTs
with its neighbouring data qubits. The extra degrees of freedom coming from the smaller
number of projections performed within the array allows the definition of two logical
operators, XL = X1X2X3 and ZL = Z3Z4Z5Z6, that can act on the quiescent state within
a surface-code-protected Hilbert space. The chain of X operators links the cut with the X
boundary of the array, while the Z chain forms a loop around it. More complicated ways
to create extra logical qubits can be devised, that do not require involving the boundary of
the array.
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PL ≈ 0.03(p/pth)d describes the situation for a wide range of the parameters in play, at
least for the basic kinds of error considered in this brief discussion. pth is a threshold
error rate for the physical qubits, about 0.6%, so that if p < pth and d is large enough,
PL is easily seen to drop to exponentially small values. Anyway, in terms of physical
implementations, the total number of physical qubits needed to achieve a target low PL
increases quickly if p is less than but close to pth, thus a trade-off between gate fideli-
ties on the physical qubits and dimensions of the array should guide future experimental
development.
6.3 Surface code data qubits: MOS quantum dots
In 1998 DiVincenzo and Loss [LD98] proposed the so far most influential quantum com-
puting scheme involving individual electrons confined in quantum dots, i.e. potential
wells usually engineered thanks to an interface between two different materials, that forces
the electronic orbital energy levels to discretize. Further confinement in the spatial direc-
tions transverse to such an interface can be achieved via applied electrostatic gates. The
typical linear spatial extent of the wavefunction of a quantum dot electron is one order of
magnitude larger than an average dopant Bohr radius, of the order of few nm. While both
charge and spin degrees of freedom in quantum dots have been considered to host quantum
information [ZDM+13], data qubits in this proposal reside in the Zeeman split electron
spin states. More specifically, the scheme that is the subject of this chapter is based on
quantum dots engineered in planar metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structures, where
a SiO2 layer is grown on a surface of the Si layer transverse to the [001] crystallographic
direction. The oxide is necessary for insulating the confining gate voltages from the semi-
conductor structure beneath them. After the creation of a 2DEG, the applied voltages have
been demonstrated to deplete the electron occupation of each quantum well down to the
single electron occupation regime [SAMW+99].
The different kind of spatial confinement results in a striking discrepancy of the influ-
ence of the valley degrees of freedom as compared to the donor case: the breaking of the
bulk symmetry induced by the presence of an oxide interface in the x − y plane lowers
significantly the two z valleys with respect to the others, and the six-fold degeneracy de-
scribed in Sec. 3.3 is lost. The relative energy splitting amounts to a few tens of meV
[AFS82], thus it is safe to consider the x and y valleys as essentially depopulated at liquid
Helium temperatures. The two z valleys are not exactly degenerate either, as a perfectly
flat interface introduces a step in the potential landscape available for the dot electron (see
Fig. 6.5), that creates a splitting between the zˆ and the −zˆ valleys. More realistic rough
interfaces, or applied electric fields (widely used in the scheme proposed here), are able
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to couple those eigenstates, in a manner that depends strongly on the details of the device.
Substantial theoretical and experimental effors have been devoted to the characterization
and explanation of those properties [SCC+11, FC10], but we will assume in the following
that the dot electron occupies its ground state, simply described as a symmetric superpo-
sition of the two z-valleys. It will be explained that this simplification does not spoil any
of the conclusions to come, but actually allows conservative evaluations of the feasibility
of the scheme.
One significant advantage of silicon quantum dots over donors is that their arrays are more
easily scaled up to large chip architectures, and that is one of the motivations to include
them in the proposal outlined in the following. The confining gates can be scaled down
to the nanoscale [AFDC07], thus providing ideal suitability for large-scale architectures
where two dimensional arrays of dots are locally tuned. Lithographically fabricated dot
arrays and electrodes stand up as a straightforward platform for ‘flying’ quantum infor-
mation that could be moved around in a controlled and efficient way.
One downside is that the technological advance in the fabrication of dots within MOS
transistors, the most common in commercial silicon microelectronics, poses some funda-
mental limitations, the most serious of which is represented by the flaws in the Si-SiO2
interface that provide unwanted tunneling channels to the confined electrons [LM14].
However, some very recent work has demonstrated very high control fidelity and long
coherence times (T2 = 28 ms) [VHY+14] of quantum dot spins in isotopically purified
silicon. Parallel steps forward have been made in similar heterostructures, where the sili-
con layer is flanked by e.g. germanium [KSW+14], but coherence times are still far from
the donor records (T2 = 40 µs has been reported therein).
6.4 Surface code measurement qubits: long coherence
bismuth donors
Si:Bi systems have now been experimentally established as excellent candidate qubits
[GWR+10]. Bi 9/2 nuclear spins combined with the 1/2 donor electron spins provide a
rich Hilbert space of states from which to choose the qubit logical |0〉 and |1〉. Their hy-
perfine interaction is the strongest available among the group V substitutional donors in
Si, which makes it easier to transfer the information from the electron to the nuclear spin;
moreover, it allows the existence of so-called clock transitions [WTG+13], i.e. transitions
between hyperfine mixed nuclear-electron spin states that are very insensitive to the ac-
tual magnetic field of the environment. This decreases spin decoherence due to the local
fluctuations in magnetic field: the electron spin T2 can be enhanced by a factor of 1000,
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up to 3 s. We will now characterize those transitions in some detail, as the corresponding
donor states will host the measurement qubits to be coupled to the dot data qubits within
the surface code.
We have seen in chapter 2.1 how very long coherence times can be achieved in donor spin
systems: while the weakness of spin-orbit interaction and the low temperature yield qubit
protection from interaction with phonons embedded in the semiconductor environment,
there are ways to enhance the electron spin T2 via reduction of its hyperfine interaction
with the I=1/2 29Si nuclei, that is considered the leading mechanism limiting T2 in the
usual regime of temperature T ≈ 4 K and magnetic fields B . 1 T. It is useful to
decrease, via isotopic purification, the percentage of nonzero spin nuclei in the silicon lat-
tice, in order to increase spin coherence. But another more definitive and less expensive
method relies on addressing those energy resonances in the mixed Hilbert space set up by
the donor electron and nuclear spin Hamiltonian, in the presence of a ‘small’ magnetic
field B0
H = γeB0 · S− γnB0 · I + AS · I, (6.1)




= 27.997 GHz/T is the magnetic moment of the electron, leading to Zee-
man splitting of the electron states |↑〉 , |↓〉 in the microwave frequency range in magnetic
fields of order 1 T; γn = 0.007 GHz/T is the nuclear magnetic moment, yielding Zeeman
splittings in the radiofrequency range under the same conditions.
At B0 = 0 the 2(2I+1) states of the Hamiltonian 6.1 are divided into two large degenerate
groups, only split by the hyperfine coupling: one includes 2I + 2 states with energy 1/2 A
I , the other 2I states with opposite energy. At the other extreme, in the limit of very large
magnetic fields, the big difference between electronic and nuclear Zeeman splittings dom-
inates the spectrum, hence electron spin levels are well separated from nuclear spin ones.
The behaviour of the spectrum in the region of intermediate B0 can get very interesting, if
I is large enough. In fact, apart from Si:P, the manifold of the mixed levels for all group
V donors (As, 111Sb, 113Sb, and Bi with respective I=3/2, 5/2, 7/2, 9/2) shows ‘optimal
working points’, i.e. specific values ofB0, where the energy difference f between selected
mixed eigenstates has a minimum, i.e.
∂f
∂B0
= 0 [MMNM12]. The immediate and useful
consequence of such rich behaviour, conceptually due to the large number of mixed levels
available, is that the T2 of a qubit stored in the two levels separated by a ‘clock transition’
will not suffer from local fluctuations in the magnetic field, which include hyperfine and
dipolar interaction with the 29Si nuclei and paramagnetic coupling to other electrons and
impurities.
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6.4.1 Clock transitions in Si:Bi
The Hamiltonian 6.1 is easy to diagonalize, if we consider that the total spin Sˆz + Iˆz is
preserved during the time evolution [MMM10]: it is possible to divide the total 2(2I +
1)×2(2I+1) matrix into 2I (2×2) blocks, which can be labeled by the quantum number
m = mS + mI (sum of the magnetic quantum numbers of the electron and the nuclear
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plus 2 further (1× 1) blocks pertaining to m = ±(I + 1/2) (they cannot be coupled to any








Eqs. 6.2, 6.3 follow from the only nonzero matrix elements
〈±1
2
,mI |S · I| ± 12 ,mI〉 = ±12mI ,
〈±1
2
,mI |S · I| ∓ 12 ,mJ〉 = δJ,I±1 12
√
I(I + 1)−mI(mI ± 1).
(6.4)
It can be shown [MMNM12] that the eigenstates can be expressed as
|±,m〉 = a±m| ± 1/2,m∓ 1/2〉+ b±m| ∓ 1/2,m± 1/2〉, (6.5)
where
a±m =
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for m = ± (I+1/2). With A = 1.475 GHz and I = 9/2, the spin spectrum of the Si:Bi
system changes with the magnetic field B0 as shown in Fig. 6.3. Let us highlight that
Figure 6.3: Spin energy levels of the Si:Bi system, as a function of the applied magnetic
field. At B0 = 0 the 20 states are grouped in two highly degenerate sets, only distin-
guished by the hyperfine coupling. At very high B0, ESR and NMR eigenstates would be
completely decoupled.
at high magnetic fields B0 ≥ 2 T such eigensystem just reduces to the tensor product of
separated eigenstates of the nuclear and the electron spin, as the mixing term in 6.1, pro-
portional to A, will be dominated by the very different nuclear and electronic g-factors.
Hence ESR and NMR transitions induced by Rabi resonant fields B1(t) will address re-
spectively pure electron and nuclear eigenstates, according to the usual selection rules
∆mS = ±1,∆mI = 0 for the first, ∆mS = 0,∆mI = ±1 for the second [MMNM12].
In a regime of ‘intermediate’B0 values, on the other hand, high mixing between |mS〉 and
|mI〉 states ensures that GHz transitions f occur between states of the form |±,m〉 ↔
|±,m − 1〉 and |±,m〉 ↔ |∓,m − 1〉. Our interest lies in the latter, since it has been
observed experimentally [MMM10] and then clarified theoretically [MMNM12] that they
show several intriguing ‘sweet spots’, i.e. specific values of B0 where the transition fre-
quency does not change much if the magnetic field is increased or decreased within a
range of few mT. Each transition has one single minimum point, whose corresponding
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with the restriction -I+3/2≤ m ≤ 0. The EPR spectrum of Si:P, a system characterized by
I = 1/2 and small A coupling, does not show any clock transitions, but these transitions
can occur for other donors with larger I , as there will be more integers m ≤ 0 able to
satisfy the condition 6.10.
Since our final goal is to ‘hybridize’ the donor system with the two Zeeman split states of
a quantum dot electron spin, we would like the Zeeman dot frequency fdot ≈ B0γe (the
dot electron g-factor is 1.997) to cross some donor transition at our operational point (the
range of our magnetic field), as shown in Fig. 6.4. Moreover, if the donor transition chosen
provides a sweet spot close to such degeneracy point, the donor spin states involved will be
very safe from local fluctuations in the magnetic environment. Let us show that meeting
both requirements, i.e. addressing a donor clock transition fdonor that is degenerate with a
dot transition fdot, close to its (only)
∂fdonor
∂B0
= 0 point, automatically selects Si:Bi as the
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Hence, requiring that one of such transitions is degenerate with the Zeeman splitting of a
dot electron spin implies
fdonor − fdot = A
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− γeB0 = 0.
(6.13)
By virtue of 6.11,
fdonor − fdot > A
2
(√












and this latter expression is seen to be always positive unless m ≤ −3. Thus the required
degeneracy can be achieved only within Si:Bi, specifically addressing the |+,m = −3〉 →
|−,m = −4〉 and the |+,m = −4〉 → |−,m = −3〉 transitions, the latter differing (in
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absolute value) from the former by only few MHz, as a result of different contributions of
nuclear Zeeman terms.
Let us highlight what the features typical of the clock transitions of interest are here: they






















































We may name these same states in terms of the eigenstates |F,mF 〉 of the total spin F =
S + I and its projection mF : they would be exact eigenstates with B = 0, but as magnetic
fields considered here are still small compared to the mixing hyperfine term, with good
approximation the first transition amounts to |5,−3〉 → |4,−4〉 (∆F = −1,∆mF = −1),
and the second |4,−3〉 → |5,−4〉 (∆F = +1,∆mF = −1) [WTG+13].
The occurrence of an energy crossing between the Zeeman transition linking the two
dot electron spin states and the first donor clock transition just described is displayed in
Fig. 6.4, where the Si:Bi spin transitions energies have been measured in Ref. [WTG+13].
It will be appreciated that the closeness of such crossing to a donor decoherence sweet spot
is ‘fortuitous’, in fact it is enabled by the complexity in the donor Hilbert space (I=9/2).
The two nearly degenerate clock transitions just discussed link, as we have seen, different
initial and final states, thus the corresponding independent four states can be in any respect
treated as two independent qubits residing on the bismuth. In the high field limit (Zeeman
much larger than hyperfine) the right transition in Eq. 6.15 is forbidden, since it implies a
nuclear spin flip: this is the motivation for labeling the left transitions as ‘allowed’ and the
right as ‘forbidden’, even though both are actually enabled in the intermediate B0 regime
investigated here. Each of these two transitions couples to opposite helicity microwave
photons, as noted by Ref. [MWS+10], thus the selective excitation of a single transition in
the pair does not pose fundamental physical limitations, even though the energy difference
between the two, about 2 MHz, would hardly be distinguished once the power broadening
due to microwave pulses applied in experiments is taken into account.
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Figure 6.4: Data for the spin ‘allowed’ and ‘forbidden’ transition energies of neutral Si:Bi
donors measured in Ref. [WTG+13] are overlaid on the linear Zeeman transition energy
of an electron spin in a quantum dot in Si, as a function of magnetic field. The dot and
donor transition energies are nearly degenerate at the 5 GHz clock transition, that links
donor spin states having particularly long coherence. The corresponding dashed donor
energy represents both the ‘allowed’ and ‘forbidden’ transitions, that cannot be resolved
on the scale of the figure, as they differ by about 2 MHz. An exchange coupling between
the dot and the donor electron would open an avoided crossing at the degeneracy point, as
will be discussed in Sec. 6.7.2.
6.5 Coupling a donor measurement qubit and a dot data
qubit
The previous two sections have presented our candidates for data qubits, MOS quan-
tum dot single-electron spins, and measurement qubits, long coherence hybrid electron-
nuclear spin states of bulk Si:Bi systems. The aim of this section is to evaluate the ex-
change coupling that would arise between an electron spin which is confined close to a
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Si/SiO2 interface and the excess electron spin provided by a donor Bi atom implanted
deep in the bulk of a Si layer, at a distance d from the interface. This interaction paves
the way for the fundamental data-measurement qubit coupling that is needed for a surface
code, as will be detailed more carefully in the next section.
The confinement for the interface electron is provided by an external electric field F (in
the zˆ direction, which we assume to be transverse to the plane which contains the inter-
face) and by a quantum dot potential (approximately parabolic) in the transverse x − y
plane. This simple modeling accounts for the voltage landscape that the confining inter-
face gates would be able to produce. The donor electron feels, on the other hand, the
impurity potential due to the substitutional implanted Bi atom. The potential energy of an


























ρ2, z > −d
+∞, z ≤ −d
(6.16)
where Si = 11.4 is the dielectric constant of Silicon, ρ is the radial coordinate in the
transverse plane to z, Q =
SiO2 − Si
SiO2 + Si
is a factor to parametrize the electrostatic image
effects due to the dielectric barrier [CKDS07], d is the distance of the nucleus from the
interface, b = 48.46 nm−1 and B = 1055.7 nm−1 are the pseudopotential parameters
for Si:Bi as taken from Table 5.1, and ω0 simulates the dot confining gates. The infinite
wall at the interface models the ≈ 3 eV step between the conduction band edges of the
silicon and the oxide layer, and implements our assumption that the dot electron state
does not penetrate significantly into the oxide. The electric field is assumed to be uni-
form and unidirectional throughout the system, which is a reasonable approximation for
realistic devices of this kind, as well as the parabolic transverse confinement that binds
the quantum dot. Since the Bi donor is very tightly bound by its impurity, low electric
fields are needed in order to get the two electronic clouds to overlap strongly enough: this
requirement motivates the strong asymmetry of the potential wells in Fig. 6.5. We take
into account the effect of the accumulation of charges on the dielectric SiO2 boundary,
induced by the electrostatic configuration in the Si layer, via the image-charge method.
However, its effects on the final calculation of the donor-dot exchange splittings are of the
same order of magnitude as other extra Hamiltonian terms that will arise when the more
detailed picture of a realistic device is considered. In any case, the dependence of the
exchange splitting on applied electric field and donor depth might only be quantitatively
modified, and none of the results presented later on will be affected qualitatively.
Effective mass theory is used in our evaluations of exchange splittings, since the latter
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will gain the most relevant contributions from the electronic densities in the intermediate
spatial region between the two wells, i.e. far from the Bi nuclear cell where EMT fails.
A more accurate description, relying e.g. on ab initio approaches, could only be achieved
once the fabrication details of the device are known in sufficient detail that such a detailed
approach is justified. Our theory for the donor state has been tested in chapter 5 to yield
good agreement with experimental Stark shifts of the ESR Si:Bi spectrum [PWU+14].







FDi (r) cos(k0i · r)ui(r), (6.17)
where the functions ui(r) are the lattice periodic parts of the Bloch eigenstates of the










Figure 6.5: A three dimensional plot of the two-wells potential that binds the quantum
dot electron at the interface with the oxide, and the donor electron in the region close
to the implanted dopant Bi atom, is shown in the x − z (y = 0) plane. The zˆ direction
is set to coincide with the [001] crystallographic direction, and is perpendicular to the
interface. The origin of our coordinate system resides at the position of the Bi nucleus,
while z = −d corresponds to the interface plane. An electric field F = 6 kV/cm and a
donor depth d = 38 nm are assumed.
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with different pairs of Bohr radii distinguishing the short (as, bs) from the long (al, bl)
range hydrogen-like decay, with a relative weight β (ND is a normalization factor). Due
to the high asymmetry between the single-electron energies of the two wells, for large
enough d, the donor state can be assumed, to very high precision, to coincide completely
with the bulk ground eigenvector, which is constructed from an equal superposition of the
Bloch functions of all the six degenerate valleys. Furthermore, the results in Sec. 5.5.1
imply that the Si:Bi donor wavefunction will be practically unaffected by electric fields
in the regime of interest here, i.e. F . 15 kV/cm, since it is the donor whose hyperfine
coupling is relatively less affected by distortions in the electrostatic environment, due to
the very deep confining impurity potential. Thus no extra variational re-optimization is
needed as d or F are varied, and the state is always described as in a perfect bulk situation.
The issues due to the valley degeneracy of the silicon conduction band are completely
taken into account for the donor state, while we assume that the interface state resides in
only one of the two zˆ-valleys combinations (namely, the symmetric one) that are almost
degenerate close to the interface. Such degeneracy is known to be removed by the z-
confinement provided by the Si/SiO2 boundary and the electric field [CKHDS06], with
splittings as large as ≈ 1 meV that increase linearly with the applied field F [SCC+11],
but a complete theory of the interplay of those effects will depend crucially on the details
of the device. However, since the inter-valley coupling at the interface is not as strong
as for a bulk donor, we anticipate that a more refined description would only provide the
correct superposition of the two valleys that constitutes the orbital interface ground state,
something that will not change qualitatively the analysis below. In fact, we will discuss
how our calculations provide a worst case scenario, that is well suited to the feasibility
study we are aiming at. The envelope of the dot electron wavefunction is calculated
via a variational optimization of its on-site ground binding energy, as determined by the
potential in Eq. 6.16. Based on the strong similarity of the interface well with the exactly
solvable problem of an infinite triangular well, it has been proposed that a good ansatz
for the interface envelope should resemble an Airy function [CKDS07] along the z axis,
while a Gaussian confinement is well suited to the x− y confinement:
ψI =
√
2 cos[k0(z + d)] uk0z(r)F Iz (r),
F Iz (r) = NI(z + d)2e−α(z+d)/2e−β
2ρ2/2, (6.19)
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where 5/α gives the typical spread of the wavefunction in the zˆ direction, while 2/β rep-
resents its extent in x − y plane (NI is a normalization factor). We solve variationally
for the ground eigenstate and eigenvalue by optimizing α and β as a function of F and
the donor depth d: in fact, even if the donor is implanted as deep as ∼ 40 nm from the
interface, the screened Coulomb attraction from the Bi nucleus affects the dot state in a
non-negligible way. It provides a strong enough binding in the (001) plane that the trans-
verse extent of the dot electron amounts to a radius of ≈ 25 nm, which already matches
the lengthscales of experimental quantum dot engineering: thus ω0 is neglected in our
calculations. If ω0 was larger than about 4 meV, then anyway some non-trivial tuning of
the dot state is enabled: in fact, while β−1 gets smaller, at the same time α−1 can become
significantly larger. The intriguing consequence for our goals is that the exchange split-
ting would then become larger as well, since it is shown to depend much more strongly
on the overlap along the line adjoining the two wells’ centres. Hence for those dot/donor
pairs where, due to the interference of the silicon valleys, the donor depth is such that J
takes a particularly low value, one could think of increasing it locally via the lateral dot
gates, rather than by modifying F .
At fixed F two different regimes become apparent, depending on the range of donor
depths explored: when d < dc(F ), where dc(F ) is some threshold that depends on the
applied electric field, the interaction of the dot electron with the nucleus is actually domi-
nant in the zˆ direction, as compared to the fields investigated here. In this case α decreases
with increasing d, signalling a larger spread of the electron wavefunction in that direction:
it is energetically favourable for the electron to spend more time as far from the inter-
face as possible. For d > dc, then, the electric field produces an interface well strong
enough to determine the features of the dot state by itself, and α increases with increasing




≈ 0, namely where d ≈ dc: such area can be as broad as ∼ 4 nm
if F ∼ 5 kV/cm, then it shrinks as F increases. In order to get donor/dot overlap, and
hence J values, that depend as little as possible on the precise donor positioning, it may
be interesting to target d ≈ dc during the implantation process. However, it turns out
that such regimes yield exchange values that are at least two orders of magnitude larger
than those we are targeting here, i.e. Jmax . GHz, as will become clear from Sec. 6.6.
Moreover, the main motivation for the spread in J values as a function of donor separa-
tion is always due to the strong valley oscillations, expected from the interference of the
interface z valleys with the donor ones: for example, with reference to Eq. 4.19, it would
not be efficient to optimize the jµν terms alone, as the multiplication by the cosines will
impose large oscillations in any case. Thus we will address another region of the (d, F )
manifold.
The smallness of the exchange splittings that we need sets pretty stringent requirements:
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if the dot is not much confined (EI ≈ −12 meV, F≈ 4 kV/cm), then the donor should
be as deep as ∼ 40 nm. If larger voltage gates are established, then the donors should
be positioned closer to the interface, which is harder to realize, and the more efficient
hybridization between donor and dot states combined with higher fields will make donor
ionization more likely. There is another motivation for choosing low fields, which arises
from the need to reduce the scatter of J values that oscillate on a sub-nm scale with the
donor positioning: let us discuss this matter after introducing our theory for the exchange
splitting.
The Heitler-London method introduced in Sec. 4.2.1 is used to calculate the difference be-
tween the two lowest eigenvalues of the double electron problem: such states are guessed
as the orthonormalized symmetrical and antisymmetrical orbital superpositions of the





where r1, r2 are the spatial coordinates respectively of electron 1 and 2, S = 〈ψD|ψI〉 is
the overlap of the single-electron ground states. Exchange splittings are plotted in Fig. 6.6
as a function of the donor depth, and in Fig. 6.7 as a function of the applied field F . The
Heitler-London approach is believed to give fairly reliable results in an intermediate range
of separations between the two electron centres; anyway, we are interested in really small
values of the exchange couplings here (J . 1 µeV), and the highly asymmetric prob-
lem might cast some concern over the validity of such approach. Further improvements
would encompass evaluating the total Hamiltonian in a larger basis of two-electron states,
that would extend the singlet-triplet pair {S(1, 1), T (1, 1)} to the doubly occupied sin-
glets {S(2, 0), S(0, 2)}, or improving the description of the single electron orbitals via
inclusion of the respective excited states. When we implemented the first improvement,
the Hund-Mulliken method, the J values were not modified by more than 10%, thus we
choose to stick to the simpler HL theory. The second improvement, which would require
a full configuration interaction or similar molecular approach, could lead to quantitative
modifications, but the main qualitative points discussed here would not be affected. In
fact, the excited states of the well which mostly contributes to the Coulomb exchange
integrals, i.e. the donor well, are separated by ∼ 40 meV from the ground state, and thus
are not very likely to come into play within two-electron wavefunctions.
Even though we are going to adopt the full HL method in the numerical calculations to
follow, for the sake of clarity let us highlight its valley structure that, as discussed in
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Figure 6.6: Donor/dot exchange splittings as a function of donor depth: the dashed line
displays a best fit to the set of discrete calculated points. The amplitude of the oscillations
at each distance d is a measure of how much range the J coupling will have among the
different pairs of electrons within a scaled architecture, since donors cannot be implanted
with sub-nm precision. The ratio between each maximum and the next minimum amounts
to ≈ 1%, and is roughly constant over the different stationary points: the oscillations
never touch the J=0 line. The electric field confining the quantum dot in the z direction
is simulated to be F = 4 kV/cm.





dr1dr2F Iµ(r1)FDν (r2)F Iν (r2)FDµ (r1)
e2
|r1 − r2| ×
×ei(kµ+kξ−kν−kλ)·d/2ei(kξ−kµ)·r1ei(kλ−kν)·r2 , (6.21)
where µ = ±z labels the interface electron valley states and ν = ±x,±y,±z the donor
ones. Since d ‖ zˆ, it is clear that, generally speaking, the most relevant contributions to J
will come from the terms whose phase does not oscillate, i.e. from the z envelopes in ψD
that allow ξ = µ, λ = ν. However, when d is such that k0d = pi(M + 12), where M is an
integer, then the fixed-phase components, proportional to cos2(k0d), are so small that the
oscillating terms ξ 6= µ, λ 6= ν cannot be neglected. We use high precision numerical cal-
culations to estimate such highly oscillatory integrals, and find that they are large enough
to ‘wash away’ the J(d) oscillations close to the local J(d) minima.
In fact, this is possible thanks to the strong anisotropy of the effective masses in silicon:
FDx (r) extends much more along the z direction than FDz (r) itself, thus it overlaps very
efficiently with the interface state. If the fields are as low as those addressed here, then the
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d=37.97 nm









Figure 6.7: Donor/dot exchange splittings as a function of the applied field: as F increases
the dot is more localized at the interface, thus the interaction decreases. The control is very
efficient: tuning the field by less than 3 kV/cm allows one to switch J ‘off’ by two orders
of magnitude. A donor depth of d = 37.97 nm is assumed, but the same trend would be
followed for any position of the Bi nucleus. Two different regimes are clearly apparent
from the logarithmic plot: at smaller fields, as explained in the text, the influence from the
Coulomb attraction from the Bi impurity is still significant, and it affects the confinement
of the dot state; then, from F & 4.5 kV/cm, J becomes relatively less sensitive to the
applied field, as the interface well is now strongly established.
magnitude of the overlap between transverse donor envelopes is facilitated, and its rela-
tive weight over the overlap between longitudinal envelopes is much increased. Overlaps
of transverse envelopes decay monotonically as a function of d, as they do not suffer from
valley oscillations, and provide the ultimate lower threshold of J values across the sepa-
rations investigated here: the worst ratio between each J maximum and the next closest
minimum is estimated to be ≈ 0.01 for all the implantation depths considered here. The
state-of-the-art implantation processes for donors in silicon allow a precision of ≈ 1 nm
in the depth of the impurities, which would correspond to a maximum relative spread of
J values of 1:200 as estimated here.
We remark that a different crystallographic direction could be chosen for engineering the
quantum dots, which could reduce the strength of the oscillations in J(d): for example, if
the donor and the dot were separated along one [011] axis, then the interface ground state
would be a combination of y and z valleys, but only the Fz components of the exchange
would oscillate with d (see Eq. 6.21). However, the two-fold valley degeneracy discussed
before would enlarge to include more states: while the degeneracies would be very likely
broken by the confinement and the interface roughness, the dot state would nonetheless
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be more liable to couple to excited orbital states, which would cause information leakage.
Let us highlight that the J values presented here would be completely robust against small
displacements of the nominal donor position in the plane transverse to the donor/dot sep-
aration: no extra oscillation would take place if the donor and the dot are not completely
aligned vertically, since the interface state is only made up of z valleys. This feature
contrasts with the behaviour of the exchange coupling between two neighbouring donors
examined in Sec. 4.5, where all the valleys contribute to the interference, and thus J is
sensitive to displacements along any spatial direction.
Finally, our assumption that the dot state lies perfectly in the symmetric superposition of
the two z valleys provides a worst case scenario, where the oscillations in J(d) are maxi-
mally efficient. This is a result of the symmetric valley combination relative to the donor
state: an equal weight superposition of z valleys at the dot site implies a spatial depen-
dence of the dot wavefunction that is exactly in (anti-)phase with the donor one. Due to
the roughness of the interface, for example, it is likely that other combinations of the two
valleys, with different weights, correspond to the actual dot ground state: out-of-phase
valley interference would then be able to reduce the large oscillations calculated here.
6.6 Robust scalable quantum computing using clock tran-
sitions and adiabatic transfer in Si:Bi donors close to
interface quantum dots
During my visiting period of six months at the Department of Electrical Engineering in
Princeton, our collaborator Prof. Stephen Lyon outlined the following proposal for im-
plementing a surface code (as described in Sec. 6.2) in a parallel array of MOS quantum
dots (Sec. 6.3), exchange-coupled (in the regime detailed in Sec. 6.5) to bulk Si:Bi donor
states with coherence times enhanced by clock transitions (see Sec. 6.4).
Fig. 6.8 shows the basic prototype of such a system, which was first introduced in Ref-
erence [SLW+13]: parallel donor-dot pairs are controlled via gate voltages that tune the
dot wavefunction with high flexibility. The main goal is to implement a surface code ar-
chitecture as described in Sec. 6.2, where the planar array of physical qubits is provided
by alternating dot and donor spins, which will embody respectively data (DQ) and mea-
surement qubits (MQ). After donor implantation, placement of the quantum dots should
be arranged so that the nearest neighbours of each dot are donor spins, and vice-versa
each donor is surrounded by dot spins. Fast, high fidelity single-qubit operations can be
performed within the large manifold of Si:Bi spin states, and rely entirely on the appli-
cation of resonant microwave pulses [WLL+12, MWS+10]. Then, the logical operations
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Figure 6.8: Schematic diagram of the donor-dot array structure. The combination of top
gates and holes in the depletion gate form the quantum dots, which are positioned above
the donors. The back gates control the exchange coupling between the donor electrons
and the electrons in the quantum dots. Picture kindly provided by Prof. Stephen Lyon.
and the error corrections within a surface code [FMMC12] will require sequential overall
movements of the array of data qubits, such that DQ-MQ CNOT operations can be per-
formed in a configuration where the dots and the donors will be vertically aligned. The
problem of how to perform such gates, that provide the key ingredient for the realization
of a quiescent state which allows the crucial error correction of the code, will be solved
in Sec. 6.7.2. Building on this ability, in fact, measurement of the resulting dot states
will allow the extraction of information about the Xˆ and Zˆ errors that may have occurred
during the logical operations performed.
Dot qubits are chosen as DQ because of their flexibility: straightforward lowering of the
quantum wells will enable shuttling of the electrons from their initial positions to the
nearby MQ. Even though the resulting dilute 2DEG will reduce the isolation of the qubit
states, the corresponding spin T2 could still be of order ∼ 1 µs [TLJS05]. This means
that, assuming realistic inter-donor separations of ∼ 1 µm, it would only take ∼ 100 ps
to transfer the dot electrons to a neighbouring well, assuming a speed of ∼ 100 cm/s
(corresponding to an equivalent kinetic energy of about 100 mK). The ratio between the
traveling time and T2, that gives a rough estimate of the average expected in-flight deco-
herence, is thus smaller than other sources of errors in the scheme. Then, non-demolition
measurements of the donor state would be needed, and this stage has seen impressive
progress in the last years, as reviewed in Sec. 2.2.2. Finally, global Hadamard gates on
the dot spins, induced by microwave magnetic fields resonant with their Zeeman splitting,
can be performed with high fidelity [KCF13].
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The only step left out for a full implementation of the surface code architecture is, then,
the realization of addressable, parallel CNOT gates between a donor and its adjacent dot
qubits. The exchange interaction that can be turned on by local voltages acting on the
confinement of single quantum dots provides a natural route for selective addressability,
and we will show in Sec. 6.7.3 that the combination of a J-based SWAP gate between
carefully chosen donor and dot spin states, combined with well established single qubit
operations driven globally, is enough to implement robust CNOTs in parallel across al-
most all target donor/dot pairs. We discuss how the SWAP can be implemented to high
fidelity across a large range of interaction strengths in Sec. 6.7.2. It should be noted that
no entanglement between data and measurement qubits should spring from such opera-
tion, since otherwise it will depend unavoidably on the details of the interaction: we solve
this problem in the last paragraph of Sec. 6.7.2.
More specifically, the scheme would start with the dots containing the data qubits and
the qubits on the donors initialized, by using for example well established hyperpolariza-
tion techniques [MWS+10]. Then, the transfer gates that move the electrons horizontally
within the array should bring the appropriate data electron to the quantum dot situated
above its target donor. The fixed magnetic field B0 will be held below the degeneracy
point of the dot and donor transitions shown in Fig. 6.4. The local electrostatic environ-
ment of the donor/dot pair can be easily modified, by tuning the voltage of the backgate
in Fig. 6.8, from a ‘quiet’ stage where little overlap is induced between the two electronic
wavefunctions to an ‘active’ phase where the exchange coupling becomes comparable
with the energy difference between the two transitions at the operating B0. The response
of the electronic overlap to the voltage has been investigated at length in Sec. 6.5. As de-
tailed more carefully in the next paragraph, the exchange interaction will open an avoided
crossing between certain quasi-degenerate combinations of dot and donor states, only if
the corresponding donor states involved are linked by an allowed clock transition, while
no significant effect arises on the spectrum of the hybrid states involving forbidden tran-
sition donor states. Thus, sweeping adiabatically the global, fixed magnetic field through
the avoided crossing allows to SWAP the dot state into some donor qubit, conditionally
on the specific state of the donor. Site selectivity of such SWAP is permitted by the ability
to tune the backgates at specific donor positions: only a subset of the donor/dot pairs take
part in the quantum gates at each step.
After the latter operation both the quantum state stored in the DQ and the MQ reside at
the same time on the donor, where global fields are enough to perform a CNOT gate. The
path followed here entails performing microwave Rabi pulses resonant with single qubit
transitions and driven globally, that are described in detail in Sec. 6.7.3. Following the
CNOT operation the exchange interaction can be reestablished, information SWAPped
back to the dot electron, and the data qubits moved to the next donor site with the transfer
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gates. The surface code proposed in Ref. [FMMC12] encompasses completing four sub-
sequent CNOTs between each data qubit and its four neighbouring measurement qubits,
which implements the measurement of the Z stabilizers; after that, the spin state of those
donors must be measured. Measurement of the X stabilizers would follow the same basic
recipe, with the minor difference of two extra global Hadamard gates to be applied.
The framework presented up to this stage represents a protected quantum memory regis-
ter, where in the absence of operations on the logical qubits the initialized computational
states are preserved with great robustness, thanks to the decoherence errors being detected
with high fault tolerance via the surface code architecture. As anticipated in Sec. 6.2,
anyway, manipulations of information can be implemented within the same scheme, in
principle with minor modifications: if the donor/dot exchange interaction is locally shut
down, by turning off the backgate voltage of the corresponding site, the stabilizer oper-
ations do not take place, and a defect in the code follows. While no SWAP would be
realized in those instances, all the other global fields would only either affect the donor
MQ, or come into pairs that annihilate to the identity (see Sec. 6.7.3). Furthermore, the
states of the defect data qubits should be measured, which can be obtained if the whole
array of surface electrons is moved to an adjacent donor site, thereby SWAPped with the
donors, measured and retrieved back to the dots.
In summary, while advanced engineering and optimization of existing techniques will be
required to implement a silicon donor/dot surface code, the basic building block that is
even conceptually missing amounts to the realization of the robust donor/dot CNOT gates,
whose performance should moreover be very insensitive to the magnitude of the exchange
interaction of each pair: in the next sections we focus on the solution of this problem.
6.7 How to build an addressable CNOT between dot and
long-memory NMR qubits
6.7.1 The logical Hilbert space
In Sec. 6.4 we have selected the donor and the magnetic field regime of interest, and
shown that they come out as the only natural option to exploit for our goals; let us clarify
to what extent the situation is changed after involving a dot electron that is able to interact
with a Si:Bi system. Of course the Hilbert space of all the possible combinations of
I=9/2, Sdonor = 1/2 and Sdot = 1/2 spin states is now 40-dimensional, and is ruled by the
Hamiltonian
H = γeB0 · Sdonor − γnB0 · I + AS · I + γeB0 · Sdot + JSdonor · Sdot, (6.22)
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where J is the exchange coupling between the two electron spins, which can be increased
from zero (when the electron wavefunctions do not overlap much) by locally tuning the
dot confinement gate voltage, as the dot electron density is pulled towards the implanted
impurity.
We can neglect dipolar interactions here, as it will be shown that inter-electron separation
amounts to about ≈ 30 nm, so that the dipole-dipole coupling [TCG09]
HD = D[σ






and nˆ the unit vector parallel to the direction joining the electrons, d
the electron separation) amounts to ≈ 10−12eV, 5 orders of magnitude smaller than J .
With J = 0, let us focus on the pairs of eigenstates of the total system ruled by the Hamil-
tonian in Eq. 6.22 that, as a result of the degeneracy point between the dot and the donor
clock transition, cross each other close to the sweet spot identified at the end of Sec. 6.4:
the ‘allowed’ (A) and the ‘forbidden’ (F ) transition pairs correspond respectively to




| − 1/2,−5/2〉)⊗ | ↓〉dot,




| − 1/2,−7/2〉)⊗ | ↑〉dot,




| − 1/2,−5/2〉)⊗ | ↑〉dot,




| − 1/2,−7/2〉)⊗ | ↓〉dot.
(6.24)
As a function of the magnetic fieldB0, set in a regime close to the sweet spot, the energies
of such levels behave as shown respectively in Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10. However, when the
Figure 6.9: With J=0, eigenenergies corre-
sponding to the states |1〉A and |2〉A defined
in Eq. 6.24 as a function of B0.
Figure 6.10: With J=0, eigenenergies cor-
responding to the states |1〉F and |2〉F de-
fined in Eq. 6.24 as a function of B0.
wavefunctions of the two electrons considered here overlap significantly, J 6= 0 mixes
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Figure 6.11: After a donor/dot coupling
J 6= 0 is turned on, eigenenergies corre-
sponding to the states |1〉A and |2〉A do not
cross any longer.
Figure 6.12: After a donor/dot coupling
J 6= 0 is turned on, eigenenergies corre-
sponding to the states |1〉F and |2〉F still
cross, as the coupled donor/dot electron
spin states are combined with orthogonal
nuclear spin projections.
these eigenstates, according to the following matrix elements:
〈↑|donor 〈↑|dot Sdonor · Sdot |↑〉donor |↑〉dot = 〈↓|donor 〈↓|dot Sdonor · Sdot |↓〉donor |↓〉dot = 1/4,
〈↑|donor 〈↓|dot Sdonor · Sdot |↑〉donor |↓〉dot = 〈↓|donor 〈↑|dot Sdonor · Sdot |↓〉donor |↑〉dot = −1/4,
〈↑|donor 〈↓|dot Sdonor · Sdot |↓〉donor |↑〉dot = 1/2,
(6.25)
and the corresponding spectra are affected in two qualitatively different ways, as shown in
Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.12, where J = 50 MHz is set as a reference value. In other words, the
first pair of states goes through an avoided crossing if J 6= 0, while the second crossing
is not affected significantly. The reason of such discrepancy arises clearly from the anal-
ysis of the states reported in 6.24: while the only nonzero matrix elements contributed by
JSdonor · Sdot occur between electronic spin couples with the same Sdonor + Sdot projection,
the orthogonality of the nuclear spin eigenstates kills any entry that does not involve the
same nuclear spin projection on both states. For these reasons, A〈1|JSdonor · Sdot|2〉A 6= 0,
while F 〈1|JSdonor ·Sdot|2〉F = 0. Of course a nonzero exchange coupling will renormalize
the diagonal eigenergies as well, but only off-diagonal coupling is able to open avoided
crossings. More precisely, in the basis formed by {(cos θ−3
2
|1/2,−7/2〉 + sin θ−3
2
| −
1/2,−5/2〉)⊗| ↑〉dot, |1〉A, |2〉A, (− sin θ−42 |1/2,−9/2〉+cos θ−42 |−1/2,−7/2〉)⊗| ↓〉dot},
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with an avoided crossing gap G = J/2
√
1 + cos θ−3 + cos θ−4 at ‘resonance’ (that is,
when the difference between the two energy levels of |1〉A and |2〉A is minimum, as a
function of B0).













cos θ−4 0 0 −J2 sin( θ−32 ) sin( θ−42 )
0 E+−4 −B0 γe2 − J4 cos θ−4 0 0












) 0 0 E−−3 −B0 γe2 + J4 cos θ−3
 ,
(6.27)
and no gap is opened by J 6= 0 between the |2〉F and |1〉F levels.
The behaviour just described provides a natural framework for the implementation of a
robust CNOT between the dot and the donor states involved: since the nuclear state fun-
damentally distinguishes whether a turned on J interaction would couple or not the mixed
dot-donor degenerate pairs of states, inducing an adiabatic time evolution where the two
couples {|1〉A , |2〉A} and {|1〉F , |2〉F} are swept through the degeneracy point would in-
clude, in the first case, an avoided crossing that will SWAP the corresponding diabatic
eigenstates, while nothing but phase accumulation would occur for the second case.
Let us clarify this reasoning: we enlarge the computational basis of our system to a com-
bination of three qubits, which are shown schematically in Fig. 6.13. The first qubit we
consider is represented by the |↑〉 and |↓〉 spin states of the dot electron, that are separated
by the Zeeman interaction, and we recall that, being in a regime of B0 ≈ 0.19 T, such
energy splitting will amount to 5 GHz. Single qubit operations on this two-level system
can be driven by conventional microwave ESR fields.
The second and third qubit will be played by the donor states, linked via‘ESR’ (i.e. in the
Figure 6.13: Diagram of the transition energies and coupling of the three qubits in a
donor/dot structure. The ‘Dot’ and ‘ESR’ qubits both have transition frequencies of about
5 GHz (the lowest clock transition of Si:Bi), while the ‘NMR’ qubit frequency is about
0.74 GHz. The Dot qubit and the allowed transition of the ESR qubit (|NMR〉 = |1〉) can
be coupled by a gate-controlled exchange interaction.
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range of 5 GHz again) or ‘NMR’ transitions (about 0.7 GHz), that have been introduced
in Eq. 6.15: we assign




|−1/2,−7/2〉 ≈ |F = 4,mF = −3〉 ,




|−1/2,−5/2〉 ≈ |F = 4,mF = −4〉 ,




|1/2,−9/2〉 ≈ |F = 5,mF = −4〉 ,




|1/2,−7/2〉 ≈ |F = 5,mF = −3〉 .
We remark that the identification of the exact donor eigenstates with approximate F eigen-
states (which would become exact at zero magnetic field) is only exploited for easier no-
tation, but is not used in any of the discussions to come: in other words, one may take the
|F,mF 〉 as sheer nomenclature. Let us remember that |11〉 and |01〉 could be linked by an
allowed clock transition, |00〉 and |10〉 by a forbidden one, which both have ESR-type fre-
quencies of about 5 GHz, thus we may treat the first entry of our two-qubit state as an ESR
qubit. Moreover, the energy separations splitting |00〉-|01〉 and |10〉-|11〉 are both close to
0.7 GHz, thus the second entry of your two-qubit representation may be identified with
a NMR qubit. Another motivation for such nomenclature is that, at very high magnetic
fields B0  A/γe, ESR and NMR states would coincide with the corresponding states
of the donor electron and the donor nuclear spin, respectively. ESR and NMR transitions
can be driven by the ESR or ENDOR techniques that are applied every day in the context
of silicon quantum computing.
By taking the tensor product of the three qubits just introduced, the Hilbert space where
the manipulations described in the following take place is easily constructed as:
|1〉 ≡ |000〉 = |↓〉dot |4,−3〉donor |5〉 ≡ |100〉 = |↑〉dot |4,−3〉donor
|2〉 ≡ |001〉 = |↓〉dot |4,−4〉donor |6〉 ≡ |101〉 = |↑〉dot |4,−4〉donor
|3〉 ≡ |010〉 = |↓〉dot |5,−4〉donor |7〉 ≡ |110〉 = |↑〉dot |5,−4〉donor
|4〉 ≡ |011〉 = |↓〉dot |5,−3〉donor |8〉 ≡ |111〉 = |↑〉dot |5,−3〉donor .
(6.28)
When an exchange interaction is turned on between the dot and the donor electron spins,
an off-diagonal coupling is induced between states |4〉 and |6〉, and we recall that it is the
allowed/forbidden selectivity explained before that impedes a similar coupling between
states |3〉 and |5〉 1. Thus, only if the NMR qubit is |1〉 a SWAP can be induced between the
dot and the ESR qubit by sweeping the magnetic field B0 through a E4 − E6 degeneracy
1For completeness, it should be noted that a similar coupling would be induced between states |1〉-
|7〉, whose energy splitting is however very large, about 10 GHz, at all times during the sweeping of the
magnetic field B0: thus no significant SWAP would be induced between such states even if a J coupling is
pulsed.
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with a pulsed exchange coupling, as further detailed in the next section. The same time
evolution, on the other hand, would not SWAP dot and ESR states if the NMR qubit is
|0〉. Such evolution would thus correspond to a three-qubit Fedkin gate [FT82], which (as
we will discuss) can be achieved with high fidelity across a wide range of J couplings,
as expected from the non-exact positioning of the implanted donors. In Sec. 6.7.3 we
will show how, following a suggestion of Prof. Stephen Lyon, it will be possible to turn
this Fedkin gate into a site-selective CNOT between the dot and the NMR states by only
tuning global microwave fields: thus the final target of an addressable CNOT between
data and measurement qubits, that is the basis of the surface code discussed before, will
be achieved. This goal can be represented in a clearer way if we consider two sites where
the exchange is locally turned on (left sequence), or it is not (right sequence):
|x, 0, y〉 |x, 0, y〉
↓ Addressable swap ↓
|0, x, y〉 |x, 0, y〉
↓ Global pulsed ENDOR, i.e. CNOT on donor state ↓
|0, x, x⊕ y〉 |x, 0, 0⊕ y〉
↓ Addressable swap ↓
|x, 0, x⊕ y〉 |x, 0, y〉
(6.29)
Importantly, since the ESR qubit will always be initialized in the state |0〉 (e.g. via hy-
perpolarization, as anticipated in Sec. 6.6), we will not be interested in the final con-
figuration of all the eight states in Eq. 6.28, but only half of them, namely the subset
{|1〉 , |2〉 , |5〉 , |6〉}. The sequence in Eq. 6.29, in the case of local J turned on, is easily
seen to correspond to a CNOT matrix
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 (6.30)
in this four state basis.
6.7.2 Time evolution through the crossing
In this section we investigate whether a time evolution of the states |4〉 and |6〉 intro-
duced in the previous section, that involves the crossing of the dot/donor degeneracy point
(via B0 sweeping) and pulsing of the J coupling, can lead to a robust SWAP of the two
quantum states. We consider a two-state system representation governed by the generic
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Hamiltonian
H(t) = ∆(t)σz + J(t)σx, (6.31)
where σx,z are Pauli matrices, in the basis made up by the ground state (0, 1) that corre-
sponds to the state |4〉, and the excited state (1, 0) that represents the state |6〉. Our prob-
lem is to solve for the time evolution operator U(t, t0) satisfying the equation |ψ(t)〉 =
U(t, t0) |ψ(t0)〉 that encodes the Hamiltonian time evolution from t = t0 to t = tfinal,
where U(tfinal, t0) should resemble a SWAP operation. The plan is to change the sign of
∆(t) between its initial and final value, so that the instantaneous eigenstates at time tfinal
are swapped with respect to those at time t0, while pulsing J adiabatically from OFF to
ON at the time when ∆ = 0. The state at t = t0 will follow adiabatically the instantaneous
ground state of the time-dependent evolution, hence if the coupling is strong enough dur-
ing a sufficient interval of time (as detailed better in the following), |ψ(t = t0)〉 will be
transferred into the antisymmetric superposition of the initial states when ∆ = 0, then
eventually into the former excited state at t = tfinal. Again, this operation would provide
the crucial step in sequence 6.29 towards the final realization of the donor/dot CNOT op-
eration in Eq. 6.30.
The time dependent Schro¨dinger equation for the generic superposition |ψ(t)〉 = Ψa(t) |0, 1〉+
Ψb(t) |1, 0〉 is easily written as
i~ ∂
∂t
Ψa(t) = −∆(t)Ψa(t) + J(t)Ψb(t);
i~ ∂
∂t
Ψb(t) = J(t)Ψa(t) + ∆(t)Ψb(t).
(6.32)
If an Identity term E(t)1 is added to the Hamiltonian 6.31, corresponding to the common
part of the energy eigenstates (E4 +E6)/2, then |ψ(t)〉 would simply be multiplied by the





Another important goal is to achieve high SWAP fidelities over a large range of J cou-
plings, i.e. that U(tfinal, t0) should resemble a SWAP operation irrespective of the strength
of the σx term in Eq. 6.31, within a window of couplings that ranges at least one order of
magnitude.
This kind of problem reminds of the classic Landau-Zener transition [Lan32, Zen32],
where a two-level system is driven through a level degeneracy (i.e. there is an instant
when ∆(t) = 0), with a linear time dependence ∆(t) = β2t, from t = −∞ to t = ∞,
and a fixed coupling Jσx is on at all times. Supposing to start from |ψ(−∞)〉 = |0, 1〉,
if the time evolution is adiabatic, i.e. J~
∂
∂t
∆(t)  (∆2(t) + J2)3/2, then the famous
Landau-Zener formula expresses the adiabatic transition probability at t =∞ as
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This kind of evolution is attractive for our purposes, since it would indeed induce transi-
tion between the states in a way that does not rely much on the precise magnitude of the
coupling J . There are however departures from the idealized Landau-Zener model. First,
finite evolution times, actually as short as possible, should be considered here, rather than
{t0 = −∞, tfinal = +∞}: the finite-time Landau-Zener problem has been solved exactly,
anyway, in Ref. [VG96]. That work considers several different regimes that depend on the
ratios of the important physical quantities in play, namely the magnitude of the coupling
J , the rate of change of detuning
∂
∂t
∆(t), the starting t0 and final tfinal instants. What we
get from that treatment is that very high population transfer fidelities |〈ψ(t =∞)|(1, 0)〉|2
can be still achieved in the adiabatic regime, even though the correction to a totally suc-
cessful transfer is now not exponentially decreasing with J , but subject to different kinds
of oscillations as a function of the coupling, or of the time difference tfinal − t0 in case
of ∆(t) sweeps that are asymmetric with respect to the ∆ = 0 instant. The amplitude of
such oscillations, that are due to the finiteness of the time evolution, can however be made
relatively small by larger applied couplings.
The second big difference is, then, that we do not plan to leave the exchange interaction
always on: the SWAP should only be performed selectively at well specified stages of the
surface code. Thus we would need a pulsed coupling J(t): we have shown in Sec. 6.5,
and more specifically in Fig. 6.7, that simple linear time pulses of the applied electric field
F would lead to an exponential increase in J(t), and that 3 kV/cm are enough to tune the
interaction by two orders of magnitude. Electric fields applied to common MOS struc-
tures can be changed as fast as ∼ 100 ps [SSW+13], although we will only need much
slower time gradients.
A third major novel difficulty posed by our question is that not only should the popula-
tion transfer be performed to high fidelity, but also the phase of the final state |ψ(tfinal)〉
should be uniform across all the J-activated donor/dot pairs. In fact, if the outcome of a
SWAP operation were |ψ(tfinal)〉 = |1, 0〉 eiφ, where φ depends on the local coupling J ,
then the unitary time evolution would not correspond to the requested SWAP, but would
have entangling power, i.e. unwanted entanglement between the ESR and the dot qubit
would be produced for some initial states |ψ(t0)〉. Thus, for example, the quantum state
x stored in the dot after the first stage in Eq. 6.29 would be SWAPped into the ESR qubit
with this phase, that will be modified non-trivially by the subsequent ENDOR pulse, and
could not be cancelled straightaway by the second, inverse SWAP. Let us now deal with
all such issues in detail.
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High fidelity transfer
The most generic time evolution operator U(tfinal, t0) that can result from the Hamiltonian
in Eq. 6.31 obeys the conditions U11 = U∗22, U12 = −U∗21 [VG96], that are more restrictive
than the constraints for a generic unitary matrix because of the absence of a σy generator
of the time evolution. We start by tackling the first requirement, namely to find a regime
of ∆(t) and J(t) DC tunings such that |U12| ≈ 1 irrespective of the precise maximum
value acquired by the coupling J .
We propose to sweep the detuning ∆ adiabatically from some ∆0 ≡ ∆(t0) value, cor-
responding to the quiet phase, through zero and down to ∼ −∆0 ≡ ∆(tfinal). In the
meantime, the exchange coupling is turned on from its quiet value J(t0)  ∆0 to some
maximum Jmax, which is achieved more or less simultaneously with the instant of the
zero-detuning, and then back to the quiet stage (see Fig. 6.14). Let us remark once again
that at any instant J(t) can change by two orders of magnitude across all the parallel
donor/dot pairs, but of course always has the same time profile.
The condition of adiabaticity in our updated framework is most clearly highlighted if we




cos θ(t)/2 − sin θ(t)/2












∆2(t) + J2(t), tan θ(t) =
J(t)
∆(t)
, (0 ≤ θ < pi). (6.35)
Let us remark that no optical coherent control is explored here, i.e. J(t) is not tuned via
AC fields. Thus all the techniques for fast [VHSB01], chirped [TGV11] or stimulated
Raman adiabatic passage [SMMJS07] cannot be applied to the system considered.



























where (Ψ+,Ψ−) = M−1(t)(Ψb,Ψa), and the second term comes from the explicit time-
dependence of the rotation in Eq. 6.36, namely i~M−1(t)∂M
∂t
(t). At t = t0, (Ψ+,Ψ−) =
(Ψb,Ψa), while at the end of the evolution (Ψ+,Ψ−) = (Ψa,Ψb): the population transfer
has higher yield if the second term of Eq. 6.36 contributes less to the dynamics, i.e. if the
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constraint |θ˙(t)|  |E+(t)−E−(t)|~ is better satisfied. Specifically this means




Let us see how such condition could be met optimally within the choices allowed by the
system under investigation. First of all, since from the finite-time Landau-Zener problem
no immediate advantage is seen to arise, in terms of population transfer fidelities, from
an asymmetric crossing profile [VG96], we assume that the time-evolution takes place in
the interval −t0 < t < t0. The detuning ∆ is modified via sweeping the DC magnetic
field B0, a process that poses some experimental problems: (i) the absolute change from
the initial B0(−t0) → ∆0 to the final condition B0(t0) → −∆0 cannot be too large, as if
the coil currents that generate the magnetic field are too strong they could eventually heat
the device unacceptably; (ii) such tuning cannot be as fast as that for the electric field that
modifies J(t), because of the same experimental limitations. After input from our exper-
imental collaborators in Princeton (Mr. Ryan Jock and Prof. Stephen Lyon), we assume
that B0 can be swept along a total difference of ≈ 10 mT, within a time window of few
µs. After plugging those values for B0 in Eq. 6.8, we get ∆0 = 140 MHz. Moreover, the
total gating time 2t0 for the target SWAP is already set in the range of few µs, due to the
impossibility to drive the detuning much faster.
When the exchange is turned on, by increasing the extent of the electron dot wavefunction
via modification of the back gate as shown in Fig. 6.8, that enhances the overlap between
the dot and the donor electron wavefunctions, the dynamics starts to be interesting when
J(−t0) ≈ ∆0/100 ≈ 1 MHz, i.e. when the instantaneous eigenstates in Eq. 6.34 start
being appreciably different from the starting |4〉 and |6〉. Such initial value can be easily
increased up to Jmax ≈ 103J(−t0) by decreasing the electric field by 4 kV/cm, as shown
by our calculations in Sec. 6.5. Even stronger rampings, and thus smaller electric fields
F , could lead to the delicate situation where the confinement of the quantum dot is too
weak, and shuttling to the donor well could be enabled: such a situation would, of course,
spoil all the qubits constructed so far.
This discussion allows us to formulate some quantitative contraints over the time evo-
lution: if ∆˙ ∼ ∆0/t0 ∼ 100 MHz2, |∆| varies from 140 MHz to 0, and J varies from
∼ 1 MHz to ∼ 1 GHz, the adiabatic condition in Eq. 6.37 sets limitations over J˙(t).
With reference to the model case described by Fig. 6.14, it is convenient to discuss sep-
arately the portion of time when J(t)  |∆(t)|, further from the crossing of the degen-
eracy point, from the regime when J(t) is the leading Hamiltonian term, close to the
middle of the evolution. In the first regime, the leading term in the LHS of Eq. 6.37
is ∆(t)J˙(t), while on the RHS ∆  J , thus adiabaticity ensues from the simpler re-
quirement ~J˙(t)  ∆2(t) ≈ (100 MHz)2. It is thus clear how the maximum coupling
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Figure 6.14: Ideal time dependences of the detuning ∆(t) = −∆0( tt0 ) and the exchange
coupling J(t) = A(1 − exp[(|t| − t0)/σ]) for −t0 ≤ t ≤ t0. t0 = 2 µs, the amplitude
A = 200 MHz refers to one of the most likely Jmax values across the donor/dot pairs,
∆0 = 140 MHz, as discussed in the text, and σ = 0.9 µs sets a realistic timescale for the
turning of the back gate voltage.
Jmax ∼ 1 GHz should not be built up ‘instantaneously’, but roughly no faster than 1 µs.
However, the adiabaticity is not the only requirement that should be met by this time evo-
lution: in order for an effective population transfer to occur at the crossing, i.e. when
the detuning is close to zero, it is apparent from Eqs. 6.32 that the integral
∫
dtJ(t) over
that time window should be as large as possible, in other words high values of the cou-
pling should be achieved over a significant time lapse. To sum up, fast J(t) manipulation
leads to higher population transfer fidelities, but within a smaller region of Jmax couplings
across the different donor/dot pairs, since adiabaticity is less well met. We present below
a realistic optimal trade-off between the two opposite contraints.
Closer to the degeneracy crossing, Eq. 6.37 is turned into ~∆˙  J(t)2 ≈ J2max ∼
(100 MHz)2, where an intermediate Jmax value over the donor/dot pairs has been cho-
sen to illustrate the situation. This condition, in fact, is already automatically satisfied by
the technical limitations on ∆˙ that have been discussed before, and thus does not set any
extra contraints on our analysis.
Full simulation of the adiabatic transfer
After the qualitative discussion in the previous paragraph, we are now ready to perform
quantitative calculations of the time evolution of the system in the adiabatic regime just de-
fined, starting for example from |ψ(−t0)〉 = (0, 1). We assume ∆(t) = −∆0( tt0 ),−t0 ≤
t ≤ t0, t0 = 2 µs and J(t) = J0(1 − exp[(|t| − t0)/σ]), where σ = 0.9 µs sets a re-
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alistic timescale for tuning of the back gate voltage: both time dependences are shown
in Fig. 6.14 for the reference value J0 = 200 MHz. In Fig. 6.15 we plot the transfer
population fidelities at the end of the evolution, i.e. |U12(+t0)|2 = |〈ψ(+t0)|(1, 0)〉|2,
as a function of the exchange amplitude J0. In order to model the worst case scenario
discussed in Sec. 6.5, we ask that the SWAP fidelity is high across two orders of magni-
tude of J . As a result, we show that fidelities higher than 99.9% can be achieved within
2 µs for all the donor/dot pairs addressed by a local exchange-tuning. Since the surface
Figure 6.15: Efficiency of the population transfer |〈ψ(+t0)|(1, 0)〉|2 = |U12|2 as a function
of the exchange amplitude J0 that characterizes each specific donor/dot pair, depending
on the relative spatial separation between the two centres. The time evolution is defined
by the gates displayed in Fig. 6.14. The fidelity stays larger than 99.93% over two orders
of magnitude of the exchange coupling, thus enabling all the addressed data qubits to
SWAP their state with their corresponding measurement counterpart. Though not shown
here, the transfer fidelity would drop rapidly below a threshold J0 ∼ 10 MHz since, as
explained in the text, the coupling would be too weak to induce an efficient depopulation
of the ground state (0,1) at the crossing. The fidelity drops at higher couplings as well,
because the adiabaticity condition is less well satisfied in that region: the same tuning of
the external electric field would lead, for those donor-dot pairs, to faster time gradients
J˙(t). The oscillations in the fidelity as a function of A are expected as a consequence of
the finiteness of the evolution time considered.
code, as discussed in Sec. 6.2, is able to correct ∼ 1% error thresholds, such fidelities
are high enough to guarantee efficient transfer of information from the donor to the dot.
Even though only efficient J values are reported in Fig. 6.15, it is easy to understand why
the transfer fidelity would drop rapidly below a threshold J0 ∼ 10 MHz: the coupling
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would be in this case be too weak to induce an efficient depopulation of the ground state
(0,1) at the crossing, i.e.
∫
dtJ(t) would not be large enough (see Eq. 6.32). The fidelity
decreases weakly at higher couplings as well, because the adiabaticity condition (far from
the crossing) ~J˙(t)  ∆(t)2 is less well satisfied in that region: the same tuning of the
external electric field would increase more effectively the J interaction of the ‘best cou-
pled’ donor-dot pairs, i.e. the ones whose separation corresponds to a local maximum in
the oscillations plotted in Fig. 6.6. The general behaviour of fidelity as a function of J is
non-monotonic, and shows the same kind of oscillations that are typical of a finite-time
Landau-Zener problem [VG96].
Let us summarize how the fidelity results depend on each of the parameters in play:
• as just stated, the range of J magnitudes, at any time during the evolution, is limited
from below by asking that there is significant coupling between the two states, and
from above by adiabaticity requirements;
• σ should be large enough in order to make J˙ small, but small enough that J is
significant over a large time window; thus, smaller σ would lead to a smaller range
of couplings yielding high SWAP fidelity, while larger σ would increase the fidelity
for each fixed coupling;
• ∆0 is bounded from above by technical reasons, but it should be as large as possible
for improving the adiabaticity of the evolution, as can be inferred from ~J˙(t) 
∆2(t). Since the detuning enters such formula quadratically, even small modifica-
tions to the range of swept magnetic fields lead to relevant variations in the SWAP
fidelities;
• the evolution time 2t0 is fundamentally set by the ability to tune the slow detuning
∆(t) through the degeneracy point, and this turns out to be the only criterion setting
its magnitude. In fact, perhaps surprisingly, larger evolution times would neither
yield appreciable improvements to the overall fidelities nor to the range of couplings
providing them. The reason is that t0 only appears in the adiabatic constraint in the
regime close to the crossing, and there the constraint has been shown to be loose,
i.e. easily satisfied by realistic parameters of the system.
SWAP phase problem and solution
So far we have dealt only with efficiency of the transfer probabilities for the different
parallel donor/dot pairs, but as anticipated at the end of Sec. 6.7.1, our goal is actually
more ambitious: we would like the time evolution operator U(t0,−t0) to resemble an
exact SWAP, i.e. not only do we require |U12| = 1, but also we require that U12 = 1
with certainty. The extra difficulties posed by such stronger necessity are conveniently
highlighted if we introduce a factorization of the time propagator proposed by Wei and
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Norman [WN64]:
U(t, t0) = Π
4
i=1 exp{gi(t)σi}, (6.38)
with {σi} ≡ {σx, σy, σz,1}. The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation determined by















which can be inverted to provide a set of 4 exact coupled differential equations for the
gi(t) coefficients, to be plugged back in the expression in Eq. 6.38. In fact, the identity
coefficient g4(t) will just contribute an overall time-dependent phase to |ψ(t)〉, and will
be neglected in the following treatment with no loss of generality. Moreover, since the
Hamiltonian in Eq. 6.31 includes no σy term, one of the remaining three differential equa-
tions will effectively decouple from the other two.
By using relations such as exp[igxσx]σy exp[−igxσx] = cos(2gx)σy − sin(2gx)σz, appli-





 1 0 − sin 2gy(t)0 cos 2gx(t) cos 2gy(t) sin 2gx(t)





which can be inverted to obtain g˙x(t)g˙y(t)
g˙z(t)
 = −




 gx(t0) = 0gy(t0) = 0
gz(t0) = 0
 . (6.41)
In the basis made up by the two states |4〉 and |6〉, a time evolution as defined by the










where a is a small real number, and θ and φ are two real phases. High fidelity of pop-
ulation transfer, as guaranteed from the regime previously detailed, corresponds to the
parameter a(J) being small across a wide range of J couplings; anyway, as closer inspec-
tion of Eq. 6.41 suggests, the phases θ and φ will be fixed by the non-trivial dynamics
considered here. More specifically, both phases will depend strongly on the values that
the coupling J(t) takes along the complete time evolution, thus each donor/dot pair would
yield a different matrix in Eq. 6.42. The problem does not seem to have an immediate so-
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lution: θ and φ are a result of the strongly non-commuting σz and σx Hamiltonian terms;
thus simple ‘refocusings’ that involve, for example, sweeping only one of the two inter-
action profiles ∆(t) and J(t) back through their time evolution, would either affect the
transferred population (i.e. make a larger), or would not cancel the phases anyway.
Perhaps more insight into this issue can be gained by considering what happens to the
time propagator at the end of an evolution that coincides with the first half of the SWAP
proposed before, {∆(t) = ∆0
t0
t, J(t) = J0(1 − exp[(|t| − t0)/σ])} for −t0 ≤ t ≤ 0,
but then is driven back to the initial value of the detuning for the second half, {∆(t) =
−∆0
t0
t, J(t) = J0(1 − exp[(|t| − t0)/σ])} for 0 ≤ t ≤ t0. Since the initial instantaneous
eigenstates of this problem are exactly equal to the final ones, it is clear that little popula-
tion transfer has been induced by pulsing the exchange close to the zero-detuning point.
But the phases accumulated by the instantaneous eigenstates during such time evolution









where b is a real number close to 1, and φ1 and θ1 depend a lot on the magnitude of the J
coupling.
Our first attempt to a solution of this puzzle was to try and break the symmetry of the time
evolution through the zero-detuning point, i.e. investigating situations where tfinal 6= +t0.
Indeed we found some non trivial behaviour in this modified framework, but one that
would not solve directly our ‘phase problem’. As it turns out, if the time evolution is asym-
metric enough, i.e. if {∆(t) = ∆0
t0
t, J(t) = J0(1 − exp[(|t| − t0)/σ])} for −t0 ≤ t ≤ 0
up to the crossing point, but then {∆(t) = −∆0
t1
t, J(t) = J0(1 − exp[(|t| − t1)/σ])} for
0 ≤ t ≤ t1 with t1 & 2t0, then a non-obvious phase-locking is established between θ and
φ as defined in Eq. 6.42, namely φ − θ ≈ pi/2 irrespective of the J coupling magnitude,
at least across two orders of magnitude of the coupling. This property is not specific to
the time dependences addressed here, since we have found the same behaviour for the
asymmetric crossings solved exactly in Ref. [VG96] (even though only absolute popula-
tion transfers are investigated in that work).
Let us provide a qualitative motivation for this outcome, though a more careful discus-
sion is reserved to the more interesting solution presented later on. The main difference
from the symmetric crossing situation lies in the fact that now
∫ tfinal
t0
∆(t) 6= 0, thus the
differential equation determining the coefficient gy(t) in Eq. 6.41 is not any longer odd
with respect to t = 0, and gy(tfinal) gets larger the stronger the asymmetry. If t1 & 2t0,
gy(t) will eventually surpass gx(t), which is seen to depend on J(t): thus θ and φ would
only be fixed by gy and gz, which are essentially built by only one functional degree of
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freedom, i.e. the detuning ∆(t), hence the phase-locking.
In order to get a robust SWAP that does not depend on J , however, the absolute phase
φ should actually be fixed, while θ would only characterize the small amplitudes on the
diagonal in Eq. 6.42, which are already taken into account as small SWAP infidelities (as
described in the previous paragraph). The solution we propose is to combine the SWAP
presented before with a ‘phase-cleaning’ operation, that is defined by the following steps
(see Fig. 6.16):
ΔT ∼ μs
Π Rabi pulses Π Rabi pulses
Figure 6.16: Scheme of the proposed driving sequence for the states |4〉 and |6〉, that would
lead the corresponding time evolution operator to SWAP the dot and the ESR states: from
−t0 to t0 the detuning is driven symmetrically through the degeneracy point, while an
exchange coupling is pulsed to some maximum (of order a few hundred MHz) and back
to its OFF value. At t = t0 ∼ 2 µs, two resonant Rabi pulses are applied subsequently
to the dot spin (green) and the ESR qubit (red), the latter operation being performed via
excitation of the allowed ESR clock transition. The time taken by such gates amounts to a
few µs. Then, the J coupling undergoes exactly the same sequence that led from t = −t0
to t = t0 for another 2t0 time interval, while the detuning is swept to the degeneracy
point and back to its minimum value, within the same time window. At the end, the
Rabi pulses are repeated. The second part of the sequence, from t = t0 on, is devised
so that the J-dependent phase accumulated, during the first part of the sequence, by the
off diagonal matrix element of the time propagator, U12(t0,−t0), is exactly erased, while
leaving |U12| ≈ 1 as required for a SWAP. The total time dependence suggested here
allows to achieve an high-fidelity SWAP of the dot and ESR qubit states within a total
processing time of ∼ 10 µs, irrespective of the J value across two orders of magnitude.
1. high-fidelity SWAP with detuning swept (symmetrically) through zero {∆(t) =
∆0
t0
t and J pulsed at resonance J(t) = J0(1−exp[(|t|−t0)/σ])}, for−t0 ≤ t ≤ t0;
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2. flip of the dot electron spin |0xx〉 → |1xx〉 and resonant Rabi pi pulse applied on
the ESR allowed transition |x0x〉 → |x1x〉. Both such gates can be easily achieved,
one after the other, via a Rabi transverse AC magnetic field B(t) = B1(cos(ωt)xˆ−
sin(ωt)yˆ) [MAN10], whose driving frequency ω is in resonance respectively with
the dot qubit transition energy, that amounts essentially to a Zeeman frequency of
≈ 5 GHz, and the ESR qubit allowed transition energy. Rabi pulses induce logical
rotations on the Bloch sphere of the quantum states of the qubit, and a pi pulse where
γe
~ B1TRabi = pi corresponds to maximum |0〉 ↔ |1〉 transition probability;
3. inverted time evolution of the second half of the SWAP described in the first step,
namely {∆(t) = ∆0
t0
(t − 2t0) and J(t) = J0(1 − exp[(|t − 2t0| − t0)/σ])}, for
t0 + TRabi ≤ t ≤ 2t0 + TRabi, i.e. the detuning is only driven to the resonance point
4. inverted time evolution of the second step, i.e. {∆(t) = ∆0
t0
(t − 2t0) and J(t) =
J0(1− exp[(|t− 2t0| − t0)/σ])}, for 2t0 + TRabi ≤ t ≤ 3t0 + TRabi
5. inverted step 2, which is actually equivalent to repeating the same Rabi transitions
discussed before. The total time of the sequence amounts thus to 4t0 + 2TRabi ≈
10 µs.
Steps 3 and 4 do not change the transfer populations, in other words the a parameter in
Eq. 6.42, as the initial detuning at step 3 equals its value at the end of step 4, and so
the instantaneous eigenstates of the two-level system are identical at the end of steps 3
and 4 (disregarding the effect of the flips). But the phases built up in those two steps are
able to ‘cancel’ the obnoxious φ phases during the SWAP 1. Another perspective on our
solution can be gained by looking at how the coefficients gi(t) evolve during the steps
in the sequence just outlined: Fig. 6.17 shows two examples of such evolution, for two
reference coupling magnitudes J0 = 620 MHz and J0 = 850 MHz. The solution for gy(t)
is not displayed, since it encodes negligible information about the evolution of the system,
as it stays small throughout the sequences, due to the time-symmetry of the crossings.
After step 1, that is shown in the left panels of Fig. 6.17, gx(t0) ≈ 32pi, gz(t0) = gz,1(J),
where the J dependence is supposed to illustrate that a different coefficient is expected
from evolutions with different couplings, as highlighted by the different vertical positions
of the dotted arrows between the two J0 values. The final value of gx at this stage is
consistent with a very efficient population transfer. The spin flips at steps 2 and 5, that
sandwich the crossing evolution of steps 3 and 4, can be represented as −iσx matrices
acting on the respective dot and ESR qubit Hilbert spaces. If we consider the dynamics
in the basis of the four states |2〉 , |6〉 , |4〉 , |8〉 defined in Eq. 6.28, which is the tensor
product of the two dot and the two ESR states with NMR qubit fixed to |xx1〉, the spin
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Figure 6.17: Time evolution of the gx, gz coefficients (orange, blue) that determine the
propagator U(−t0, t) during the complete sequence devised in Fig. 6.16. Left panels
correspond to step 1 of the sequence, −t0 ≤ t ≤ t0, the right panels show the rest of
the evolution; the sandwiching pi Rabi pulses are represented as an effective sign change
in gz from t = t0 on, i.e. the time propagator is determined by g˜z = −gz during this
second part of the evolution, where gz corresponds to the solution of the Schro¨dinger
equation with no Rabi pulses. The top panels mimic the behaviour of the system under an
exchange amplitude J0 = 620 MHz, the bottom with J0 = 850 MHz. Comparing the two
different situations, the blue arrows show how gz(t0) depends on the precise magnitude
of the coupling, while the second part of the evolution allows sin[gz(3t0)] = −1 in both
cases, as highlighted by the red arrows. This behaviour indicates that U12 ≈ −1 at the end
of the evolution, across all donor/dot pairs.
flips e.g. at step 2 are implemented as
ΠdotΠESR ≡

0 −i 0 0
−i 0 0 0
0 0 0 −i
0 0 −i 0


0 0 −i 0
0 0 0 −i
−i 0 0 0
0 −i 0 0
 =

0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
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0 exp[−i ∫ dt(E6 + E4) 12~ ]U(+t0,−t0) 0
0 0 exp[−i ∫ dtE8/~]
 ,
(6.45)
where the time-dependent eigenergies can be read immediately from Eq. 6.26: E2 =
E−−4 − B0 γe2 − J4 cos θ−4, E8 = E+−3 + B0 γe2 + J4 cos θ−3, E6 = E−−4 + B0 γe2 − J4 cos θ−4
and E4 = E−−3 − B0 γe2 − J4 cos θ−3, the edges of the time integrals are −t0 and t0, and
the two-state SWAP matrix U(+t0,−t0) is shown in Eq. 6.42. Of course, the role of
the detuning is played by (E6 − E4)/2, while the off diagonal coupling corresponds to
J
2
cos θ−3 cos θ−3.
Thus, steps from 2 to 5 can be effectively regarded as the time evolution at steps 3 and 4
alone, but performed in a different basis, as changed by application of the sandwiching
spin flips in Eq. 6.44, that turn {|2〉 , |6〉 , |4〉 , |8〉} into {|8〉 , |4〉 , |6〉 , |2〉}. Specifically,
this corresponds to changing the sign of the gz coefficient (see Eq. 6.41): this could ei-
ther be understood as an effective sign change of ∆(t), or by realizing that, restricting
ourselves to the |6〉 and |4〉 states, the sandwich of flips corresponds to
σx exp[igxσx] exp[igyσy] exp[igzσz]σx = exp[igxσx] exp[−igyσy] exp[−igzσz].
Thus, in the right panels of Fig. 6.17 we display gx and the updated gz → −gz. Starting
from the final values of step 1 as initial conditions for the equations 6.41, it is seen that gx
is now changed to gx,5 = pi/2, still consistent with an efficient population transfer; but gz
is now evolved to≈ 3
2
pi irrespective of the magnitude of J . The total time propagator thus







dt(E2+E8−E6−E4)/~ 0 0 0
0 aeiθ −√1− a2 0
0
√
1− a2 ae−iθ 0





where 1 − a2 ≈ 1 is the SWAP fidelity that depends on the J coupling, and we see
that the phase φ has now disappeared. We will show in the next section how, even if
the matrix f restricted to the |6〉 , |4〉 basis is not precisely a SWAP (because of the off
diagonal elements showing opposite signs), it is still sufficient to get the CNOT in the
Hilbert subset where the ESR qubit is set to |x0x〉, that includes all the states that will be
effectively addressed during the scheme.
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6.7.3 From the Dot-ESR SWAP to a Dot-NMR CNOT
Let us consider again the total basis introduced in Eq. 6.28: the previous paragraph has
described how our proposed sequence to obtain the gate f in Eq. 6.46 within the subset of
states {|2〉 , |6〉 , |4〉 , |8〉}, while the remaining four states are left untouched. Let us con-
sider the following gate sequence: HdotHNMRfΠESRf−1H−1dotH−1NMR , where the subscripts









and pi-Rabi pulses defined as in Eq. 6.44. The spirit of the combination of such opera-
tions lies in the chance to transform a f operation between dot and ESR qubits, entirely
via global single-qubits gates, into a CNOT involving dot and NMR degrees of freedom.
Assuming a perfect f operation, i.e. setting exactly a = 0 in Eq. 6.46, the matrix multi-
plication in the complete basis in Eq. 6.28 leads to
− i

H 0 H 0
0 H 0 H
H 0 −H 0
0 H 0 −H























































0 0 0 I


H 0 H 0
0 H 0 H
H 0 −H 0
0 H 0 −H
 = −i










0 0 0 I

,
which is seen to coincide with the desired CNOT (times an unimportant phase), when
restricted to the degrees of freedom that will be effectively addressed during the surface
code, namely those corresponding to the ESR qubit being initialized to the |0〉 ESR state:
|1〉 , |2〉 , |5〉 , |6〉. In fact, the ESR qubit will be initialized at the beginning of the algo-
rithm, and will always retain such state until effective decoherence occurs.
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6.8 Decoherence
There are several menaces to the full coherence of the quantum computer sketched in
Sec. 6.6, and a discussion of them all is well beyond the scope of this thesis. Some brief
attention is now given to the main decoherence sources occurring at the stage that this
chapter has focused upon, i.e. performing an addressable CNOT between the data and the
measurement qubits of the surface code. The charge (orbital) degrees of freedom are af-
fected by (i) interactions with phonons of the silicon lattice, whose spectral densities differ
significantly between the bulk of the layer and the region close to the interface [GKL04];
(ii) voltage noise due to the gates confining the dot, that are used to tune the magnitude of
the donor/dot exchange coupling J [FTCL09, DSH+13]; (iii) electromagnetic influences
caused by stray charges, particularly dangling bonds trapped at the interface with the ox-
ide [AFS82]. While the influence of the phonons can, to some extent, be reduced by a
regime of low temperatures, the latter two sources of decoherence are known to cause 1/f
noise. Since the scheme proposed in this chapter relies on spin degrees of freedom, the
only effect of such interactions with the environment could be to modify uncontrollably
the strength of the coupling that enables the addressable CNOT between the data and
measurement qubits in the surface code. Qualitatively one may expect that such influence
should not be particularly detrimental, since the CNOT operations have been devised to
depend intrinsically little on the magnitude of the coupling, but further work is needed to
set quantitative thresholds to this statement.
The donor spin states, both NMR- and ESR-like, addressed with the SWAP described in
the previous section, have their coherence protected by the clock transitions, that effec-
tively enhance their T2 to timescales at least 3 orders of magnitude larger than the∼ 10 µs
total gating times required to complete the total CNOT sequence proposed previously. The
most important source of dephasing of the qubits involved, thus, affects the dot electron
spin, which still suffers from spectral diffusion due to hyperfine coupling with the bath
of 29Si nuclei; moreover, the vicinity of a Si/SiO2 interface enhances the influence from
dipolar coupling with paramagnetic impurities in the oxide [MDL+14], as extensively de-
scribed theoretically in Ref. [dS07].
Several theoretical treatments of the complete central spin - nuclear bath dynamics have
been developed in literature [YLS06, WDS06], even extended to isotope-enriched silicon
[WCM+10]: the most relevant feature highlighted by those works is probably the non-
Markovian character of the bath fluctuations induced by the 29Si flip-flops, that take place
over timescales long compared to the central spin evolution, due to the weak magnetic
moment of the nuclei. However, since we are not interested in the nuclear dynamics here,
but only on the collective effect those flip-flops have on the local dot electron magnetic
field, we can treat the hyperfine couplings as classical Overhauser field variables [RPB10],
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with the index n running over the non-zero nuclear spins located within the spatial ex-
tent of the dot electron wavefuntion, and An the corresponding hyperfine coupling con-
stant. The operating temperatures make sure that such nuclei are completely unpolarized,
thus [RPB10] we can assume that the classical stochastic variable hn follows an isotropic







h , where the standard deviation σh can
be extracted directly from experimental measurement of the inhomogeneous broadening
of the ESR linewidths. The most recent estimates related to quantum dots engineered
in silicon layers include σh ≈ 1 MHz measured for natSi/SiGe dots [KSW+14], and an
astonishing σh ≈ 2.4 kHz [VHY+14] in isotopically enriched (800 ppm of 29Si nuclei)
silicon. We will show how the SWAP proposed here preserves high fidelities even with a
conservative estimate of σh ≈ 25 MHz.
First, we have to evaluate the expectation value of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 6.48 on the
logical states |1〉A, |2〉A defined in Eq. 6.24:




, A〈1|Hnoise|2〉A = 0,
thus we find, as expected, that hyperfine coupling to nuclei only results in dephasing,
not relaxation. Second, we evaluate how the dynamics is changed by any fixed value
hz, weight each individual calculated fidelity |〈ψ(t0, hz)|(1, 0)〉|2 with the corresponding
Gaussian probability p(hz), and integrate over all possible hz to get the overall fidelity.
We report in Fig. 6.18 the effect of spectral diffusion-induced dephasing on the coherent
SWAP fidelities calculated in Sec. 6.7.2, assuming σh = 25 MHz. This analysis is again
performed across two orders of magnitude of exchange couplings relative to the different
donor/dot pairs.
6.9 Conclusions
In this chapter we have described a quantum computing scheme involving quantum dots
and bismuth donors in silicon, within an automatically scalable architecture as provided
by the implementation of a surface code, which moreover poses greatly relaxed constraints
over the coherence times of the quantum information manipulated. Rotations on the Bloch
sphere of the physical bismuth qubits, playing the role of measurement qubits, are easily
performed within the large Hilbert space made available by the spin levels of the Si:Bi
system, where global microwave fields are well established means of manipulation. The
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Coherent evolution
With spectral diffusion

















Figure 6.18: SWAP transfer efficiency as a function of the J coupling which the donor/dot
pairs could achieve, depending on their relative spatial separation. The comparison be-
tween the coherent time evolution and one including dephasing of the dot qubit from
realistic spectral diffusion from the 29Si nuclei confirms the robustness of the addressable
CNOT discussed in the previous section.
coherence of such operations is furthermore enhanced by working in a regime of clock
transitions, that endows the bismuth donors with exceptional quantum memory storing
abilities. Such aspects are complemented by a parallel array of flexible MOS quantum
dot spins, that embody the data qubits in the surface code architecture. Highly fault-
tolerant quantum computing can be based on the realization of subsequent parallel CNOTs
between measurement and data qubits that combined with non-demolition measurements
provide a way to detect computing errors. We have shown how such basic CNOT gates
can be performed, with high enough fidelity, exploiting the exchange coupling between
dot and donor electron spins, that can be selectively turned on via simple gate voltage
tuning. After quantitative evaluations of such interaction and its dependence on donor
depth and applied electric fields, we have proposed a detailed time-dependent sequence
that allows to SWAP the donor and the dot qubit states, within∼ 10 µs, irrespective of the
precise magnitude of the coupling. This latter issue is very important in the framework of
silicon quantum computing, as valley interference effects usually spoil the possibility to
drive globally scalable systems based on the exchange coupling. Finally, the robustness of
the sequence has been successfully tested against the most important source of dephasing,




Several aspects of the full scheme outlined in Sec. 6.6 need further investigation: while
the microwave qubit manipulations are well stablished indeed, and the CNOT operations
have been discussed in detail, the next most delicate stage of the surface code would be the
tunneling of the interface electrons between neighbouring quantum dots. How coherence
would be preserved by flying qubits that interact with a noisy environment that changes
in time is the most important question to be addressed.
Another open issue is whether it would be more convenient to use the dot electrons as data
qubits and the donor spins as measurement qubits, or vice versa: other than engineering
problems regarding the optimal relative positioning of the tuning gates for the donors and
the dots within the structure in Fig. 6.8, one may ask whether the surface code can be made
more effective if the decoherence timescales that affect the data qubits differ significantly
from those of the measurement qubits. For example, different stabilizers may be defined,
or it may be more advantageous to encode the logical qubits within different degrees of
freedom than those suggested here.
Finally, only two qubits have been effectively exploited within the twenty-dimensional
Hilbert space offered by the Si:Bi spins, so another direction of further investigation may
address whether it is convenient to make larger use of those degrees of freedom, and if




A derivation of the single-valley
effective mass theory











exp(ik · r)unk(r), (A.2)
where NcΩ corresponds to the total volume of the lattice as the product of the spatial
volume of the unit crystal cell Ω times the number of cells Nc, k is a parametric wave
vector that can be used to label the energy eigenstate En(k) related to each φnk, and the
unk(r) have the same spatial periodicity as the crystal.






∇2 + V0(r) + U(r)
]
Ψ(r) = EΨ(r) (A.3)




exp(ik · r)unk0(r), (A.4)





= 0. The orthonormality of the basis A.4, which justifies such an














′ − k−Km), (A.5)
(with the sum running over all the reciprocal lattice vectors Km), where the lattice-








But the sum is effectively restricted to the trivial term Km = 0, since both k and k′ lie
within the first Brillouin zone, thus





dr u∗nk0un′k0 = δ(k
′−k)δnn′
(A.6)
by the Fourier definition of the Bnn′0 numerical coefficients, and the orthonormalization
properties of the u functions.
As for the completeness, it is easily proven after realizing that, within the legitimate









dkgn(k) exp(ik · r)unk(r), (A.7)
we can expand in turn the lattice-periodic unk in terms of the specific Bloch functions
pinned at the bottom of the valley k0: thus the basis A.4 is complete on its own.
Now the basic steps introduced during the derivation of Eq. 3.6 can be followed, with the
fundamental difference that the Hilbert space where the matrix elements of the Hamilto-
nian 3.8 must be evaluated is extended to |χnk〉 eigenstates of generic wave vector k, as
opposed to the single |nk0〉 introduced to deal with k · p perturbation theory. We thus
find, recalling that H(k) as defined in Eq. 3.5 can be conveniently written as H(k) =
H0(k) +H1(k) with
H0(k) = En(k0) +
~2
2me
(k− k0)2, H1(k) = ~
me
(k− k0) · p,











(k− k0) · pnn′(1− δnn′) + 〈n′k′|U |nk0〉.
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6= 0, we need another way to get rid of the linear k terms
in Eq. A.8: Kohn and Luttinger [KL55b] showed that, if we perform a unitary rotation in




(k− k0) · pn′nδkk′(1− δnn′), (A.9)
then i[H0, S] +H1 = 0, and the rotated Hamiltonian reads
exp(−iS)H exp(iS) = H0 + U + i/2[H1, S] + i[U, S] +O(|k− k0|3), (A.10)














En(k0)− Em(k0))pn′mpmn] · (k− k0)
(A.12)
and





(k′ − k0) · pn′m
En′(k0)− Em(k0)〈mk
′|U |nk〉+ (k




Now the assumptions about the impurity potential U come in play: the single-valley the-
ory is based on the approximation that U does not vary much over a lattice constant, thus
its magnitude within a unit cell can be replaced with its value at the corresponding lattice
point U(a)




exp[i(k− k′) · a]U(a)︸ ︷︷ ︸





where the substitution of the pre-factor is justified as the distance between two adjacent
unit cells is not ‘detected’ by U . Moreover, since U is important over a sphere of radius
aB around the donor nucleus, such that aB  aSi, U(k′ − k) is small if |k′ − k| > a−1B ,
thus the spatial integral in Eq. A.14 can be restricted to |k′ − k| . a−1B . Eventually, since
|k|, |k′| ≈ 1/aSi, the phase exp[i(k− k′) · r] can be replaced by 1, hence∫
unit cell
dr exp[i(k− k′) · r]u∗n′k0(r)unk0(r) ≈
∫
unit cell
dr u∗n′k0(r)unk0(r) = δn,n′ ,
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so that
〈n′k′|i[U, S]|nk〉 = ~
me
U˜(k′ − k) (k
′ − k0) · pn′n
En′(k0)− En(k0) . (A.15)
For any perturbative order in k, such terms are suppressed, when compared to the corre-
sponding intra-band matrix elements generated by the second term in Eq. A.10 (namely
〈n′k′|U |nk〉 = U(k′− k)δn,n′), by the factor En′(k0)−En(k0), i.e. the energy difference
between different bands: they can thus be neglected. Eq. A.10 can be hence updated to
〈n′k′| exp(−iS)H exp(iS)|nk〉 = δnn′δkk′ [En(k0) + ~
2
2me









En(k0)− Em(k0))pn′mpmn] · (k− k0),
where we are now ready to replace Eq. 3.7 for En(k)
〈n′k′| exp(−iS)H exp(iS)|nk〉 = [En(k)δkk′ + U(k′ − k)] δnn′ . (A.16)
So inter-band matrix elements of H(k) have been rotated away, and the equation that




U˜(k− k′)Bn(k′) = EBn(k), (A.17)




The tetrahedral group Td is one of the seven cubic groups, and corresponds to the point
group of a regular tetrahedron: it includes all the symmetries leftover in a diamond lattice
once a point-like impurity has been substituted to one lattice site. Broadly speaking, the
symmetry operations encountered in the study of tetrahedral molecules are [Cot08]: the
identityE, rotations around an axis by 2pi/n Cn and their m-fold iterationsCmn , reflections
σ with respect to a plane (σh if such plane is perpendicular to the principal rotation axis,
σd if the plane contains a principal rotations axis and is perpendicular to a σh plane),
improper rotations Sn that result from a proper rotation Cn followed by a reflection in the
plane perpendicular to the rotation axis itself. The 24 symmetry operations that compose
Td can be grouped into 5 classes: the identity E, eight C3 (among which four C3 and
four C23 ), then three C2, six S4 (among which three S4 and three S
3
4 ), finally six σd.
More specifically, each of the four three-fold axes is perpendicular to each of the four
triangular faces of a tetrahedron and passes through their centre; each of the three 2-fold
axes is collinear with the bisector of opposite bond angles, and those axes are also the S4
axes; each of the six σd planes contains a C2 axis and a side of the tetrahedron. All such
symmetry operations are summarized in Fig. B.1.
Under all such operations, the six 1s single valley EMT functions F µ(r)φµ(r) behave
respectively like x,−x, y,−y, z,−z, if we define a Cartesian system of axes where x, y, z
coincide with each of the C2 axes: in fact, the conduction band minima k0x,y,z are oriented
exactly along those spatial directions. It is then straightforward to compute how the basis
of the 6 valleys is transformed under each of the Td classes, and an insightful classification
of those transformations is provided by the characters of this representation, i.e. the set of
the traces of the image vectors {T(x,−x, y,−y, z,−z)}|T∈Td under a generic T symmetry
operation of the tetrahedral group Td [LK55]. Those characters are listed in the first line
of Table B.1. Table B.1 clarifies that the 1s representation of interest for the description
of the ground orbital state of the donor electrons is not an irreducible representation of
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the Td group, but can be written as a combination of A1 + E + T1, whose eigenstates are
defined, in terms of the 1s basis, as specified in Eq. 3.25.
Figure B.1: Graphical representation of the symmetry axes typical of a lattice en-
dowed with tetrahedral symmetry, distinguished between C2 and C3 rotation and im-
proper S4 rotation axes. Picture kindly provided by Dr. Stefan Immel, TU Darmstadt,
http://csi.chemie.tu-darmstadt.de/ak/immel/.
Representation E C3 C2 σd S4
1s 6 0 2 2 0
A1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 1 1 1 -1 -1
E 2 -1 2 0 0
T1 3 0 -1 -1 1
T2 3 0 -1 1 -1
Table B.1: Characters of the irreducible representations of the tetrahedral point group
Td, A1,2, E, and T1,2, and the reducible representation 1s that corresponds to the ground
orbital state of a donor electron in silicon. It is seen by straightforward addition that 1s
is written as A1+E+T2, hence the statement, grounded on purely symmetry arguments,
that the lowest state of an electron within a tetrahedral impurity potential will be split in a
singlet A1, a doublet E and a triplet T2.
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Appendix C
A justification of the validity of the
pseudopotential approach
The goal of this Appendix is to motivate how the true short-ranged potential describing the
interaction of the donor electron with the doping impurity can be effectively replaced by
a smooth pseudopotential that averages its effects over the unit cell enclosing the nucleus,
as regards the description of the true wavefunction outside such central cell. The starting
point is to consider that, building on the discussion of the electronic structure of the pure
silicon crystal included in Sec. 3.2, the same modified Schro¨dinger equation introduced
in Eq. 3.8, and reported here for convenience,
HΨ(r) = [− ~
2
2m0
∇2 + V 0(r) + U(r)]Ψ(r) = EΨ(r), (C.1)
is formally valid to describe both valence {|Ψv〉 , Ev} and core electronic states {|Ψc〉 , Ec}
of the doped silicon lattice. Of course, an EMT treatment would be completely unreliable
for the latter, since the spatial extent of the corresponding densities is much localized
around the substitutional lattice sites; but the same formal steps that simplify the com-
plete many-body problem stated by Eq. 3.1 can be legitimately effected.
Following [NS71], the pseudo wavefunction |Φ〉 implicitly defined by
|Ψv〉 = |Φ〉 −
∑
c
〈Ψc|Φ〉 |Ψc〉 , (C.2)




∇2 + V 0(r) + U(r) + VR]Φ(r) = EΦ(r), (C.3)
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(E − Ec)〈Ψc|Φ〉 |Ψc〉 . (C.4)
Compatibly with a pseudopotential approach, |Φ〉 coincides with the true donor wavefunc-
tion |Ψ〉 outside a small sphere, centered around the nucleus, where the core electronic
states are more concentrated, and ‘averages’ the strong oscillations of |Ψv〉, expected from
the roughness of the true impurity potential U , within the ‘central cell’. Those features
are most easily pointed out following Ref. [NS71], and rotating the Bloch functions φnk,
which provide a complete basis of eigenstates of the undoped silicon lattice, to the Wan-
nier representation






where Ri is a vector of the Bravais lattice, and N the number of primitive cells in the
crystal. In fact, when the band index n is related to core silicon states, tight-binding
treatments prove that wc(r − Ri) amounts to an atomic core orbital of a silicon atom
located at Ri, thus very localized in the spatial lattice [Zim64]. Hence it is clear why
〈wc(r− Ri)|φvk〉 = 0 (C.6)
holds. Moreover, even when a dopant impurity intervenes to break the perfect periodicity







βc′ |φic′〉 , (C.7)
i.e. a superposition of the core atomic orbitals of the substitutional impurity |φic′〉 and the
core orbitals of the silicon atoms, namely the Wannier functions wc(r − Ri) just intro-
duced.
According to our final goal to describe, via |Φ〉, an electronic state that lies close to the
bottom of the conduction band, it is reasonable to expand |Φ〉 in terms of the Bloch func-
tions |φvk〉 pertaining to the valence and conduction bands, i.e. no core states contribute




Fv(k) |φvk〉 . (C.8)
Substituting Eq. C.8 in Eqs. C.2 and C.4, by virtue of Eq. C.6 we get
|Ψv〉 = |Φ〉 −
∑
c′〈φic′ |Φ〉 |φic′〉 , (C.9)
VR |Φ〉 =
∑
c′(E − Ec′)〈φic′|Φ〉 |φic′〉 ,
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where it is now clear that the discrepancy between the pseudo donor electron state |Φ〉
and the true |Ψv〉 are relevant only outside the central cell. In fact, the projection of
the difference |Ψv〉 − |Φ〉 along any valence orbital of the substitutional impurity |φiv〉,
according to Eq. C.9, is
〈φiv|(Ψv − Φ)〉 = −
∑
c′
〈φic′|Φ〉〈φiv|φic′〉 = 0. (C.10)
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Appendix D
Inverse Fourier transform of the
multi-valley EMT equation
Our starting point is the momentum-space multi-valley EMT that follows taking the ex-
pectation value of Eq. 3.8 over the state in Eq. 3.9, then using Eqs. 3.31, 3.34, and 3.38:














C0(k0ν ,k0µ)U˜(k0ν + qν − k0µ − qµ)] = E. (D.1)







with the conjugated inverse transform




it is clear how both the momentum integrations entailed in Eq. D.1 can be performed via
D.2. More specifically, the final version of Eq. 3.41 can be obtained after kinetic terms
are converted as ∫
dqν q
2
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